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BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION, IINIT

I

SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
IN RESPONSE TO 50.54(F) LETTER WITH REGART) TO NTTF 2.1

1.0 PTJRPOSE AI{D OBJECTIVE

Following the accident at the Fukushima Dai-ichi nuclear power plant resulting from the
March 1 l, 201 l, Great Tohoku Earthquake and subsequent tsunami, the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) established a Near-Term Task Force (NTTF) to conduct a systematic review
of NRC processes and regulations and to determine if the agency should make additional
improvements to its regulatory system. The NTTF developed a set of recommendations intended
to clariff and strengthen the regulatory framework for protection against natural phenomena.
Subsequently, theNRC issued a 50.54(f) letter on March 12, 2012 (Reference 1), requesting
information to assure that these recofirmendations are addressed by all U.S. nuclear power plants.
The 50.54(f) letter requests that licensees and holders of construction permits under
10 CFR Part 50 reevaluate the seismic hazards at their sites against present-day NRC
requirements and guidance.

A comparison between the reevaluated seismic hazard and the design basis for Beaver Valley
Power Station, Unit I (BVPS-I) has been performed, in accordance with the guidance in Electric

Power Research Institute (EPRI) 1025287, "Screening, Prioritization and Implementation
Details (SPID) for the Resolution of Fukushima NTTF Recommendation 2.1: Seismic"
(Referenc e 2), and previously submitted to NRC (Reference 3). That comparison concluded that
the ground motion response spectrum (GMRS), which was developed based on the reevaluated
seismic hazard, exceeds the design basis seismic response spectrum in the 1 to 10 Hertz (Hz)
range, and a seismic risk assessment is required. A seismic PRA (SPRA) has been developed to
perform the seismic risk assessment for BVPS-I in response to the 50.54(f) letter, specifically
Item (8) in Enclosure I of the 50,54(f) letter.

This report describes the SPRA developed for BVPS-I and provides the information requested in
Item (8)B of Enclosure I ofthe 50.54(D letter and in Section 6.8 of the SPID. The SPRAmodel
has been peer reviewed (as described in Appendix A) and found to be of appropriate scope and
technical capability for use in assessing the seismic risk for BVPS-I, identifuing which
structures, systems, and components (SSCs) are important to seismic risk, and describing plantspecific seismic issues and associated actions planned or taken in response to the 50.54(f) letter.
This report provides summary information regarding the SPRA as outlined in Section 2.0.
The level of detail provided in the report is intended to enable the NRC to understand the inputs
and methods used, the evaluations performed, and the decisions made as a result of the insights
gained from the BVPS-I SPRA.
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INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS REPORT

The following information is requested in the 50.54(f) letter (Reference l), Enclosure 1,
"Requested Information" Section, Paragraph (8)8, for plants performing a SPRA.

1.

2.

The list of the significant contributors to SCDF for each seismic acceleration bin,
including importance measures (e.9., Risk Achievement Worth, Fussell-Vesely (FV), and
Birnbaum).

A summary of the methodologies used to estimate the SCDF and large early release
frequency (LERF), including the following:

i.

ii
iii.
iv.
v.

3.
4.

vi.

Methodologies used to quantiff the seismic fragilities of SSCs, together with key
assumptions.

::fi,ffiJTH,HH:H$,':tr:il:'-:*:#:H*ff:ismic

quarirication' the

Seismic fragility parameters.

Important findings from plant walkdowns and any corrective actions taken.
Process used in the seismic plant response analysis and quantification, including
the specific adaptations made in the internal events PRA model to produce the
seismic PRA model and their motivation.

Assumptions about containment perfonnance.

Description of the process used to ensure that the SPRA is technically adequate,
including the dates and findings of any peer reviews.
Identified plant-specific vulnerabilities and actions that are planned or taken.

Note that 50.54(f) Ietter Enclosure 1 Paragraph I through Paragraph 6, regarding the seismic
hazard evaluation reporting, also apply, but have been satisfied through the previously submiued
BVPS-I Seismic Hazard Submittal (Reference 3). Further, 50.54(D letter Enclosure I
Paragraph 9 requests information on the spent fuel pool. This information has been submitted
separately (Reference 86).
Tahle 2-l provides a cross-reference between the 50.54(f) reporting items noted ahove and the
location in this report where the corresponding information is discussed.
The SPID (Reference 2) defines the principal parts of an SPRA, and the BVPS-I SPRA has been
developed and documented in accordance with the SPID. The main elements of the SPRA
performed for BVPS-t in response to the 50.54(f) Seismic letter correspond to those described in
Section 6.1.1 of the SPID; i.e.:

I
.
.
t

Seismic Hazard Analysis
Seismic Structure Response and SSC Fragility Analysis
Systems/Accident Sequence (Seismic Plant Response) Analysis
Risk Quantification
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Table 2-2 provides a cross-reference between the reporting items noted in Section 6.8 of the
SPID, other than those already listed n Table 2-1, and provides the location in this report where
the corresponding information is discussed.
The BVPS-I SPRA and associated documentation has been peer reviewed against the PRA
Standard in accordiltce with the process defined in Nuclear Energy Institute (NED-12-13
(Reference 5), as documented in the BVPS-I SPRA Peer Review Report (Reference 6). The
BVPS-I SPRA, complete SPRA documentation, and details of the peer review are available for
NRC review.

This submittal provides a sunmary of the SPRA development, results and insights, and the peer
review process and results, sufficient to meet the 50.5a(f) information request in a manner
intended to enable NRC to understand and determine the validrty of key input data and
calculation models used, and to assess the sensitivity of the results to key aspects of the analysis.
The content of this report is organized as follows:

3.0
Section 4.0

Section

Section

5.0

Section

6.0

provides information related to the BVPS-I seismic hazard analysis.
provides information related to the determination of seismic fragilities for
BVPS-I SSCs included in the seismic plant response.
provides information regarding the plant seismic response model (seismic
accident sequence model) and the quantification of rcsults.
summarizes the results and conclusions of the SPRA, including identified
plant seismic issues and actions taken or planned.

Section 7.0

provides references.

Section 8,0

provides a list of acronyms.

Appendix A

provides an assessment of SPRA Technical Adequacy for Response to
NTTF 2.1 Seismic 50.54(f) Letter, including a swnmary of BVPS-I SPRA
peer review.
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TABLE 2.1

CROSS-REFERENCE FOR 50.54(F) ENCLOSURE
50.54(0

Lnrrrn

RnroRrruc IrEn{
I

2

Dnscnrrrrox
List of the significant contributors to SCDF for

each seismic acceleration bino including
importance measures
Summary ofthe methodologies used to estimate

the SCDF and LERF

/tt

Methodologies used to quantiff the seismic
fraeilities of SSCs, tosether with key assumptions
SSC fragility values with reference to the method
of seismic qualification, the dominant failure
mode(s), and the source of information

ziii

Seismic fragility parameters

2iv

Important findings from plant walkdovrns and any
corrective actions taken
Process used in the seismic plant response analysis
and quantifi cation, including specifi c adaptations
made in the internal events PRA model to produce
the seismic PRA model and their motivation
Assumptions about containment performance

2i

2v

I SPRA REPORTING
LocarroN

IN THIs

RBponr

Seclion 5.0
Section 3,0, Section 1.0, and Section 5.0
Seclion 1.0
Table 5-9 provides fragilities (Am and beta)
and failure mode information, ffid method of
determining fragilities for the top risk
significant SSCs based on standard
importance measures such as Fussel-Vesely
(F-V). Seismic qualification reference is not
provided as it is not relevant to development
of SPRA
Table 5-9 provides fragilities (Am and beta)
information for the top risk significant SSCs
based on standard importance measures such

as F-V.
Section 4,2 address walkdowns and
walkdown insights
Section 5.I and Section 5.2 provide this
information

J

Description of the process used to ensure that the
SPRA is technically adequate, including the dates
and findings of any peer reviews

Section 4.3 and Section 5.f address
containment and related SSC performance
Appendix ,,{ describes the assessment of
SPRA technical adequacy for the 50.54(0
submittal and results of the SPRA peer

4

Identified plant-specific vulnerabilities and actions

Section 6.fl addresses this

2vi

that are planned or taken

review
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TABLE 2-2
CROSS-REFERENCE FOR AI}DITIONAL SPID SECTION 6.8 SPRA REPORTING
SPID SECTrou 6.8

Irru (r) IlrscRurloN

A report should be submitted to the NRC summarizing the
SPRA inputs, methods, and results.
The level of detail needed in the submittal should be
sufficient to enable NRC to understand and determine the
validitv of all input data and calculation models used.
The level of detail needed in the submittal should be
sufficient to assess the sensitivity of the results to all key
aspects of the analysis.

The level of detail needed in the submittal should be
sufficient to make necessary regulatory decisions as a part
ofNTTF Phase 2 activities.
It is not necessary to submit all of the SPRA documentation
for such an NRC review. Relevant documentation should
be cited in the submittal, and be available for NRC review
in easily retrievable form.
Documentation criteria for a SPRA are identified
throughout the ASME/ANS Standard (Reference 4).
Utilities are expected to retain that documentation
consistent with the Standard.

Locnttott

IN

lHIs Rnronr

Entirety of the submittal addresses this.
Entirety of the suhmittal addresses this. The template
attempts to identifr key methods of analysis and
referenced codes and standards.
Entirety of the submittal addresses this. Results
sensitivities are discussed in the following sections:

.
.

Sectton 5.7(SPRA Model Sensitivities)
Section

/.4 Fragility Screening (Sensitivity)

Entirety of the submittal template addresses this.
Entire report addresses this. This report summarizes
important information from the SPRA, wffi detailed
information in lower tier documentation.
This is an expectation relative to documentation of the
SPRA that the utility retains to support application of
the SPRA to risk-informed plant decision-making.

Note:
(r):

The items listed here do not include those designated in SPID Section 6.8 as "guidance."
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3.0

BVPS.T SEISMIC HAZARI} AI{D PLAI{T RESPONSE

The BVPS is a soil site located in Shippingport Borough on the south bank of the Ohio River in
Beaver County, Pennsylvania, in the Appalachian Plateau Province. The bedrock in the area is
the Allegheny formation of Pennsylvanian age consisting of shale and sandstone with several
interbedded coal seams. The bedrock is overlain by ahout 100 feet(ft) of alluvial granular
terraces that formed during the Pleistocene. Plant grade is elevation (EL) 735 ft and the top of
bedrock is at approximate EL 625 ft.
Subsequent to the March 2014 submittal, the BVPS seismic hazard for hard-rock site conditions
was updated to address SPRA peer review comments; this updated is summarized in
Section 3,1.7. The derivation of Foundation InputResponse Spectra (FIRS) is completed for
several elevations corresponding to the base of the critical structures located at the BVPS Site.
The site response geotechnical model used to derive the FIRS is described in Section 3.7.1.2,
with site response analysis results describedinSection 3.1.L3. The seismic hazard results used
forthe SPRA are described in Section 3.I.3,while the derivationof horizontal andvertical FIRS
are described inSection 3.1.4.

3.1

Surcurc H.rzanu Au.+.l,ysts

This section discusses the seismic hazard methodology, presents the final hard-rock seismic
hazard results used in the SPRA, the site geotechnical model used to derive the FIRS, the site
response analysis results, and discusses important assumptions and important sources of
uncertainty.

The seismic hazard analysis determines the annual frequency of exceedance for selected gtound
motion parameters. The analysis involves use of earthquake source models, ground motion
attenuation models, characterization of the site response (e.9., soil column), and accounts for the
uncertainties and randomness of these parameters to arrive at the site seismic hazard. More
detailed information regarding the BVPS Site Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA)
hazard was provided to NRC in the seismic hazard information submitted to NRC in response to
the NTTF 2.1Seismic information request (Reference 3) and can be found in Reference 23.

3.1.1

Seismic Hazard Analysis Methodolory

Forthe BVPS-I SPRA, the quantification of the seismic hazard utilizes RIZZO's in-house
software,P.IZZO-HAZARD (Reference 19). This software uses the characterization of seismic
sources (NRC, 2012b) and ground motion models (GMM) (EPzu 2013a, referred to as the EPRI
GMM update) to estimate the annual exceedance frequencies for various levels of pseudo- Sn at
different spechal frequencies.
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The final PSHA results reflect the resolution of SPRA peer review interactions as documented in
peer review Facts and Observations (F&O). The specific resolution summaries are provided in
Appendix A. The final PSHA and supporting documentation includes the following elements
addressing the peer review F&Os:

o

I
r
.
.
.
3.l.I.l

Enhanced discussion of the potential for induced or triggered earthquakes and
the impact of these earthquakes on the seismic hazard for the BVPS Site.

Quantitative assessment of seismicity that has occurred since the end of 2008,
the cut-off date for the earthquake catalog used to assess earthquake
recrurence rates and maximum magnitr,rdes (NRC,20l2b).

Modifications to the scripts used to combine seismic hazard curves for
hard-rock site conditions and updating the hard-rock mean and fractile hazard
curves. This resulted in essentially no change to the mean hazard, and only
minor changes to fractile hazard curves on which the SPRA is based.
Enhanced assessment of site response amplification factor epistemic
uncertainty to define the input for developing the soil hazard curues. Based
on this assessment the soil hazard curves (mean and fractiles) were derived
and used to develop FIRS at each foundation elevation.
Assessment of the variance contribution to the total variance for each of the
seismic hazard input parameters. This assessment quantifies which seismic
hazard input parameter(s) dominates the epistemic uncertainty in seismic
hazard for several mean annual frequencies of exceedance"

Updating the approach used to assess vertical-to-horizontal ground motion
ratios resulting in some reduction in the vertical ground motions at each
foundation elevation on which the SPRA is based.

Hard-Rock PSHA Results

The hard-rock PSHA hazard curyes at the BVPS Site are obtained for seven response spectral
frequencies (100 Hz [equivalent to PGA], 25I12,10 Hz, 5 Hz, 2.5I12,, I I12, and 0.5 Hz). In
addition to the mean, the associated fractile (5 percent, l5 percent, 50 percent (median),
85 percent, and 95 percent) hazard cunres are also obtained. Figare J-l and Table 3-l present
the PGA hard-rock hazard curves; the full set of hazard curves atthe seven spectral frequencies
associated with the hard-rock Ground Motion Model (EPRI 2013a) can be found in
Reference 23
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F'IGURE 3-1

100

HZ Sr MEAN AND FRACTILE HAZARI) CIIRVES AT THE BVPS SITE FOR
HARD-ROCK SITE CONDITIONS

The events conholling the hard-rock hazard provide the basis to develop smoothed UHRS at
hard-rock based on the predicted hazard at the seven spectral frequencies. These controlling
events are obtained by deaggregating the rock hazard for lE-4, lE-s, and lE-6 mean annual
frequency of exceedance (MAFE) into magnitude and distance bins following recourmendations
in Reference 24. The deaggregation results are used to identiff controlling earthquakes at each

MAFE.
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TABLE 3-I
HZ Sa MEAFI AI{D FRACTILE HAZARI} CURYES AT THE BVPS SITE FOR
HARD.ROCK SITE CONDITIONS
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9.51E-07

2.94E-06

8.04E-06

1.52E-05

0.7

3.43E-06

2.95E-07

6.748-07

2.09E-06

5.85E-06

1.09E-05

0.8

2.ssE-06

2.04E'07

4.748-07

1.s3E-06

4.40E-06

8.12E-06

0.9

1.95E-06

t,46E-07

3.66E-07

1.

16E-06

3.40E-06

6.328-06

I

t.s2E-06

1.05E-07

2.638-07

8.728-07

2.58E-06

4.928-06

2

2.398-07

8.39E-09

2.50E-08

I . 13E-07

4.1 I E-07

8.88E-07

J

6.74E-08

1.34E-09

4.738-09

2.s8E-08

t.L2E-07

2.748-07

5

r . r 0E-08

7.81E-11

3.63E-10

2.98E-09

1.64E-08

4.94E-08

6

s.46E-09

2.61E-11

1

.23E-10

7.628-09

2.54E-08

7

2.95E-09

9.078-t2

4.81E-t

l

1.2?E-09
s.46E- 10

4.02E-09

I .41E-08

1.70E-09

3.898-12

2.09E-1r

2.t2E-10

2. r

8E-09

8.168-09

9

1.04E-09

1.s8E-12

9.498-12

1.43E-10

1.26E-09

4.94E-09

10

6.60E-10

7.2t8-13

4.678-12

7.41E-t t

7.szE-10

3.25E-09

MOTION

5',/0

Mnu.t

Fru.crlln

0.0r

2.96E-03

0.02

lrvnl

I

(g)

t

84o/o

8E-05

95o/o

2. r

5E-05
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Because there is a significant contribution to hazard at low frequencies from distant earthquakes,
the mean magnitude and distance are identified for the overall hazard and broken down by
distance less than and greater than 100 km. Tfile J-2 identifies the controlling events in terms
of the respective mean magnitude and distance for each of the distance bands. For the case in
which contribution to hazard is examined separately for distance less than and greater than
100 km, the weight provided in Table i-2 represents the relative contribution to hazard from
each distance range.

TABLE 3-2
CONTROLLING EARTHQUAKES FOR THE BVPS SITE
CoxrnoLLrNG EARTHQUAKE
H.rz.q.RD

IE-4 MAFE
0.5 Hz
IE-4 MAFE
1.0 Hz - 2.5 Hz

IE-4 MAFE

5.0 Hz

- 10.0 Hz

IE.4 MAFE
25 Hz

IE.s MAFE
0.5 Hz

IE.s MAFE

1.0 Hz - 2.5 Hz

IE.s MAFE

5.0 Hz

-

10.0 Hz

IE.s MAFE
25 Hz,

IE.6 MAFE
0.5 Hz

IE-6 MAFE
Hz - 2.5 Hz
IE.6 MAFE
5.0 Hz - 10.0 Hz
IE.6 MAFE
1.0

25 Hz

OvnRul Haznnn
R>0km

Hnzano Fnou

H,r.znnn Fnorr

R< 100 km

Mlct{truDn
(M)

Drsr.lucr

Macmruor

Iltstllicn

7.4

549

6.3

32

6.6

139

5.9

5.9

46

5.8

R> 100 km

Mlcumuor
(M)

Drsmxce
(km)

WTTcHT

0.0941

7.5

737

0.906

3l

0.415

7.1

399

0.585

5.7

3l

0.777

6.4

t76

0.223

4t

5.7

30

0.829

6.3

168

0.171

7.3

292

6.5

27

0.252

7.6

651

0.748

6.4

43

6.1

2t

0.734

7.2

337

0.266

5.9

l7

5.8

l6

fi.967

5.9

163

0.033 r

5.8

l5

5.8

t4

0.978

6.9

160

0.0221

7.0

70

6.7

23

0.623

7.5

457

0.377

6.4

l8

6.4

l5

0.936

7.3

2t6

0.0635

6.1

lt

6.0

il

0.994

7.4

157

0.0061

6.0

l0

6.0

l0

0.996

'1.4

t55

0.00394

(km)

(M)

(km)

Wucur

Note:

"Weight" is the percent contribution to overall hazard for the given distance range

Response spectral shapes for the controlling earthquakes are determined, following
recommendations in Reference 77 for Central and Eastern United States (CEUS) earthquakes.
Equally weighted single- and double-corner spectral shapes from Reference 77 are scaled up to
the UHRS to define the controlling earthquake response spectra. Final hard-rock smoothed
UHRS are determined by using the controlling earthquake spectral shape to interpolate and
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extapolate the UHRS at response spectral frequencies other than those for which the GMM
provides values.
For response frequencies less than 0.5 Hzthe contolling earthquake response spectrum for
distances greater than 100 km is used. Similarly, for response frequencies between 0.5 Hz and
2.5 Hz,2.5l1z and l0 tlz, and greater than l0 Hz the contolling earthquake response spccta for
1.75-l1z Se hazard, 7.S-Hz Se trazard, aad25-Hz Se hazard are uscd, respectively. The
smoothed UIIRS is derived for 36 spectal frequencies, which mcets the minimum number of
stnrctural frequencies defined in Reference24. Figure 3-2 shows the smoothed LJHRS with a
1E-4 MAFE.
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FIGURE 3.2
BVPS SITE 1E.4 MAF'E SMOOTHED UNIFORM HAZARI)
RESPONSE SPECTRA AT HARD-ROCK
3.1 ,1,2

Site Response Analysis Geotechnical Model

The BVPS Site is located in the Ohio River Valley, a flat-bottomed, steep-walled valley
constructed by erosion. Bedrock urderlying the BVPS Site and forming the hills, which rise to
an elevation of about 1,100 ft adjacent to the BVPS Site to the north and south of the Ohio River
Valley, is characterizndby sandstones and shales interbedded with several thin coal seams and
occasional thin limestone beds of the Pennsylvanian age Allegheny formation.
The terrace material at the BVPS Site, overlying bedrock, is characterized by tluee levels; high,
intermediate, and low. The ground surface of the high terrace ranges between elevations @L)
740 ftto EL 730 ft. The high terrace is composed of granular material mostly gravel and sand
with some cobbles and rock fragments. The intermediate terrace ground surface elevation is
approximately at EL 700 ft to EL 685 ft. The intermediate terrace is the result of flood control
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projects, which lowered the river level during the 1930s. The upper soils of the intermediate
terrace consist of medium clays, which extend to about EL 660 ft. The low terrace being the
most recent and closest to the river is located at a zone having a ground surface EL 675 ft
towards the north. The shallow soils consist of soft clay and silt sediments of river showing
some organic content.
The plant structures are located upon the high terrace of alluvial gravels. The nominal station
grade is EL 735 ft. The ground surface grade elevation for the shared BVPS-I and BVPS-2
Intake Structure is EL 675 ft.
The site response analysis is completed for several elevations corresponding to the bases of the
critical structures located at the BVPS Site. Representative foundation elevations are selected for
site response analyses considering that 1) foundation elevation varies for some plant structures
and 2) some plant structures af,e founded at similar elevations. Therefore, elevations for which
site response analyses are performed may not coincide exactly with foundation elevations but are
within a few feet. The approximations in elevation have a negligible effect on the structural
response. These structures and representative foundation elevations are:

I
r
r

681:
EL 735:
EL 723:
EL

BVPS-I Reactor Building (RCBX)
BVPS-I Diesel Generator Building (DGBX)
BVPS-I Fuel Handling/Decontamination Building (FULB)* and
Safeguards Building (SFGB)

r

EL

713:

t

BVPS-I Auxiliary Building (AXLB), Service Building (SRVB)
and Main Steam Cable Vault (MSCV)

EL

637:

BVPS-I/BVPS-2 shared Intake Stmctrue (INTS)

+Note: the Fuel Handling Building and Decontamination Buildings are separate structures
separated by seismic shake spaces but are connected by steel superstructures and as a result are
evaluated in the same seismic analysis model. The two buildings are herein referred to as the
Fuel Handling/Decontamination Building, or FULB.
The quantification of site amplification of hard-rock motions takes into account the site-specific
shear-wave velocity profile and other relevant dynamic properties for the site geologic material.
These are based on available licensing documents and other relevant studies. Aleatory and
epistemic uncertainties in the quantification of site amplification are explicitly addressed by
defining alternative shear-wave velocity profiles, alternative shear modulus reduction and
damping characteristics of the geologic materials, site attenuation (kappa), and the inherent
random variation in these parameters.

Two conditions influence the site amplification factors (AF) for the BVPS Site: there is about
I 5 ft of compacted structural backfill surrounding several of the buildings and there is a
significant Vs contrast between the soil materials at the site (compacted structural backfill and
the terrace deposits) relative to the underlying sedimentary rock. Because of these two
conditions, the calculation of the AFs at the various building elevations account for the potential
influence of the soil confinement that surrounds the building. Guidance provided by
Reference 25 accounts for these conditions.
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The site response analysis for most of the structures at the BVPS Site is based on the full soil
column extending from hard rock to plant grade (EL 735). The full set of silain iterated
properties are retained for each of the layers modeled. The geologic column is then tnmcated at
the appropriate building elevations and the site response analysis is repeated using the sffain
iterated properties from the fuII column, with no further strain iteration permitted. Because the
soil column for the BVPS Site INTS is different, a second soil profile is developed for that
structuren ffid the process outlined above is repeated.
The methodology described in Reference 2 guides the site response analysis. A logic tree is used
to assess the epistemic uncertainties in site response input parameters, which includes the
following:

o

.
I

Hard-rock input ground motions are developed for two seismic source models
with equal weights. The seismic source model is hased on the point source
model and uses both single-corner and double-corner input assumptions
(Tables B4 and 8-6 of Reference 2\.
Use of three alternative base-case velocity profiles (BE [P1], LR [P2], and
UR [P3]) to represent the shear-wave structure of materials underlying the
Site.

For each base-case profile, use of two scenarios to represent potential strain
degradation of material properties of the Paleozoic rocks: materials behave
nonlinearly in the top 500 ft of rock and linearly below the top 500 ft of rock
to the profile base, and materials behave linearly for the whole profile.

The site parameter kappa describes the damping considered in the site response analysis. In the
context of Reference 2, kappa is the profile damping contributed by both intrinsic hysteretic
damping, as well as scattering due to wave propagation in heterogeneous material. The total site
kappa consists of the kappa associated with the near-sr.rface profile and kappa for the half-space ;
i.e., reference rock. The contribution to kappa from the half-space is taken as 0.006 seconds (s),
consistent with the GMM. Both the hysteretic intrinsic damping and the scattering damping
within the near-surface profile and apart from the crust are assumed frequency independent.
Based on review of available geotechnical data three base-case profiles were developed. The
specified Vs profiles were taken as the mean or BE base-case profile (Pl) with LR and UR
base-case profiles P2 and P3, respectively. Consistent with the guidance from EPRI
(Reference 2), the UR base-case profile is constrained to not exceed Vs of 9,200 ff/s. The BE
profile is given a weight of 0.4 while the LR and UR profiles are each given aweight of 0.3.
This is consistent with the guidance from Reference 2 where the weights are based on a 3-point
approximation for a normal distribution reflecting the 10ft and 90s percentile.

All three base-case profiles extend to a depth of 4,435 ft below the base of the grorurd surface at
the BVPS Site. This depth is taken as the boundary where hard-rock site conditions exist, The
basis for this selection considered guidance from Reference 2 which indicates that a sufficient
depth should be selected such that hard-rock Vs is reached or the depth is greater than the criteria
for no influence on response for spectral frequencies greater than 0.5 Hz. The base-case profiles
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(Pl,Pz, and P3) are shown on Figure J-3 and listed n Table 3-3, and represent the Vs profiles
used for the site response analysis for all structures except the INTS.
To account for random variations in Vs beneath stnrcture footprints, 30 randomized Vs profiles
are generated utilizing the stochastic model developed from Reference 78. The range of Vs
values for each of the geologic layers was reviewed to ensure that the Vs values modeled are
realistic for the tlpes of soils and Paleozoic rocks at the BVPS Site.
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FIGURE 3.3
BASE-CASE Vs PROFILES, BYPS SITE
Consistent with the guidance from Reference2, uncertainty and variability in material dynamic
properties are included in the site response analysis. The soils at the BVPS are generally
represented as sand and gravel so both the EPRI soil and Peninsular Range curves from
Reference 2 are appropriate. Consideration was also given to the use of dynamic property curyes
developed for the proposed Bell Bend Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) site on the Susquehanna River
in east-central Pennsylvania, which are also appropriate for sand and gravel; the Bell Bend
curves are similar to the EPRI soil curves but allow for more significant non-linear site response
as represented by higher shear modulus reduction. In summary, the Bell Bend dynamic property
curves are associated with the most non-linear behavior (as expressed by the shear modulus
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reduction versus shear strain curves) while the Peninsular Range dynamic property curves are
associated with the least non-linear behavior. Given this observation the selection of the soil
dynamic property curves was directly linked to the stiffrress (Vs) of each soil profile.

TABLE 3-3

BASE.CASE Vs PROFILES, BVPS SITE

Lrvrn

Pnorrr,g

Pl

Dnpru

Pnorrlp

(fo

Vs (ft/s)

730

0

730

t5

Elrv.+rrox (ft)

Vs (ft/s)

73s
720
720

1,015

l5

681

1,015

681

665
665

Pnorn

P2

Drrrn
(f0

Vs (fUs)

635

0

840

635

l5

n P3

Ilnrru
(f0
0

l5

840

883

l5

1,167

15

54

883

s4

1,167

54

1,100

54

957

54

1,265

54

1,100

70

957

70

1,265

70

1,200

70

1,043

70

1,390

70

625

1,200

4,348

ll0
ll0

ll0

5,000

ll0
ll0

1,380

62s

5,750

110

550

5,000

185

4,348

185

5,750

185

550

6,026

185

6,930

185

6,026

385

5,240
5,240

185

350

385

6,930

385

350

38s

5,864

385

385
435

300

6,744
6,744
6,744

-120

855

300

-120

-2994
-2994
-3700

1,043

435

5,864

435

435

5,864

435

7,756
7,756
7,756

6,744

85s

5,864

855

7,756

855

6,184

855

I,179

8s5

7,112
6,416
6,416

3,729
3,729
4,435

6,184

3,729
3,729

8,179

4,435

7,378

3,729
3,729
4,435

'l,ll2

5,579
5,579

7,3',18

435

For the rock material, uncertainty is represented by modeling the material as either linear or
non-linear in its dynamic behavior over the top 500 ft of rock. This material primarily consists
of shale and sandstone. The use of the EPzu rock curves from Reference 2, which exhibit a
relativelyhigh amount of low-strain damping (*3.2 percent), is limitedto the upper 100 ft where
the rock is considered as weathered and fractured. For the alternative linear analyses, the
low-strain damping from the EPRI rock curves was used as the constant value of damping in the
upper 100 ft.

Withinthe depthrange of 100 ftto 500 ft, non-linear dynamic behavior is based onthe
unweathered shale dynamic properties from Reference 75 forthe Y-12 Site at OakRidge,

Tennessee. For these curves the low-strain damping is about 1 percent. For the alternative linear
analyses, the low-strain damping from the Reference 75 unweathered shale curves were used as
the constant damping value from 100 ft to 500 ft. Below a depth of 500 ft, linear material
behavior is adopted, with the damping value specified consistent with the kappa estimate for the
Site.
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Near-surface site damping is described in terms of the parameter kappa. For the BVPS site,
kappa was estimated following the guidance in Reference 2 using the approach for cases where
the thickness of the sedimentary rock overlying hard-rock is greater than 3,000 ft. There is
confidence, based on deep well sonic log data from the vicinity of the Site, that the hard-rock
horizon is more than 4,000 ft below the top of rock. For each Vs profile, kappa was estimated
using the equations from Reference 2 for the kappa contribution from the soil and the kappa
contribution from the entire bedrock section. The kappa contribution for the Paleozoic rock
section is defined as the bedrock kappa minus the kappa contibution from hard-rock (.006s).
The site kappa is used to establish the damping for the Paleozoic rock material below a depth of
500 ft. This is accomplished by using the low-strain damping and the Vs profiles to determine
the remaining kappa contribution from the rock layers below a depth of 500 ft within the rock.
Given the remaining kappa contribution for the deep rock layers and the Vs for those layers, the
damping for these layers can be defined. The site response analysis is then completed assuming
linear behavior for these deeper rock layers with appropriate low-strain damping values.

Using the kappa values obtained for the three velocity profiles and including a kappa of 0.006s
for the underlying hard-rock the total site kappa is estimated to be 0.0167s for profile Pl,
0.0191s forprofile P2, and 0.0146s forprofile P3. To complete the representation of uncertainty
in kappa a 50 percent variation to the base-case kappa estimates was added for profiles P2 and
P3. For profileP2, the softest proflle, the base-case kappa estimate of 0.0l9ls was augmented
with 50 percent increase in kappato a value of 0.0286s, resulting in two sets of analyses for
profile P2. Similarly uncertainty in kappa for profile P3, the stiffest profile, wffi augmented with
a 50 percent reduction in kappa, resulting in kappa values of 0.0146s and 0.0097s. The suite of
kappa estimates and associated weights is listed inTable 31.
Consistent with the guidance in Reference 2, input Fourier amplitude spectra were defined for a
single representative earthquake magnitude (M 6.5) using two different models for the shape of
the seismic source spectrum (single-corner and double-corner).

TABLE 3-4
KAPPA VALUES AND WEIGHTS USED IN SITE RESPONSE ANALYSIS

Vnr,ocrrv PRonr,n
PI

Base-Case
P2
Lower Range
P3

Upper Range

Wprcnr

PRorrlr Wnrcnr

K,q.PrA. (s)

0.4

0.0167

1.0

0.0191

0.6

0.0286
0.0146
0.0097

0.4

0.3
0.3

Karp^q.

0.6
0.4

Parallel to the deviation of site response inputs for the power block area, site response inputs
were also derived for the shared INTS. Epistemic uncertainty in Vs is modeled using three
base'case profiles, the mean or BE base-case profile (Pl) with LR and UR base-case profiles P2
and P3, respectively. Uncertainty and variability in material dynamic properties for the
Pleistocene Terrace deposits are included in the site response analysis. The kappa for each of the
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base-case profiles uses the same Vs, layer thickness, and damping for the deeper geologic units,

and adds above them the Pleistocene Terrace layers and their respective Vs and thickness values.
Also, consistent with the site response analysis for the deeper geologic layers, equivalent-linear
and linear damping represents the epistemic uncertainty in dynamic properties.

3.1.1.3

Site Response Analysis Results

The site response analysis uses an equivalent-linear method that is implemented using the
Random Vibration Theory GVT) approach. This approach utilizes a simple, efficient method
for computing site-specific amplification functions and is consistent with Reference 24 and
Reference2. The input motion is applied at the top of the half-space as outcrop motion. The
free-field peak responses at the top of any sub-layers are solved by using the RVT technique.
The nonlinearity of the shear modulus and damping is accounted for by the use of
equivalentJinear soil properties and an iterative procedure to obtain values for modulus and
damping compatible with the effective shear strains in each layer.

Most major structures at the BVPS Site are founded in the Pleistocene Terrace deposits at
foundation elevations of approximately 681 ft for the RCBX and 713 ft for the AXLB, SRVB,
and MSCV. There are a few structures founded in the compacted granular structural backfill at
approximate foundation elevations 723 ft for the FULB and SFGB and at 735 ft for the DGBX.
The site response analysis for the BVPS-I and BVPS-2 shared INTS has a different site profile
than for the other structures. The approximate foundation elevation for the INTS is 637 ft while
the top of the full soil column is at EL 675.
The seismic structural analysis will treat all of these structures as surface founded at the
foundation levels ignoring the effects of embedment. The approach to developing FIRS for each
elevation is based on the guidance provided by Reference 25. Each FIRS is provided as the
Truncated Soil Column Response (TSCR). After the strain-compatible soil profiles are
developed for the full soil column, the soil layers corresponding to the embedment depth of the
structure are removed and a second round of soil column analysis is performed with the
truncated soil columns with no firrther iteration on soil properties. The free surface outcrop
motions from the second round truncated soil column analysis correspond to the required TSCR.
The results of the site response analysis consist of AFs that describe the amplification (or
de-amplification) of reference hard-rock response spectra (5-percent-damped pseudo-absolute
acceleration) as a function of frequency and input reference hard-rock PGA amplitude. AFs are
determined for the appropriate control point elevation. Because of uncertainty and variability
incorporated in the site response analysis, a distribution of AFs is produced. The AFs are
represented by a median (i.e., In-mean) amplification value and an associated log standard
deviation (sigma ln) for each spectral frequency and input rock amplitude. Consistent with
Reference 2, median total amplification was constrained to not fall below 0.5 to avoid extreme
de-amplification that may reflect limitations of the methodology.
Table J-5 provides the median site AFs and standard deviation of the logarithm of site AFs
(or*trrrl) forthe spectral frequencies of 0.5 Hz, I H2,2.5H2,5 Hz, 10 Hz,25Hz, and 100 Hz
(PGA) for BVPS Site EL 681 . Figure 3-4 and Figure J-5 show the median site AFs and olnqap;
versus Se for each of the spectral frequencies. The complete set of site response results can be
found in Reference 23.
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TABLE 3.5
AMPLIFICATION FUNCTIONS FOR BVPS SITE AT EL 68I

NO
NE

od
E
I

*
E='

Srcitaa

5Hz
sA lgl

Mruu.n
AF

2.00E+00

1.59E-01

2.21E'02

1.92E-01

8.85E-02

t.98E-0I

1.82E+00

2.04E-01

1.54E-01

1.75E-01

3.81E-01

1.80E+00

2.06E-01

2.84E-01

1.75E-01

5.58E-01

1.78E+00

2.03E-0r

4.09E-01

3.738+00
3.71E+00
3.64E+00
3.43E+00
3.24E+00

2.54E-01

1.87E+00

7.37E-01

1.75E+00

5.35E-01

3.08E+00

2.42E-0r

1.80E-01

9.17E-01

1.72E+00

1.94E-0t
1.89E-0t

6.61E-01

l.6lE+00

1.84E-01

9.74E-01
1.30E+00

2.15E-01

l.3TE+00
1.848+00
2.33E+00
2.79E+00

2.948+00
2.60E+00
2.358+00
2.18E+00
2.08E+00

2.51E-01

1.90E-01

Srcnm
Ln(AF)

0.5 Hz
Sa [g]

Mrnm.x
AF

9.59E-02

1.94E-02
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T.IGURE 3.4
MEDIAI\ TOTAL AMPLIF'ICATION X'ACTORS VERSUS INPUT HARD.ROCK
MOTION T'OR BVPS SITE AT EL 681
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FIGURE 3.5
SIGMA LN (TOTAL AMPLIFICATION FACTORS) YERSUS INPUT HARD.ROCK
MOTION FOR BVPS SITE AT EL 681
Given the complexity of ttre logic trees used to represent epistemic uncertainty in the CEUS-SSC
model (Reference 2l) and EPRI GMM (Reference 22),the computational demands of
propagating all epistemic uncertainty in the site response logic tree into the PSHA is prohibitive.
As a result, an assessment was performed to determine how the site response logic free could be
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simplified without loss of accuracy in the hazand fractiles at the RCBX foundation elevation
(EL 68r ft).
Sensitivity studies were performed to test the approach to grouping on the resulting surface
haz.ard fractiles. Specifically, sensitivity testing assessed the impact of the AF grouping process,
in which a portion of the epistemic uncertainty is transferred to aleatory uncertainty. The
sensitivity study shows that the AF grouping approach has minimal impact on the mean hazard
and on any of the hazard fractiles above the mean for all levels of ground motion. The steps for
development ofthe surface contol point hazard curves and hazard fractiles are:

o
r

o

At

each response frequency, group the site AFs according to the patterns
observed in the site response logic tree branch of site AFs, as described below.

Apply the grouped site AFs to all logic tee branches of the CEUS-SSC model
and EPRI GMM used to derive the hard-rock hazard.
Combine the surface bazardbranches, using the same combinatiorur
used to derive the seismic hazand for hard-rock site conditions.

asi

were

The assessment performed to determine if grouping of AFs was technically justified bcgan with
compilation of all AF branches for the seven response frequencies (0.5 Ha 1.0 Hz, 2.5H45Ha
l011z,25 Hz, and 100 Hz). For each response frequency, the mean and standard deviation of
AFs are saved, consistent with each end-branch of the site response logic tee. Based on the
observed pattern in the tend of mean AF over each of the seven response frequencies, three
grouped branches are determined for use calculating the contol point hazard.

Figure 3-6 and Figure 3-7 display the 20 individual branches of AF from the logic hee together
with the recommended three grouped amplification functions for two example response
frequencies. On each figure P represents the site profile, M represents the material dynamic
properties, K represents kappq and lCl2C represent the single-corner and double-comer input
motions respectively. The full set of AF grouping results are listed in Reference 23.
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3.1,2

Seismic Hazard Analysis Technical Adequacy

The BVPS-I SPRA hazard methodology and analysis associated with the horizontal GMRS were
submitted to the NRC as part of the BVPS-I Seismic Hazard Submittal (Reference 3), and found
to be technically acceptable by NRC for application to the BVPS-I SPRA.
Subsequent to the March 31 ,?0L4 (Reference 3) submittal, the seismic hazard was updated and
FIRS were generated for each of the foundation elevations associated with critical structures as
the BVPS for use in the SPRA. Figure 3-8 presents the FIRS at the confiol point EL 681 ft and
compares this to the GMRS reported in the BVPS-I March 20L4 submittal (Reference 3). The
difference is attributed to:

.

.

The material damping used for the rock material over the upper 500 ft. While
the GMRS, reported in the March 2014, submittal is based on the low-strain
damping of 3.2 percent over a 500-foot depth of bedroch the FIRS used in the
BVPS-I SPRA limits this damping value to the upper 100 ft where the rock is
considered as weathered or fractured. Within the depth range of 100 ft to
500 ft, a damping of 1 percent is used hased on the unweathered shale
dynamic properties from Stokoe et al., (Reference 75). Below a depth of
500 ft, linear material behavior is adopted with the damping value of
0.5 percent is specified consistent with the kappa estimate for the site.
The subsurface profile used in the site amplification analysis. While the
GMRS, reported in the March 2014, submittal is based on a profile which
extends from the bottom of the RCBX foundation to at depth hard rock, the
FIRS used in the SPRA develops from the analysis of the full soil column to
plant grade, subsequently truncated to the RCBX foundation level, in
accordance with NRC guidance (Reference 25).
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FIGURE 3.8
COMPARISON BETWEEN GMRS AT CONTROL POINT RXPORTED IN
MARCH 2014 SUBMITTAL AND ['IRS USED AS BASIS X'OR BUILDING SEISMIC
RESPONSE AND I'RAGILITY CALCULATION IN BVPS.I SPRA PROJECT
The BVPS-I hazad analysis was also subjected to an independent peer review against the
pertinent requirements in the PRA Standard (Reference 4). The peer review assessment, and
subsequent disposition of peer review findings, is describednAppendixA.

3.1.3

Seismic lilarzaril Analysis Results and Insights

This section provides the final seismic hazardresults used in the BVPS-I SPRA.
The site AFs obtained from the site response analysis and the hard-rock PSHA curves are used to
develop the seismic hazard curves and FIRS at the elevations of interest. The procedure to
develop the seismic bazard curves follows the methodology described in Reference 2. This
procedure, referred to as Approach 3, computes a site-specific contol point hazard curve for a
broad range of Se given the site-specific bedrock hazard curre and site-specific estimates of soil
or soft-rock response and associated uncertainties. The FIRS represent the performance-based
ground motion used as input to the seismic analysis of the buildings.
The above procedure is executed to generate the mean hazard curve and the fractiles at EL 681.
Figure 3-9 presents the mean and fractile hazard cun/es at EL 681 for the specfral frequency of
100 Hz. Table 3-6presents numerical values of the mean hazard culre and the fractiles of the
hazard distribution. The full set ofhazafi curves atEL 681 can be found in Reference 23.
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The PSHA results were used to perform an assessment of the total hazard sensitivity to the
epistemic uncertainty in the particular PSHA input variable (i.e., ground motion prediction
equation (GMPE), seismicity of distributed sources, maximum magnitude of distibuted
sources, etc.), which is measured by the variance in the totalbazad with contibution solely from
the epistemic uncertainty in the specific input variable, normalizedby the variance in the total

baard.

The results of this process are shown on Figure 3-I0 which displays the variance deaggregation
for the spectral frequency of 100 Hz (PGA) at the RCBX contol point at EL 681 ft.
Deaggregation is shown for MAFE ranging from 1.40E-3 to2.34E-8. The dominant contributor
to the total variance is the epistemic uncertainty in GMPEs. As the MAFE gets lower, the
epistemic uncertainty in maximum magnitude, the three magnitude-range cases used for deriving
recurence rates, and the eight recurence raterealizatrons become more significant.
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TABLE 3.6
100-HZ S,r MEAITI AND FRACTILE HAZARI] FOR BVPS SITE AT EL 681
(BASE OF BVPS-I AND BVPS-2 REACTOR CONTAINMENT BUILDING
FOUNDATION)

Spncrnu

ACCnIURATION

At{NuA,L FnneunNCY oF ExcEEDANCE

84*

9srH

1.02E-02

1.72E.02

2.68E-02

3.75E-03

s.83E-03

l .l6E-02

I .81E-03

2.96E-03

6.54E-03

6E-04

l .l4E-03

1.99E-03

4.41E-03

4.16E-04

7.49F-04

1.48E-03

3.428-03

Mn.ln

5rH

l6"H

50nl

0.01

I . t 9E-02

3.61E-03

0.02

4.33E-03

l.3sE-03

6.72E-03
2.228-03

0.03

2.?3E-43

6.67F,-04

1.05E-03

0.04

1.44E-03

4.20E-04

6. r

0.0s

1.038-03

2.84E-04

0.06

7.69E-04

1.85E-04

2.94E-04

5.56E-04

I

.l2E-03

2.57E.-03

2.03E-04

4.278-04

8.52E-04

2.03E-03

1.558-04

3.39E-04

7.13E-04

1.70E-03

tel

0.07

6.02E-04

0.08

4.86E-04

1.32E-04
9.34E-0s

0.09

4.02E-04

7.20E-05

t.22E.-04

l .41E-03

0.10

3.38E-04

9.23E-0s

2.798 04
2.228-04

5.918-04

5.82E-05

5.18E-04

l .l9E-03

0.20

8.92E-0s

l .l4E-05

2.08E-05

5.33E-05

1.45E-04

2.98E-04

0.25

s.s4E-05

6.728-06

l.3lE-05

3.49E-05

8.60E-0s

1.85E-04

0.30

3.778-05

4.s lE-06

8.30E-06

2.31E-05

6.09E-05

t.2tE-04

0.40

1.95E-os

2.20E-06

4.38E-06

1.22E-05

3.19E-0s

6.13E-05

0.s0

1.09E-05

I

.l7E-06

2.328-06

6.66E-06

1.86E-05

3.52E-05

0.60

6.s8E-06

6.35E-07

1.35E-06

4. 16E-06

1.138-05

2.09E-05

0.70

4.21E-06

3.68E-07

8.02E-07

2.588-06

7.1

lE-06

1.38E-0s

0.80

2.78E-06

2.20E.07

5.01E-07

8.70E-06

1.87E-06

1.30E-07

3.20E-07

1.68E-06
1.08E-06

4.75E-06

0.90

3.13E-06

6.16E-06

1.00

1.26E-06

7.42E.-08

2.04E-07

6.88E-07

2.20E-06

4.32E-06

2.00

9.70E-08

2.20E.49

7.378-09

3.87E-08

1.64E-07

3.94E-07

3.00
5.00

2.44E-08

2.59E-10

7.66E-09

3.75E-08

1.05E-07

3.6sE-09

1.26E-11

6.00

1.748-09

3.89E-12

7.00

9.40E-10

1.36E-12

6.77F,-tt
2.28E.-tt
8.228-t2
3.93E-12

l.l lE-09

8.00

5.61E-l0

5.38E-13

9.00

3.41E-10

2.31E-l3

t.77E-t2

10.00

2.19E-10

I .05E-13

8.248-13

7.24E-r0

4.89E-09

1.718-08

2.79E- 10

2.21E-09

8.23E 09

I .27E-

1.14E-09

4.62E-09

l0

6.27F,-tt
3.308-l l
1.77E-l I

6.25E-10

2.70E-09

3.63E-10

1.76E-09

2.19E-10

L07E-09

Following the guidelines in Referenc e 24 the FIRS for the control point of interest are developed
following a perforrnance-based approach. The foundation level seismic hazard curves and
UHRS provide the input to derive the perfornance-based FIRS. The perfoffnance-based FIRS
are developed by scaling the mean 1E-4 MAFE UHRS by a design factor that is related to the
ratio of the 1E-5 MAFE Seto the corresponding 1E-4 MAFE Sa (Reference 24).
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Figurc
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FIRS at all othc,t foundation clevations arc presc,ntcd in Refcrcncc 23.
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TABLE 3.7
UHRS AND FIRS AT THE BYPS SITE AT EL
FnBeueNCY

(Hz)

HoruzoNTAL SrBcrmL AccELERATToN (g)

ELrvlrrohr

lr

681

rHE Four*runrrox

1xl0-s MAFE UHRS
0.0067
0.0097

0.0034

0.0141

0.0071

0.20
0.26

IXIOA MAFE UHRS
0.0028
0.0040
0.0058
0.0088
0.0136

I

0.33

0.0205

0.0474

0.42

0.028s

0.50

0.0353

0.0642
0.0780

0.0106
0.0162
0.0240
0.0328

0.53

0.0352
0.0366

0.0783

0.0399
0.0400

0.0831

0.0423

1.00

0.0459
0.0s34

0.1077
0.1264

0.0545
0.0639

1.08

0.0573

0.1 3 84

1.37

0.0673

0. I

0.0696
0.0870

1.74

0.0829

0.23s

1

0.1 14s

2.21

0.1 I 15

0.3495

0. 1 669

0.4378

0.2064
0.2707
0.4573
0.62s8

0.10
0.13
0.16

0.67
0.85

5.00

0. l3 l0
0. 1 6s4
0.2802
0.4272
0.4s74

5.74

0.45 10

7.28
10.00

0.3927
0.3372
0.3429

11J2

2.50
2.81

3.56

4.s2

0.021

0.0321

7s6

0.5799
0.9789
1.3039

FIRS
0.0048

1.3216
1.2712
1.1447
I .1 08s

0,6200
0.5545
0.5242

0.3798

1.1766
1.2689

0.5517
0.s981

14.87

0.4039

1

986

0.s78s

18.87

0.3727

r.0896

23.95
2s.00

0.3 r 93

0.9138

0.5275
0.4443

0.3092

30.39
38.57

0.29t9
0.2724

48.94

0.2575

62.10

0.2333

0.8922
0.8157
0.7286
0.666r
0.59s6

9.24

.1

0.6413

0.4331
0.3985

0.359r
0.3305
0.2963
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TABLE 3.7
UHRS AND F'IRS AT THE BVPS SITE AT EL
(coNTTNUED)
FnrqurNCY
(Hz)
78.80
100.00

681

HoruzoNTAL Spnctnrl AccELERATToN (S) rr rHE Fouuu.+.rtoFr
El-,n,varrox
lXlOA MAFE UHRS
1XTO.5 MAFE UHRS
FIRS
0.2026
0.5244
0.2601
0. r 885

0.5158

0.2530

Note:

MAFE = mean annual frequency of exceedance.

3.1.4 Horizontal and Vertical FIRS
This section provides the control point horizontal and vertical FIRS.
Vertical response spectra are developed at each foundation elevation by combining the
appropriate horizontal response spectra and vertical-to-horizontal (V/H) response spectral ratios.
The V/H response spectral ratios consider guidance provided in Reference 77 and Reference 79,
which both provide approaches applicable to a range of CEUS or WUS sites.
For the BVPS Site three factors influence the approach used to derive VIH ratios: (l) the kappa
values estimated for the site are significantly larger than the hard-rock kappa value of 0.006s
reported for CEUS hard-rock sites in Reference 77, (2) the site-specific Vsso values for the site
profiles are best associated with intermediate or soft sites as reflected in Reference 79, and
(3) the shape of the horizontal FIRS at each of the foundation elevations peak at spectral
frequencies closer to WUS spectral shapes. Given these factors the approach used to derive
V/H ratios for the BVPS Site considers the generic V/FI ratios from ReferenceTT and the
empirical GMPEs as described in Reference 79. For each foundation elevation a mean V/I{ ratio
is derived by considering equal weights for WUS and CEUS rock site conditions, and equal
weights on the V/H values derived by applying the GMPEs Reference 80 and Reference 8l and
the generic V/FI values from Reference 77 .
The calculated V/H ratio for the RCBX foundation elevation is shown on Figure 3-12 which
displays the results separately for WUS rock conditions and CEUS rock conditions, showing the
range of values for the models considered and the overall median V/H ratio from this range. On
this figure the bottom plot displays the overall mean V/H ratio for WUS and CEUS rock
conditions (from the top two figures) and the recommended V/H ratio based on averaging the
mean V/H ratio for WUS and CEUS rock conditions. The vertical FIRS are derived using the
V/H ratios and the horizontal FIRS. Figure 3*13 shows the horizontal and vertical FIRS at the
RCBX foundation elevation, The horizontal FIRS, the applicable V/H ratios, and the vertical
FIRS forthe RCBX foundation elevation are displayed on Table 3-8. The full set of V/H ratios
and vertical FIRS at other foundation elevations can be found in Reference 23.
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TABLE 3-8
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL FIRS AT THE B\TPS SITE AT EL 681
FREQUENcY

HORIZONTAL FIRS

V/H Rerro

VTRTTCII, FIRS
(g)

00
0.200
0.331
0.501
0.676
1.000
1.202
I .413
1.622
r.820
2.042

0.0034
0.0106
0.0242
0.0399
0.0425
0.0639
0.0770
0.0898
0.1 047
0.1220

0.7045
0.704s
0.704s
0.67s4

0.0024
0.0074
0.0170
0.0270

2.188
2.399
2.630

0.1 641

0.0280
0.0414
0.0483
0.0549
0.0629
0.0722
0.0855
0.09s4
0.1 r 09

2.81

0.2726
0.3220
0.3987
0.4723
0.5484
0.5999
0.6284
0.637s

0.6s77
0.6480
0.6270
0.6108
0.6003
0.59 1 9
0.5843
0.5812
0.s803
0.5806
0.5813
0.5820
0.5829

(Hz)

0.1

I

3.020
3.31I
3.63 r
3.98 r
4.266
4.s71
4.786
s.012
5.248
5.495
5.7 54
6.026
6.457
6.91

I

7.4t3
7.763
7.943
8.51

1

8.913
9.550
10.000

(g)

0.1464
0.191
0.23

t

l0

0.64r 3

0.6376
0.6291
0.6195

0.6087
0.s879
0.s663
0.5514
0.5436
0.5398
0.5297
0.52s4
0.s3 r 8

0.5517

0.s 821

0.5800
0.5811
0.s839
0.s867
0.5906
0.5954
0.6009
0.6067
0.6126
0.62 r

I

0.6300
0.6376
0.6425
0.6450
0.6529
0.6s84
0.6669
0.6730

0. 1 341

0.1585
0. t 874

0.2324
0.2749
0.3 181

0.3486
0.3669
0.3740
0.3787
0.3797
0.3780
0.3758
0.3729
0.3655
0.3568
0.3s 16
0.3492
0.3481
0.34s9
0.3460
0.3547
0.37r3
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TABLE 3-8
HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL F'IRS AT THE BYPS SITE AT EL
(coNTTNUED)
FREQUENCY

ITONEONTAL FIRS

t2.023

(Hz)

t4.t25

I

r

6.21

1

8.1 97

20.4t7
22.387
23.988
26.303
28.1 84
30.200
34.674
39.811
44.668

50.r l9
54.954
60.256
70.795
81.283
r 00.000

V/H R.+.rro

VBnTTCII FIRS
(g)

0.5979
0.s849

0.7030

0.4203

0.71

8

0.4175

0.564s
0.5372
0.5025

0.7226
0.7285
0.7325

0.4676
0.4438
0.4229
0.4109
0.3995
0.3758
0.3549
0.3413
0.3273
0.3144
0.3007
0.2736
0.2s87
0.2s30

0.7345

0.4079
0.3914
0.3681
0.3435
0.3253
0.3092
0.2998
0.2913
0.2750
0.2623
0.2530
0,2417

(s)

3

0.7328
0.731 I
0.7298
0.7290
0.7317
0.7392
0.7411
0.7383

0.737s
4.7366
a.7324
0.7236
0.7017

39 of

1,53

681

0.23 18
0.221,s

0.2004
0.1872

0.t776

Dynamic properties of soil are degraded due to their non-linear response under a controlling
earthquake motion propagated through the soil profile. This degradation is represented by
strain-compatible dynamic properties obtained from the output of an equivalent-linear site
response analysis. Epistemic and aleatory uncertainty of the input motion, Vs, thickness,
damping etc., is included in the site amplification analysis. Three deterministic soil profiles that
represent uncertainty in Vs, Vp, damping, and thickness are provided. The approach is consistent
with Reference 82 and Reference 2.

A fully probabilistic

approach is employed to develop the strain-compatible dynamic properties

that preserve consistency with the ground motion hazard. Assuming the strain-compatible
properties are lognormally distributed, this approach is analogous to Approach 3 described in
ReferenceTT. The mean and standard deviation of logarithmic (lne) strain-compatible properties
are determined as a function of rock Se for each soil layer in the same manner that a mean and
standard deviation of logarithmic site AFs is determined. The soil Sn is determined from the soil
hazard curve at the MAFE of interest, and the corresponding AFs and associated
strain-compatible properties at the soil Se are used.
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Reference 2 csnsiders the variation of the strain-compatible property for different response
frequencies of the FIRS. The FIRS is not a response spectrum associated with a single
earthquake, so the main contributor at a spectral frequency of 1.0 Hz could produce strains in the
soil column different from those produced by the main contributor at a spectral frequency of
100 Hz (assumed to be PGA). To address this, Reference 2 states: 'oTo examine consistency in
strain-compatible properties across structural frequency, the entire process is performed at PGA
(typically 100 Hz), and again at low frequency, typically I Hz. Ifthe differences inproperties at
high- and low frequency are less than lDyo, the high-frequency properties may be used since this
frequency range typically has the greatest impact on soil nonlinearity. If the difference exceeds
l0% [hazard-consistent strain-compatible properties] the hazard-consistent strain-compatible
properties (HCSCP) developed at PGA and those developed at I Hz may be combined with

equal weights."

To implement this requirement, two set of strain-compatible properties are obtained; one for a
spectral frequency of I Hz and the other for 100 Hz Sa (PGA). If the differences between the
means or standard deviations for the two spectral frequencies are larger than 10 percent, then the
approach described above is used.
Once the BE strain-compatible shear modulus (G) and shear-wave damping (S) profiles and their
standard deviations are determined, the upper- and lower-bound profiles are determined

following Reference 82. The minimum requirement for coefficient of variation (COV) for site
material in NRC, (2013) is 0.5 for well-investigated and 1.0 otherwise.

The resulting set of strain-compatible properties forthe BVPS Site is provided in Reference2S.
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4.0

DETERMINATION OF SEISMIC FRAGILITIES FOR THE SPRA

This section provides a srmrmary of the process for identiffing and developing fragilities for
SSCs that participate in the plant response to a seismic event for the BVPS-I SPRA. The
subsections provide brief summaries of these elements.

4.1

Srrsprrc EeurprrENT

Llsr

For the BVPS-I SPRA, a seismic equipment list (SEL) was developed that includes those SSCs
that are important to achieving safe shutdown following a seismic event, and to mitigating
radioactivity release if core damage occurs, and that are included in the SPRA model. The
methodology used to develop the SEL is generally consistent with the guidance provided in
EPRI 3002000709 (Reference 15).

4.1.1 SEL Development
The BVPS-I SEL was developed as follows:
Potential seismic-induced initiating events and consequential events were identified based on the
internal events PRA and review of other potential seismic initiators. The following is a summary
of items considered in developing the SEL.
The creation of the BVPS-I SPRA SEL started with the SSCs listed in the existing BVPS-I
PRA, Internal Events Model. It further considered the list of SSCs developed much earlier for
the BVPS-I individual plant examination of external events (IPEEE [Reference 9]).
The following bases were used in the development of the BVPS-I SPRA SEL:

t.

2.
3.

The existing tnternal Events PRA for BVPS-I meets the Capability Category II
requirements of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) PRA Standard
for PRA applications and complies with Regulatory Guide 1.200, Revision I
(Reference 16).
The internal events PRA model used is as of July 2014; i.e., BV1REV6F. This is a
working model update from BVIREVSa that was formally documented in Reference 26.
SSCs losated inthe turbine building are included inthe SPRA SEL, although mostare
not credited in the SPRA sequence models. While the turbine building has some seismic
capacity, it also contains numerous non-seismic SSCs that may fail in ways that fail other
SSCs within the building and prevent operator access to the turbine building. Only the
cross-tie cables and the portable generators used for steam generator level indication are
located in the turbine building and currently credited. Future SPRA evaluations may
choose to credit the turbine building at low seismic accelerations for all SSCs located
there. Non-seismic electrical equipment which brings offsite power to the essential
buses, are not located in the turbine building.

4.I.I.l

Use of the

Internal Events PRA and IPEEE Lists of SSCs

The EPRI guidance document (Reference 2) says that using the previously developed IPEEE
SEL as a starting point for listing the SSCs is acceptable. The ASME combined standard
(Reference 4) says to use the existing internal events PRA model as the basis for building the
seismic PRA logic model. The ASME Standard implies that the SSCs represented in the PRA
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logic model basic events would make up a starting point for such an SEL. As the IPEEE SEL
includes some SSCs originally judged important for seismic risk, but that are not normally found
in a PRA logic model for internal events, it was decided to combine the two lists of SSCs as a
starting point for the development of the SPRAi i.e., the original IPEEE SEL and the SSCs from
the current internal events PRA. This initial combined list does not mean that all SSCs listed in
the IPEEE or PRA SEL lists will be explicitly represented in the seismic PRA. Rather, it means
that they will be included for consideration during the seismic walkdown and their impact on
plant response in an earthquake will then be considered.
For BVPS-I, the internal events PRA logic model (Reference 26) is well established, having
evolved since the original individual plant examination in the early 1990s. For example, in
parallel to this effort to construct an SPRA, the BVPS-I PRA was also revised to update the PRA
logic models for internal events, internal flooding, ffid for internal fire initiating events. The
effort from these updates is considered in so far as they may impact the SPRA; o.8., especially in
the identification of electrical cabinets and panels whose failures could impact the plant response
in an earthquake and the listing of potential flood sources.
The internal initiating events were also reviewed for applicability to seismic sequences.
Table C-f presents all of the initiating events and how they are treated in the seismic PRA
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TABLE 4.I
RE,VIEW OF INTERNAL INITIATING EYENTS FOR APPLICABILITY
TO SEISII{IC SEQUENCES

IlrrrllrrNc

l.

Excessive LOCA (reactor vessel failure, not

2.

Large LOCA (>

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

coolable bv ECCS)

5'

LJP

TO DBA) BVPS-I per

Rx Crit Yr
Medium LOCA (1.5" TO 5") BVPS-I per Rx

Crit Yr
Small LOCA, Nonisolable
diameter)

{Vz

to 2-inch

Small LOCA, Isolable (PORV train leakage)
(0.5" to 1.5")
Interfacing Systems LOCA
Steam Generator Tube Rupture

Reactor Trip

Turbine Trip
10. Loss of Condenser Vacuum
I

l.

12.

Closure of

(MSIV}

MonBrrNG oF lnrrrrnroR FoR SPRA

EvENT CATEGoRTES

All Main Steam Isolation Valves

Steam Line Break Upstream of MSIVs
a. Steam Line Break Inside Containment

b. Main Steam Relief or Safetv Valve Openins

c. Steam Line Break in Common Residual Heat
Removal System (RHS) Valve Line

13. Steam Line Break Downstream of MSIVs
(Outside Containment)

14. Inadvertent Safety Iniection
15. Miscellaneous Transients

a. Total Main Feedwater Loss or Condensate

b. Partial Main

Feedwater Loss (one loop)
c. Excessive Feedwater
d. Closure of One Main Steam Isolation Valve
e. Core Power Excursion

f. Total Loss of Primary Flow (one or more
loops)

g. Main Feedwater Line Break
16. Loss of Offsite Power

Reactor vessel included as EQ06, part of Top Event

zLt

Screened out on high seismic capacity

MLOCA assigned fragility curve; seismic failure leads
to direct core damage via failure of Top Event ZLI
Fail Top Event PR and assume CIA and CIB
conditions
Screen out, not a seismic failure mode
Screen out on hieh seismic capaciW
Screen out, not a seismic failure mode
Assuming plant trip for every seismic initiator
Assumine plant trip for every seismic initiator
Assuming condensate lost for all seismic events; and
that there is a resulting pressurizer PORV challenge
MSIVs not always required to close but likely will due
to loss of station air
Screened on high seismic capacity

Valves modeled for seismic failure to open
Screened on high seismic capacity

Turbine building collapse is assumed to shear the

steamlines; fragility curves for MSIVs are assigned to
top event ZMS, and failure of this top event would
then fail top event MS and result in loss of steam
supply to the TDAFW pump. To satisff seismic PRA
peer review F&O #7-1, this is accounted for in the
GENTRANS tree STEAM macro, which includes
ZTX=F*MS=F logic
Screened on high seismic capacify

Assumed for all seismic events
Bounded by total loss of MFW
Not possible since MFW failed for all seismic events
Model only seismic failure to close; valves do fail
closed on loss of station air
Reactor trip always assumed required; Pressurizer
PORV assumed challenged anyway
Pressurizer spray lost anyway due to assumed loss of
containment air
MFIV and dedicated feedpump assumed failed
anyway; pressurizer PORV assumed challenged
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZOG. No credit for
recovery of offsite power is given for seismic initiators
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TABLE 4-1
REVIEW OF INTERNAL INITIATING EVENTS FOR APPLICABILITY
TO SETSMTC SEQUENCES
(coNTrNrrED)

InrrmuNc EvENT CaTEGoRTES

17. Loss of One l25V DC Emergencv Bus
a. l25V DC Bus l-1, Orange

b. l25V

DC Bus l-2, Purple

18. Loss of River Water Headers
a. Loss of Service Water Header A

b.

Loss of Senrice Water Header B

I9. Steam Line Break Downstream of MSIVs
(Outside Containment)

Monrr.rNc oF lr.rrrrA,roR FoR SPRA
Modeled in response to seismic
dependent failure probability in
Modeled in response to seismic
dependent failure probabiliry in

event by acceleration

ZDC

event by acceleration

ZDC

Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZRW or ZR4
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probabiliw in ZRW or ZR2
Turbine building collapse is assumed to shear the
steamlines; fragility curves for MSIVs are assigned to
top event ZMS, and failure of this top event would
then fail top event MS and result in loss of steam
supply to the TDAFW pump. To satisff seismic PRA
peer review F&O #7-1, this is accounted for in the
GENTRANS tree STEAM macro, which includes

ZTX:F*MS=F losic

20. Inadvertent Safety Iniection
21. Miscellaneous Transients

Screened on hieh seismic capacity

a. Total Main Feedwater Loss or Condensate
b. Partial Main Feedwater Loss (one loop)
c. Excessive Feedwater
d. Closure ofone Main Steam Isolation Valve

f. Total Loss of Primary Flow (one or more

Assumed for all seismic events
Bounded by total loss of MFW
Not possible since MFW failed for all seismic events
Model only seismic failure to close; valves do fail
closed on loss of station air
Reactor trip always assumed required; Pressurizer
PORV assumed challeneed aryway
Pressurizer spray lost anyway due to assumed loss of

g. Main

MFW and dedicated feedpump

e. Core Power Excursion

loops)

Feedwater Line Break

22. Loss of Offsite Power
23. Loss of One l25V DC Emergency Bus
a. l25V DC Bus l-1, Orange

b. I25V DC Bus l-2, Purple
24. Loss of River Water Headers

a.

Loss of Service Water Header

b.

Loss of Service Water Header B

A

containment air

assumed failed
anyway; Dressurizer PORV assumed challeneed
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZOG

Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZDC
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZDC
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZRW or ZR4
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZRW or ZRZ
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TABLE 4-I
REVIEW OF INTERNAL INITIATING EYENTS FOR APPLICABILITY
TO SEISMIC SEQIIENCES
(coNTrNuED)
IFrrrrnrlNc EvENT CATEGoRTES

c.

Loss of Both Service Water Headers

25. Total Loss of Primary Component Cooling Water
26. Loss of One Vital Instument Bus
a. Loss of Red Vital Bus

b.

Loss of White Vital Bus

c. Loss of Blue Vital Bus

d. Loss of Yellow Vital Bus
27. Loss of One 4.16-kV Emergency Bus
a. Loss of 4.16-kV Bus lAE, Orange

b.

Loss of 4.16-kV Bus lDF, Purple

28. Loss of a Non-Emergency Bus
a. Loss of 4.16-kV Bus

lA

b. Lossof4.l6-kVBus lD

29. Loss of Station lnstrument Air
30. Loss of Containment Instrument Air
31. Total Loss of Emergency Switchgear Ventilation

Moupr,rNc oF lr{rrnroR FoR SPRA

Modeled in response to seismic
dependent failure probability in
of failure of ZRZ and ZR4
Modeled in response to seismic
dependent failure probabilitv in

event by acceleration

ZRW or combination

event by acceleration

ZCC

Modeled in response to seismic event
dependent failure probability in ZIO
Modeled in response to seismic event
dependent failure probabilitv in ZIO
Modeled in response to seismic event
dependent failure probabiliW in ZIO
Modeled in response to seismic event
dependent failure probability in ZIO

by acceleration
hy acceleration
by acceleration
by acceleration

Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZAC
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probabiliW in ZAC
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZOG. Since offsite
power goes through the normal switchgear to the
emergency switchgear a failure of the normal
switchgear has the same effect as loss of offsite pow€r
Modeled in response to seismic event by acceleration
dependent failure probability in ZOG. Since offsite
power goes through the normal switchgear to the
emergency switchgear a failure of the normal
switchgear has the same effect as loss of offsite power
Assumed failed for all seismic events
Assumed failed for all seismic events
Normal ventilation and operator potential action to
align portable fans assumed lost due to chitled water
pumps and portable fans being located in the turbine
building; emergency fans modeled by acceleration
dependent failure probability via ZBV
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The details for the development of the final SEL can be found in Reference 32. Discussions are
provided therein regarding items such as cofirmon-cause failure events, Human-Action related
basic events and fire and flooding scenarios. Further in 2016, a model update included new basic
events to represent the diverse and flexible mitigation strategies (FLEX). The added SSCs were
included in the BVPS-I SEL.

4,1,1,2 Additional

SSCs Included in the SEL

Consistent urith the ASME Standard (Reference 4), the BVPS-I IPEEE documentation
(Reference 28) and Updated Final SafetyAnalysis Report (UFSAR) (Reference 29, Table 8.1 l)
were first reviewed to identiff plant structures that should be added to the BVPS-I SPRA SEL.
Such passive SSCs were not included in the internal events PRA models but are of special
interest for SPRA. A total of 13 Seismic Category 1 structures were added. Seismic Category 2
and non-seismic structures (also 13 in all) were added if they housed SSCs already onthe list.
The following structures are included in the BVPS-I SEL:

.
.
.
r
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
r
.
o
r
o
r
.
o
.
.
.
r
.
.

Auxiliary Building (AXLB)
Reactor Containment Building (RCBX)
Diesel Generator Building (DGBX)
Fuel Handling and Decontamination Building (FULB)
Service Building (SRVB)
Main Steam and Cable Vault (MSCV)
Intake Structure (INTS)
Safeguards Building (SFGB)
Alternate Intake Structure (AISX)
Chemical Addition Building (CABX)
Control Building (CNTB)
Emergency Response Facility Substation (ERFS)
Emergency Response Facility (ERFX)
North Pipe Trench (NPTX)
Pipe Tunnels (PIPETUNNEL)
Surrowrding Shield $/all for Refueling r$/ater Storage Tank (2QSS-TK21)
Switchyard Relay House (RLYB)
ERF Diesel Generator Building (RSGB)
South Pipe Trench (SPTX)

Storeroom (STOR)
Solid Waste Building (SWBX)
Turbine Building (TRBB)
River Water Valve Pit Train A&B (VPA VPB)
Water Treatment Building (WTBX)
Primary Plant Demineralized Water Storage Tank Pad and Enclosure (PDWS)

These Category 2 and non-seismic structures were considered further for BVPS-I only when the
fragility analysts determine whether they are likely to survive earthquakes that contribute to risk.
The Emergency Response Facility (ERF) Diesel Generator Building fragility was evaluated in
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the earlier SPRA for BVPS-I and so, nohilithstanding the aforementioned, was retained on the
SEL for potential walkdown. ReferenceS2 outlines other passive SSCs added to the
BVPS-I SEL such as nuclear steam supply system (NSSS) components, block walls, polar crane,
and piping segments, among many others. The basis for including these additional passive SSCs
is also provided in Reference 32.

In addition to adding passive equipment and structures, alternative lists of SSCs for the SEL
were considered. These included SSCs such as those associated with the occurrence of a very
small LOCA as well as those associated to LERF. A review of the SEL for both Diablo Canyon
and Surry was performed to identifu potential additions of non-passive SSCs into the
BVPS-I SEL. The complete list of additional non-passive SSCs is provided in Reference3?
along with their basis for inclusion into the BVPS-I SEL.

4.1.2

Relay Evaluation

During a seismic event, vibratory ground motion can cause relays to chatter. The chattering of
relays potentially can result in spurious signals to equipment. Most relay chatter is either
acceptable (does not impact the associated equipment), is self-correcting, or can be recovered by
operator action. An extensive relay chatter evaluation was performed for the BVPS-I SPRA, in
accordance with SPID (Reference?), Section 6.4.2 and ASME/AI{S PRA Standard
(Reference 4), Section 5-2.2. The evaluation resulted in most relay chatter scenarios screened
from further evaluation based on no impact to component function. One hundred eight relays
did not screen based on relay chatter evaluation, however after fragility analysis all 108 relays
have high confidence of a low probability of failures (HCLPF) greater than the screening HCLPF
for inclusion into the PRA (i.e., they all screen based on seismic capacity). It should be noted
that some relays did not screen based on seismic capacity r:ntil after the peer review in which the
relay fragilities were refined to remove excess conservatisms documented in the peer review
report. These relays are still in the PRA model logic, but are no longer among the top
contributors to CDF due their increased HCLPF values.
For presentation of results circuit breakers and contactors that did not screen are addressed
separately from the above relays. Four circuit breakers did not screen from the model and,
therefore, were included in the PRA model for breaker malfunction which was conservatively
treated as the trip open and subsequent failure to start of the corresponding pump. These four
circuit breakers were for 480V pumps, specifically the A train and B train quench spray pumps
and the A train and B train recirculation spray pumps.
Contactors identified through circuit analysis were evaluated through the GERS function during
failure mode of the motor control center (MCC) that the contactor is housed in. Four MCC
cabinets did not screen from inclusion into the PRA model based on seismic capacity. These
four MCC cabinets are BV-MCC-I-EI, BV-MCC-I-E2, BV-MCC-I-ES, and BV-MCC-1-E6.
Chatter of the contactors in these MCC cabinets would lead to a failure of river water due to
motor-operated valves (MOV) repositioning closed (BV-MCC-I-EI & BV-MCC-I-E2) or
reposition various valves in the auxiliary feedwater or recirculation spray systems
(BV-MCC-I -Es & BV-MCC-I -86).
The specific SSCs potentially affected by chatter of these relay Wpes and how they are modeled
in the PRA are sunrmanzed in Section 5.6 of Reference 38.
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4.2

W.r.lxnowN Arpnoacn

This section provides a sunmary of the methodology and scope of the seismic walkdowns
performed for the SPRA. Walkdowns were performed by personnel with appropriate
qualifications as defined in the SPID. Walkdowns of those SSCs included on the seismic
equipment list were performed as part of the development of the SEL, and to assess the
as-installed condition of these SSCs for use in determining their seismic capacity and performing

initial screening.

Walkdowns were performed in accordance with guidance in SPID Section 6.5 (Reference 2) and
the associated requirements in the PRA Standard (Reference 4).
Several SEL items were previously walked down during the BVPS-I Seismic IPEEE program.
Those walkdown results were reviewed and the following steps were taken to confirm that the

previous walkdown conclusions remained valid.

r

o

A walk-by was performed to confirm that the equipment material condition
and configuration is consistent with the walkdown conclusions and that no

new significant interactions related to block walls or piping attached to tanks
exist.

If the SEL item was screened out based on the previous walkdown, that
screening evaluation was reviewed and reconfirmed for the SPRA.

For some SEL SSCs walkdowns had recently been performed in support of resolution of
NTTF 2.3 seismic (Reference 14) and the Expedited Seismic Evaluation Process (ESEP)
(Reference 8), and information from those walkdowns was used where the appropriate level of
detail needed for the SPRA was available.
The seismic walkdowns for equipment outside of the RCBX were performed from February 18
through March L,2013. Seismic walkdowns of equipment in RCBX were performed October 9
and 10,2013, dwing a station refueling outage. A supplemental walkdown was performed on
May 30,2014, to further evaluate potential seismic-induced fire and seismic-induced flood. A
second round of supplemental walkdowns was performed on February 8,2016, and February 29,
2016, to address F&Os from the December 2014 SPRA peer review, evaluate recently installed
FLEX equipment, and assess the lines connected to the spent fuel pool.
The following paragraphs summaflze the preparation, procedure, and findings of the seismic
walkdowns.
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Structures, Systems and Components Walkdown
The BVPS-I SEL consisting of approximately 2,300 SSCs was reviewed, analyzed, iild then
reduced to about 900 for walkdown and walk-bys. In addition to selecting representative
samples of similar equipment, about 635 check valves and 260 penetrations were excluded as
being seismically robust. Approximately 220 SSCs were excluded as being housed within other
SSCs that were walked down, and 210 SSCs in the TRBB were excluded since this is a
lower-capacrty structure. An additional 65 components were excluded from walkdowns since
they are not currently modeled in the SPRA. These components generally correspond to nonseismic or Seismic Category II systems. l1 SSCs on the SEL correspond to NSSS components.
These items were not walked down, but fragility parameters were developed for them hased on
available drawings and calculations.
The BVPS-I SEL also includes items needed to maintain containment (CTMT) functions. The
RCBX and equipment that support the CTMT functions, and systems required for CTMT
performance (e.g., CTMT fan coolers and CTMT isolation valves) were included in the
walkdown list, as well as targeted for fragility analysis.
Table 4-2 presents the number of Walkdown components sorted in accordance with the EPRI
Equipment Classes. Equipment Class I through Class 2l arc assigned consecutively based on
the SQUG/Generic Implementation Procedure (GIP) Walkdown Seismic Evaluation Work
Sheets (SEWS). Class number (0) is assigned to the remaining components in the Walkdown
SEWS as "other" components.

TABLE 4-2
BREAKDOWN OF EQUIPMENT WALKDOWN LIST BY EQUIPMENT CLASS
EPRI

Cllss
0

I

2
3

4
5

6
7

8A
8B

I

r0

ll

t2
l3
l4

DBscrurrroN

Counr

Other
Motor Control Centers
Low Voltage Switchgear
Medium Voltage, Metal-Clad
Switchgear
Transformers
Horizontal Pumps
Vertical Pumps
Pneumatic-Operated Valves
Motor-Operated Valves
Solenoid Valves
Fans
Air Handlers
Chillers
Air Compressors
Motor Generators
Distribution Panels

t2t
20
7

I
t4
28
13

128
116

ll

l5
3

0
0

2

t7
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TABLE 4.2
BREAKDOWN OF EQUIPMENT WALKDOWN LIST BY EQUIPMENT CLASS
(coNTTNUED)
EPRI
Class
l5

IlrscnnrroN

Baffery Racks
Battery Chargers And Inverters
t7
Engine Generators
l8
Instrument (On) Racks
19
Temperature Sensors
20
Instrument And Conhol Panels
2l
Tanks And Heat Exchangers
Structures and Distribution Systems
SEL Total
Walkdown Seismic Review Team

r6

Couxr

I

l3

4
JJ

2t

22s
46
44
905

The seismic walkdowns were conducted by two Seismic Review Teams (SRT). Each Team was
composed of at least two Seismic Capability Engineers (SCE) along with BVPS-I Station
personnel. All of the key individuals performing the walkdowns completed the l-week
walkdown training sponsored by SQUG. In addition, SCEs possess technical degrees with a
structural/seismic background and nuclear-related experience. Furthermore, Mr. Farzin Beigi
provided continuous support and expert input to each walkdown team throughout the full extent
of the station walkdowns, ffi well as post-walkdown discussions to ensure consistency between
walkdown teams.
Seismic Evaluation Walkdown Procedures

Prior to the walkdown, the SEL comprising the full scope of the seismic evaluations was
reviewed by the SRT and Station Personnel. For the purpose of the equipment walkdown, the
SEL was divided into mechanical and electrical (M&E) equipment and distribution systems. The
locations of structures and components were determined from the station layout drawings. The
walkdown sequence, including coordination with station operations, schedule, and route was
developed to minimize affecting station operations.
The Walkdown of the SEL items was accomplished in two phases. The first phase was devoted
to components that could be examined during normal station operation, while the second phase
was planned for the remaining components accessible only during the station outage.
Inaccessible components are addressed by inspection of photographs and existing design analysis
documents.
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Walkdown of Structures
The information required to develop structural fragilities is obtained primarily from design
drawings. The seismic walkdown of the structures was limited to verificationofthe structural
location, overall configuration, gross dimensions, and building separation, and any signs of
degradation and distress.

Walkdown of Equipment and Distribution Systems
The seismic walkdown of the BVPS-I M&E equipment was performed in accordance with the
methodology of SQUG/GIP and EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7).
The component-specific SQUG/GIP SEWS were utilized to record walkdown observations.
Unlike the SQUG/GIP, the focus here was not to perform screening, but rather to document the
specific sets of inclusion/exclusion rules or caveats and common bases in accordance with
prescribed checklists so that the experience-based HCLPF in EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7)
can be supported.

The distribution systems comprising of piping, ducting, and cable trays were walked on a
sampling basis, reflecting the industry experience that the distribution systems components
generally perform well in a seismic event. The sample set of piping, heating, ventilation, and
air-conditioning (HVAC) duct and cable trays segments represent the essential distribution
systems in the BVPS-I. In general, the observations related to distribution systems focused on
seismic vulnerabilities posed by potential excessive differential motion between structures and
poor design of supports and their anchorage.
The walkdown procedures for different types of components are described in detail in the
BVPS-I Walkdown Report (Reference 40).

Additional Walkdown Considerations
In support of the plant walkdown, some added lists were developed for inspection by the
walkdown team. Three general areas were considered:

e
e
.

Operator Action Locations
Fire Ignition Sources
Potential Flooding Sources

Human failure events (i.e., models of operator actions) were identified inthe BVPS-1 Internal
Events PRA. The BVPS-I SEL Development report (Reference 32) provides a swnmary of the
room locations and path ways needed for recovery action following an earthquake. A total of
nine (9) unique locations were identified where credit for operator actions performed outside the
control room is taken. These locations were assessed as part of the human reliability analysis to
determine which of these locations are likely to be accessible by the operators following a
substantial earthquake. A listing of the transit routes for actions performed outside the control
room is provided in the human reliability analysis notebook (Reference 36). Verifying that the
locations were accessible helped assure that the actions credited in the internal events PRA were
still feasible even considering the potential equipment failures that may occur following an
earthquake.
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Potential fire ignition sources were routinely evaluated by the walkdown team. These sources
may coincide with SSCs on the seismic list or be in close proximity to SSCs that are on the list.
Only those plant locations evaluated during the walkdown were considered because they contain
SSCs on the SEL. However, to provide some assurance that potential sources were not
overlooked, the walkdown team performed two informational searches focused on: (l) potential
ignition sources involving flammable liquids and piping containing hydrogen or oil, and
(2) electrical equipment that could be the source of a seismic-induced fire but are not already on
the SEL.

To assist the plant walkdown, a list of potential flooding sources that should be considered
during the walk-by was also developed. This list consisted of fire protection system piping,
which is maintained "wet" during plant operation and tanks and coolers represented in the initial
BVPS-I Internal Floods PRA. The list of potential flooding sources is presented inthe BVPS-I
SEL Development report (Reference 32).

4.2.1 Significant Walkdown

Results and Insights

Consistent with the guidance from NP-6041 (Reference 7), no significant findings were noted
during the BVPS-I seismic walkdowns. Note that previous walkdowns for the NTTF
Recommendation 2.3 did identifr adverse conditions that were documented with their
dispositions in a separate submittal (Reference 14).
Components on the SEL were evaluated for seismic anchorage and interaction effects in
accordance with SPID guidance (Reference 2) and ASME/A}IS PRA Standard (Reference 4)
requirements. The walkdowns also assessed the effects of component degradation, such as
corrosion and concrete cracking, for consideration in the development of SEL fragilities. In
addition, the potential for seismic-induced fire and flooding scenarios was assessed. The
walkdown observations were adequate for use in developing the SSC fragilities for the SPRA.

4,2.2

Seismic Equipment List and Seismic Walkdowns Technical Adequacy

The BVPS-I SPRA SEL development and walkdowns were subjected to an independent peer
review against the pertinent requirements (i.e., the relevant SFR and SPR supporting
requirements) in the PRA Standard (Reference 4).
The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review findings, is descrihed in
Appendix A, and establishes that the BVPS-I SPRA SEL and seismic walkdowns are suitable
for this SPRA application.

4.3

Dynnrrrc Alt^r.t ysIS oF Srnuctunps

This section sunlmarizes the dynamic analyses of structures that contain systems and
components important to achieving a safe shutdown, using fixed-base and/or Soil Structure
Interaction Analyses (as applicable). The section describes the methodologies used, discusses
responses at various locations within the structures and relevant outputs, important assumptions
and sources of uncertainty.

4.3.1

Fixed-BaseAnalyses

No structure at BVPS-I was analyzed using a fixed based methodology; i.e., SSI was performed
for all structures analyzed for the SPRA. Note, however, that fixed-base analyses were
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performed as verification and validation step in the development of the SSI models, as described
in the BVPS-I Building Seismic Analysis report (Reference 43).

4.3.2

SoiI Structure Interaction (SSI) Analyses

The building seismic analysis forBVPS-I addresses the effects of SSI onthe seismic response
the building structures. This analysis accounts for the foundation mat flexibility and its
interaction with the flexibility of the supporting geotechnical medium. Both kinematic
interaction due to the foundation mat stiffrress and inertial interaction due to its mass are
accounted for. The seismic incident waves are assumed to propagate vertically in the form of
shear waves producing horizontal ground motion and compression waves producing vertical
ground motion. Because the solution to the equations of motion is obtained in the frequency
domain, the SSI analysis is linear. Strain-compatible soil properties obtained from the site
response analysis (Reference 23) are used in the analysis without further modification.

of

The SSI analysis for BVPS-I structures utilizes RIZZO' s version of the System for Analysis for
Soil-Stnrcture-Interaction (SASSD Program. This version is based on the original SASSI
developed in the 1980s at the University of California, Berkeley (Reference 42).
The mean (BE) HCSCP are used in the SSI analysss. Although the site response analysis also
develops mean-o (lower bound) and mean+o (upper bound) HCSCP, these are not considered in
obtaining the seismic response used in the fragility analysis. Rather the effects of the SSI
stiffness variation on the seismic demand are incorporated by peak shifting in accordance with
the methodology inEPRI 103959 (Reference 11) and EPRI 1019200 (Reference 44). The
justification for this approach is discussed in Reference 43 and Calculation l2-4735-F-140
(Reference 45), and summarized as follows:

.

.

o

For a given input spectrum shape, the deterministic analysis with conservative
structure and soil damping and BE structure and soil stiffiress results in
approximately 80 percent non-exceedance probability response which
achieves the targeted demand conservatism for conservative deterministic
failure margin (CDFM) evaluations.
The American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) 4-98 (Reference 46)
procedure of enveloping of lower-bound (LB) and upper-bound (UB)
response and peak shifting provides a conservative design basis response for
use in the seismic qualification of multi-mode subsystems. These procedures
are conservatively biased and are consequently not used for fragility analysis.
The LB and UB responses do not represent reasonable median-centered
values. The use of LB and UB does not result in a CDFM value
representative of 1 percent probability of failure on the composite fragility
curve. If LB or UB response is used, then the pc may need to be re-examined
so that the conditional failure probabilities are consistently described in
quantification.

The ground motion inputs to the building seismic analysis are represented by a set of time
histories (two horizontal and one vertical), each matching the appropriate FIRS (hereafter called
the FIRS time histories). The FIRS time histories are based on seed (recorded) time histories
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selected based on similarity of their response spectral shapes to the spectral shapes of the FIRS.
The seed time histories are conditioned to obtain FIRS time histories whose response specffa
closely match the FIRS. This process implements the guidance in Reference 24 and

Reference 82.

Selected records are checked to ensure that they meet criteria established by the NRC regarding
the adequacy of time histories. Based on the Reference 82 the strong-motion duration is defined
as the time required for the Arias Intensity Reference 83 to rise from 5 to 75 percent (D5-75).
The uniformity of the growth of this Arias Intensity is reviewed. The minimum acceptable
strong-motion duration should be 6s.

Prior to being used as input to seismic structural analyses, the seed time histories must be
conditioned to match the FIRS. Spectral matching analysis is performed to generate
spectral-compatible acceleration time histories using the spectral matching computer progrilm,
RspMatch09 (Reference 84, 85). RspMatch09 uses a time domain spectral matching method,
where adjustment of initial time series (seed motions) is made by adding wavelet functions to the
initial acceleration time history in the time domain. This adjustment is repeated until its response
spectrum becomes comparable to the target spectrum over the desired frequency range.
Spectral matching analysis is performed by running RspMatch09 multiple times, which is
specified in the RspMatch09 input file. The output file from the last run is used to confirm that
the adjusted time histories meet the criteria stated in Reference24 and Reference 82.

To confirm that there is no significant gap in the smoothed power spectral density (PSD) of the
matched time histories, the computed PSD are compared to the minimum PSD requirement of
Reference 82 which refers to the M and R bins from ReferenceTT. To comply with
Reference 82 the minimum PSD are compared to 80% of minimum PSD in the frequency range
of 0.3-24 Hz.
The fuIl suite of time history information can be found in Reference 23.
The time histories described above and used as input to the building seismic analyses match the
FIRS presented in Revision I of the BVPS PSHAffIRS Report. They are not modified to match
the FIRS presented in.Section 3,1.4 from Revision 4 of the BVPS PSHA/FIRS Report onthe
basis that the shapes of the FIRS utilized in the building seismic analysis reported in
Referenc e 43 are very similar to those of the FIRS presente d in Section 3.7,4, Figure 4-l
compares the RCBX horizontal spectra normalized to the RCBX PGA. The comparison
illustrates that the difference in the horizontal FIRS is relatively insignificant. However, the
comparison on Figure C-2 shows that the vertical spectra are diminished in excess of l0% in the
frequency range of about I Hz to 1 5 Hz because they are now based on the mean of the V/H
ratios where previously, the envelope was used.
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Thus, the vertical direction grourd motion time histories used in the building seismic
analysis are conseryatively biased. This conservative bias is justified on the basis that the
fragilities of most ofthe SSCs are contolled by horizontal respoilrc, and are therefore not
expected to be impacted significantly. However, when contolled by the vertical ISRS,
fragilities could be improved on a selective basis; e.g., relay fragilities. Additionally, the
bias is retained to allow for uncertainties in the regulatory acceptability of using mean
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V/H ratios instead ofthe envelope. This is further discussed and justified inthe Fragility
analysis Report (Reference 41).

Details of the SSI analyses are provided inthe BVPS-I Building Seismic Analysis report
(Reference 43).

A list of

strucfures and descriptions of dynamic analysis approaches are presented in
Table 4-3.

TABLE 4-3

DESCRIPTION OF STRUCTURES AND DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
METHODS FOR BYPS-I SPRA
Forryunrrou

SrRucrrnn

CouurrroFr

Auxiliary Building

Tvps
OF

Mounr,

Axar,ysts

MBrrrou

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Service Building

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Main Steam & Cable
Vault Buildine

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Intake Structure

Soil

FE

Deterministic SSI

Safeguards Building
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BE case, I set of T-H in
accordance with ASCE 4-98
BE case, I set of T-H in
accordance with ASCE 4-98
BE case, I set of T-H in
accordance with ASCE 4-98

Response Models

Details of the structural response models development are provided in the BVPS-I Building
Seismic Analysis report (Reference 43). The following subsections flurlmaflze the evaluation of
existing lumped-mass stick models, analytical modeling procedure, and structure material
properties, stiffness, mass and damping.

4.3.3.1 Evaluation of Existing Lumped-Mass Stick Models
The design basis seismic analysis of the BVPS-I structures utilized lumped-mass stick
models (LMSM). These models representthe entire mass of a floorslab concentrated at one
point. The point masses are then connected with a beam or "stick" representing the respective
story stiffiress. These models are typical of the prevailing practice when BVPS-I design was
performed.
P*IZZO assessed the acceptability of using stick models in the SPRA project in light of the
ASME/ANS requirements (Reference 47). The report compares in-structure response
spectra (ISRS) obtained using stick models to the ISRS based on independently developed
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finite-element models (FEM) for three representative buildings of the Davis-Besse Nuclear
Power Station; namely Auxiliary Building Area 7, Reactor Building's Internal Structure, and the
Reactor Shield Building.
Based on the comparisons of the ISRS, the Report concludes that the ISRS from the FEMs are
not enveloped by the ISRS from the existing stick models over the entire range of frequencies of
interest. However, improvements to the existing stick models to include appropriate
representation of flexrual stiffiress, mass eccenfticities, and rigid body rotations may result in
acceptable response results.
Because of the significant effort expected to upgrade the existing stick models coupled with the
possibility of such models being challenged, the study reported here develops new analytical
models based on the FE method. These models represent state of the current practice. However,
as a global verification, the total masses used in stick models have been compared to the values
represented in the corresponding FE models. The differences are smaller than 10 percent.

4.3.3.2 Development of FE Structure Response Models
The building structure finite element models models are based on geometric information, such as
building dimensions, wall and slab thicknesses, structural member locations, and size of openings,
etc., taken from building structure layout drawings and details. The parametric information, such
as the material properties, live loads, equipment loads, iilrd boundary conditions axe obtained on
the basis of drawingsn existing reports, and appropriate codes and standards.

Figare 4-3 presents the generic flow chart describing the procedure utilized to develop and
check the FEMs. The structural FEMs are suitably modified for use with the program SASSI in
the seismic SSI analysis.

The modeling effort for the building structure starts with the preparation of three
dimensional (3-D) drawings representing the building geometry using software with a graphical
interface, such as AutoCAD or RISA. This step develops the geometrical representation of the
structural components of the building, such as the foundation and floor slabs, walls and
openings, ffid defines the mid-planes of floors and walls. The geometric model is imported into
SAP2000 for FE meshing, assigmng element types, and material characteristics in support of
developing the structural model. Loads, boundary conditions, and any other special analytical
requirements are then incorporated to complete the analytical models.

Most of the building structures which house equipment are analyzed using models which
represent the building geometry as described above, as well as the dynamic seismic interaction
with the supporting geotechnical medium. The models are sufficiently representative to extract
seismic forces on the structural components and to develop the ISRS at locations of interest for
use in the analysis of the equipment supported in the buildings.
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Station Structural
Drawings

Create 3D Geometry
with graphical aids
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damping,boundary
conditions

Finite Elernent Model
Developed

NOT OK

Verify Finite Element
Model: 1-G analyses
Mode-Fequency
Analysis, Reaction
Forces (SAP2000)
OK
FE Model Ready to
conduct Seismic

FIGURE 4-3
X'LOW CHART DESCRIBING DEVELOPMENT OX'FEM

4.3.3.3 Material Properties & Structure Stiflness and Mass
The building seismic analyses are performed using the best estimate values of structure stiffiress
and mass, the BE subsurface Vs profile compatible with the expected seismic shear stains, and
"conseryative estimates of median damping." In accordance with ASCE 4-98 @eference 46),
this approach is expected to develop approximately 84th percentile seismic response suitable for
use in the CDFM analysis.
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Table 44 presents the general material properties of the materials of constnrction. Information
on the structure specific design drawings is also utilized to confirm the material strength.

TABLE 4-4

STRENGTH AND ELASTIC PROPERTIES OF MATERIALS OF CONSTRUCTION
BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION - TINIT 1 STRUCTURES

CousrnucrroN

M^+.rnnrar,

Eulstrc

Mouut us

Porssotrt's
R.+.rro

3000 psi

3.1x106 psi

0.25

Srnrxcrn

Auxiliary Building

Concrete

Rebar ASTM
A6t 5, Gr 60
ASTM A 36 .

Stnrctural

Reactor Containment Building
Diesel Generator Building
Fuel Handling and
Decontamination Building
Service Building
Safeguards Building
Intake Structr:re
Main Steam & Cable Vault

fr':

No. 3 to No. l8

Fy

:

60 ksi

29.0x103 ksi

0.30

Strucfural shapes, system
supports, component supports

Fy

:

36 ksi

29.0x 103 ksi

0.30

Reference: BVPS-I UFSAR (Reference 29)
The values of the Young's Modulus in Table 4-4 are generally in agreement with those based on
ACI 349-06 (Reference 48) fornormal weight concrete (8" = 57,000#). The value ofthe
Poisson's ratio is taken to be 0.25 so that the concrete shear modulus G. 0.4 Er, which is
consistent with ASCE Standard 43-05 (Reference 49). A unit weight of 150 pounds per cubic
foot (ptfl has been adopted for analyses. This value colresponds to normal weight concrete used
in the building construction. Consistent with the expected Response (damage) Level, full or
effective stiffiresses are used for concrete members recourmended in ASCE/SEI 43-05
(Reference 49) as shown in Table 4-5.

:

TABLE 4-5
EFFECTIVE STIFFNESS OF REINFORCED CONCRETE ELEMENTS
(REFERENCE 49)
Flexural Rigidity

h{enrber
anrs-Nonprestressed
Beanrs-Prestressed
Cultutrns in conrpessirrn
Colttrluts in tensiplt
Be

r,Yal

ls irnd diaphln grns-Llncraclied

\Val ls artd

diaphragnu{'racked

Shear Rigidity

AxialRlgidity

E4

G.Au

0.7 E Is
0,5 EJ3

G"Aw

EA*

d..411'

EA"

0.5

EJt

E*ls.
(.fr,

</.'1

o,5

E4

(.fi, F.'1.,1

6.4w

6"4*

(H(

H.)

{l/}

1r.}

0.5 G.As.

E"4,

E.{"
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The shear stiffiress of walls and diaphragms is represented assuming cracked section properties
(Table 4-5) for in-plane shear. Subsequent to the SPRA quantification, a selected sample of the
shear walls for the plant structures was assessed to confirm the assumption. This assessment
shows that the shear demand corresponding to the median failure capacities of controlling SSCs
(HCLPF of about 0.5g PGA) exceeds the concrete shear capacity, which is 2 {f. in accordance
wit ASCE 43-05. The assessment shows that most walls are cracked.

4.3.3.4 StructuralDamping
Dynamic analyses of BVPS-I structures use a concrete structural damping of 4 percent of critical
for concrete members and 2 percent for steel structural members. This level of damping
considers that the buildings will enter only into Response Level 1 as defined in ASCE/SEI 43-05
(Reference 49). fur assessment of damage state in accordance with ASCE/SEI 43-05
(Reference 49) for a selected sample of walls shows that most walls remain in Response Level I .

4.3.4

Seismic Strucfure Response Analysis Technical Adequacy

The BVPS-I SPRA Seismic SSI Analysis and the Structure Response were subjected to an
independent peer review against the pertinent requirements in the PRA Standard (Reference 4).
The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review F&Os, is described in
Appendix;{, and establishes that the BVPS-I SPRA Seismic Structure Response and SSI
Analysis are suitable for this SPRA application.

4.4

SSC

Fnncn lrY ANALYS$

The seismic fragility analysis develops the probability of SSC failure for a given value of the
PGA. The fragilities are developed for all of the SSCs thatparticipate inthe SPRA accident
sequences and included on the SEL. The fragility analysis for the significant risk contributors is
particularly based on plant-specific information, and actual curent conditions of the SSCs in the
plant, as confirmed through the detailed walkdown of the plant, so that the resulting fragility
estimates are realistic.

This section suilrmarizes the fragility analysis methodology, presents a tabulation of the
fragilities (with appropriate parameters, and the calculation method and failure modes) for those
SSCs determined to be sufficiently risk important, based on the final SPRA quantification (as
summarized in Section 5,0). Important assumptions and important sources of urcertainty, and
any particular fragility-related insights identified, are also discussed.

4.4.1

SSC Screening Approach

In the context of a SPRA, high capacity components may be screened if their HCLPF capacrty is
in excess the PGA at very low exceedance frequency (e.g., 2x10'7) on the site-specific hazard
curve. The items screened out in this manner require no fuither fragility analysis as the
screening level capacity already contributes negligibly to the CDF. However, the associated
screening level at the Beaver Valley site is relatively high, and very few items can be screened
out.

A more appropriate screening level is established on a quantitative basis so that the maximum
possible increase in CDF/LERF that can be added from accelerations greater than the screening
threshold does not exceed 2x10-7 to CDF, or lx10-8 addition to LERF. This quantitative
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approach uses the CDF/LERF interval success frequency (i.e., the hazard frequency which does
not go to core-damage/large early release) and results in a screening threshold of 0.69 for
excluding SSCs from the level 1 PRA model and 2.0g for excluding SSCs from the level 2 PRA
model.

The screening strategy implemented for the BVPS-I Fragility Analysis is based on the following
considerations and is supported by the walkdowns:

.
.

r

.
.

The screening is based on the site-specific seismic hazard for the BVPS-I.
The fragihty analysts focus most of their analytical resources on equipment
likely to govern the seismic risk, and to minimize their efforts on more robust
equipment, or on equipment judged seismically so weak as to not provide any
benefit.

To demonstrate that all seismic risk contributors to CDF and LERF are
eventually included in the SPRA, the final screening criterion was adjusted
upward based on the fragility estimates for evaluated equipment. The intent is
to show that at most, the equipment not evaluated in detail conftibute, in
aggregate, no more than three to four percent to CDF or LERF.
Sensitivities were performed on the highest risk fragile components to assess
the impact of possible refinement of fragilities. This is documented in the
quantification notebook section 6.3.2 (Reference 17).
SPRA is expected to be used in the future for making risk-informed decisions.
For this purpose, it is useful to keep in the system model all the components
whose failure may lead to some important accident sequences. In this wfly,
one could judge the impact of upgrading any particular component or even
relaxing the test frequency requirements. If the component is screened out
and not in the model, the analyst would have to introduce the subject
component into the SPRA model for future risk-informed applications.

Where appropriate, the SRT used caveats in the screening tables in EPRI NP-6041-SL
(Reference 7) to justiff assigning the respective screening level capacities to high seismic
capacity components.
The general approach classifies equipment on the SPRA SEL into ranges of HCLPF capacity so
as to identiff a set of equipment that are seismically strong enough to mitigate risk, yet not so
strong that they do not contribute to seismic CDF and LERF. The approach used is as follows:

1.

2.

Initially screen from fragility analysis all SSCs that are not Seismic Category 1, as being
seismically weak.
Screen out all Seismic Category I SSCs that are judged seismically no stronger than the
fragility for loss of offsite power, again as being seismically weak; i.e., a HCLPF of 0.1g

PGA.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

Screen out rugged SSCs judged to have a seismic HCLPF greater than the screening
level as being seismically robust and; therefore, potentially less likely to contibute to
seismic CDF or LERF.

Evaluate the fragilities for the remaining Seismic Category I SSCs judged to have a
seismic fragility with HCLPF's between 0.1g and the screening level.
Incorporate the evaluated fragilities in Step 4 above into an initial SPRA model to
determine the seismic CDF and LERF as a function of seismic hazard level.
Subtract the CDF contribution from each seismic range from the seismic hazard
frequency curue to obtain the remaining frequency of seismic events thar do not result in
core damage as a function of PGA. Identiff the seismic magnitude in PGA, at which the
adjusted exceedance frequency curve corresponds to 3 percent to 4 percent of the
computed CDF. Repeat this step for LERF.

If

the PGA values for maximum added seismic CDF and LERF obtained in Step 6 are
less than the screening level, then no additional SSC fragilities need be evaluated. All
other unanalyzed SSCs have been shown to have seismic capacities greater than the
screening level, or axe seismically weak and not credited in the analysis.

If the PGA values corresponding to 3 percent to 4 percent of the computed CDF and

LERF as derived in Step 6 are greater than the screening level, then additional SSCs
should be evaluated. The choice of which SSCs are to be evaluated next is to be decided
by discussions between the fragility analysts and the PRA analysts. Most likely SSCs
selected from those initially judged to have HCLPFs greater than the screening level are
to be evaluated next. The collaboration between the fragility analysts and PRA
modeling team is to also consider how the initial confributors to CDF and LERF can be
mitigated by SSCs not yet creditedi e.9., by SSCs screened because they were not
Category l. After the fragility analyses of more SSCs, repeat Step 4 through Step 6 until
the CDF and LERF PGA values in Step 6 are less than the screening level, or some
higher acceleration level thatthe fragility analysts canjustifu that all other SSCs meet.

The assignment of SSCs to ranges of HCLPFs is supported by EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7).
Therein caveats are provided for equipment to meet in order to assign a generic seismic capacity.
The generic seismic capacity is hased on seismic experience as well as results from prior SPRAs.
The screening level to be applied to BVPS-I components that meet the EPRI caveats is I .8g Sa
per References 7, 44, and 50. This screening level capacity is a HCLPF capacity level and
assures the survival of the equipment and function after the earthquake. Anchorage must be
verified to also have a HCLPF capacity of at least l.8g Sn.

Fragilities of components, based onthe screening level HCLPFs, were developed as follows:
I

.

2.

The clipped peak of the 84th percentile non-exceedance probability (NEP) spectra at the
equipment location, or the Sa at or greater than the lowest estimated/calculated/tested
equipment frequency was compared to the 1.8g screening level to determine the ratio of
the screening level to the 84th percentile NEP demand.
The HCLPF of the componentwas determined as the ratio in Step 1 times the
site-specific Control Point PGA; i.e.,0.249 PGA.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Anchorage HCLPF was determined in accordance with EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7)
procedures and using the 84ft percentile NEP floor spectra as the demand.
The governing HCLPF was determined as the component screening level, or
component's demonstrated test capacrty or the anchorage capacity. If the component was
subjected to seismic interaction effects, then the resulting HCLPF was the lowest
HCLPF, including the HCLPF due to seismic interaction effects.

In accordance with the recommendations in Reference 2 a generic composite uncertainty,
pc, ranging from 0.35 to 0.45 was assumed.
The median ground acceleration capacity of the screened component was calculated from
the governing HCLPF as:
Am

:

HCLPF(e2'33*Fc;

Fc was broken down into a Fn of 0.24 to represent randofirness in the ground motion and
response and Fu ranging from 0.26 to 0.38 to represent uncertainty in response and capacity per
Reference 2 Table 6-2,
Based on the walkdown observations and past SPRA experience, we conclude the following:

t

.

SEL items deemed to meet the 1.8g Sn limit can be assigned a generic seismic
fragility.
Manually-operated valves on the SEL, are judged to have high seismic
capacities. They were removed from the SPRA systems model.

For the SEL items not "screened ouf' specific seismic fragilities were developed using the design
data and walkdown observations.

4.4.2

SSC F'ragility Analysis Methodolory

For the BVPS-I SPRA, the following methods were used to determine seismic fragilities for
SSCs included in the SPRA. Overall, fragilities of Seismic Category I structures were calculated
following the separation of variables method whereas the remainder of SSCs not screened out
was established using the CDFM method considering betas recommended in Table 6-2 of the
SPID (ReferenceZ). The following subsections describe the implementation of the technical
approach in developing the seismic fragilities for the BVPS-I SSCs.

4,4.2,1 Fragility Evaluation Standards and Guides
The standards and guidelines used to develop the fragilities of SSCs are identified below.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EPRI TR-103959 "Methodology for Developing Seismic Fragilities" (Reference 1l).

EPRI 1002988 "Seismic Fragility Application Guide" (Reference 50).
EPzu 1019200, 'oSeismic Fragilrty Applications Guide Update" (Reference 44).
EPRI NP-6041-SL, "Nuclear Plant Seismic Margin" (Reference 7).

ASCE/SEI 43-05, "Seismic Design Criteria for Structures, Systems, and Components in
Nuclear Facilities" (Reference 49).
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6.
7.

ASCE 4-98, "Seismic Analysis of Safety Related Nuclear Structures" (Reference 46).
EPRI 1025287, "Screening, Prioritization and Implementation Details (SPID) for the
Resolution of Fukushima Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2.1: Seismic"
(Reference 2).

4,4,2,2 CIIFM Method
The CDFM method is described in detail in Reference
determined using the following expression:

HCLPF
where,
Fs

-

7. The CDFM HCLPF values are

= Fr '4t'PGA

[ffi,TH*#]:,F.1.";xT:1H""1TH:",L":',lT,il"'o

(e

s,

tr - Inelastic energy ahsorption factor (taken as 1.0 for brittle failure modes),
PGA=f,fffffi1;T,:j#'t*llH3LL*;L;?"fi"1ffi
tlt

ll(i?;Tff ::1,

The median capacity
following equation:

A^

developed in terms of the CDFM approach was estimated by using the

A*=HCLPF',z'ss(P6)
where,

Fc

=

Composite logarithmic standard deviation due to randomness and
uncertainty,

The median capacity estimates, Am effi developed using Bc values recoilrmended in Table 6-2 of
the SPID (Reference 2) for various types of SSCs. These values are shown below Ln Table 4-6
along with the corresponding p, and p,, values.
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TABLE 4.6
RECOMMENDED LOGARITHMIC STAI\IDARI} DEVIATIONS FOR
(sPrD GUIDELTNE, TABLE 6-2)
Typn SSC

SSC

Coprrosrru

Rawnopr

UFIcTRTATNTY

Ec

En

Eu

0.35

0.24

0.26

2.26

0.45

0.24

0.38

2.85

0.40

0.24

0.32

2.s4

Structures & Major Passive
Mechanical Components
Mounted on Ground or at
Low Elevation Within
Structures
Active Components Mounted
at High Elevation in
Structures
Other SSCs

Cso*l Crw

4.4.2,3 Separation of Variables Method
The direct method, using separation of variables, develops median capacity on the basis of the
median factor of safety (FOS), F16, whichdefines the relationship betweenA* andthe value of
the ground motion parameter corresponding to the analysis spectra (EPRI TR-1002988 Seismic
Fragility Application Guide,}A01, EPRI TR-103959 Methodology for Developing Seismic
Fragilities):

Am:

Frta

X Anre

where,

Flr is the seismic safety factor

Aw

is the peak ground acceleration (g)

For strucfures, F,u is defined by:

Fu:

Fns X Fc

Fc is the seismic capacity factor defined

Fc:

as:

Fs x Flr

where,
Fs is a factor associated with strength

It

is a factor associated with ductility

F*s, the structural response factor, was calculated by SOV as a combination of several factors
that affect the seismic response:

Feu = Ground Motion Factor,
FD

-

Damping Factor,
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Fu = Modeling Factor,
Fuc = Modal Combination Factor,

Frx = Time History Simulation

Factorn

= Soil-Structure Interaction Factor,

Fssr

= Earthquake Component Combination Factor,
Fxo = Horizontal Direction Peak Response,

Fec

Fvc

= Vertical Component

Response.

Thus, Fsn is defined as:

Ft* = Feu' Fn' Fru' Fuc' Fru'Fssl ' Fgc' Fun'

Fvc

Combining the capacity and the response factors the overall median FOS is:
Frra

:

Fc. Fns

Fn: (F2nc+F2o**1r/2
Fu: (F2u,c+B'u.**)t"
4,4,2,4 Seismic Demand
The FIRS developed in Reference2S are of significantly different shapes than the design basis
earthquake (DBE) Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) response spectra. Therefore, scaling of the
DBE seismic response and the floor response spectra was not considered adequate to obtain
median capacities. Instead, the fragility calculations reported here are based on seismic
re-evaluation of facility structures using the new evaluation basis earthquake ground motion.
This re-evaluation also updates the analytical models of the structures as described in
Section 4.3.
The seismic demand on the plant SSCs (in terms of forces and moments on building structural
components, and in-structure floor response spectra) is obtained on the basis of seismic
soil-structure-interaction analysis of selected buildings as reported in the BVPS-I Building
Analysis Report (Reference 43). The seismic SSI analysis is performed following the
methodology in ASCE 4-98 (Reference 46), and results in the approximate 84th percentile
seismic demand.
For structure fragilities evaluated using the separation of variables approach, the median demand
is obtained on the basis of the calculated 84th percentile NEP forces and moments resulting from
the SSI analyses, ilrd the median demand conservatism ratio factor from the equation in
EPRI Report 1019200 (Reference 44). A seismic demand logarithmic standard deviation of 0.2
is used in the equation based on an interpretation of data presented as part of probabilistic SSI
studies in literature (References 5l and 52). The resulting median demand conservatism ratio

is 1.18.

The seismic demand on equipment is evaluated independently using the 84ft percentile NEP
floor response spectra at selected points close to the equipment support location. Unlike design
analysis, the equipment response used in the CDFM approach is typically based on un-broadened
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in-structure response spectra (ISRS) and frequency shifting. EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7)
recommends the damping values to calculate the equipment seismic demand for use in the
CDFM method. These damping values are presented here n Tahle l-7.

TABLE 4-7
RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT DAMPING FOR ANCHORAGE BASED ON
EPRI NP.6O41-SL
Eeup*rENT TyrB
Electrical Cabinets Bolted or Welded to Floor
Light, Welded Instrument Racks

Massive, Low-Stressed Components (Pumps, Motors)
Piping
Cable Trays
Fluid Containing Tanks - Impulsive Mode
Fluid Containine Tanks - Sloshing Mode

Daprprrc
5%
3%
3%
5%

t5%

5%
0.5%

4,4.2.5 Fragitity Evaluation of Seismic Category I Strucfures
The building structures listed below are included in the fragility analysis. The fragilities of these
structures are based on new analysis using the separation of variables method previously
summarized. The method is described indetail in EPRI TR-103959 (Reference ll). Other
structures are evaluated on the basis of simplified analysis.

.
r
r
r
r
.
.
.

Auxiliary Building (AXLB)
Reactor Containment Building (RCBX)
Diesel Generator Building (DGBX)
Fuel Handling and Decontamination Building (FULB)
Service Building (SRVB)
Safeguards Building (SFGB)
Intake Structure (INTS)
Main Steam and Cable Vault (MSCV)

The seismic capacity of a structure is typically controlled by the capacity of the shear walls,
which are the primary lateral load resisting elements. Floor diaphragms are screened on the basis
that the seismic margins for these components are generally higher than for the shear walls. The
diaphragm shear develops only from the lateral forces on the floor, while the shear walls
particularly near the base are subjected to lateral forces accumulated from the stories above.
Based on the typical floor slab thickness (two feet) and span configurations of the floor
diaphragms of the BVPS structures, it is judged thattheir fragilities do not govern over in-plane
shear or flexure fragilities of shear walls near the base.

Within each structure, critical walls are selected for evaluation of fragility. Critical structural
members are major walls which failure poses a potential failure of the structure. Yielding of
minor walls is not a concern since loads in these walls will be redistributed to the major shear
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walls. Of these critical walls

selected forevaluation, the one calculatedto have the lowest safety
factor is taken to represent the fragility of the building.

Critical walls of a building are generally located at stories which exhibit the most significant
inter-story drift based on the displaced shape of the stnrcture under horizontal seismic loads.
Typically, two or more floor levels of the building are considered where representative walls are
evaluated. One is at the foundation level, where the walls are expected to carry the largest shear
forces accounting for the total base shear for the strucfures. A second story level is based on
observable inter-story drift. This story is expected to introduce the largest shear deformations in
the shear walls.
The fragility of a reinforced concrete wall reflects the strength of the wall accounting for the
ultimate strenglh of the concrete, the yield strength of the reinforcing steel and the energy
absorption as the component is cycled in the inelastic range.
The strength capacity calculations follow consensus codes and industry guides such as ACI 318
and EPRI 103959 to evaluate potential failue modes, such as diagonal shear cracking, flexure,
and shear friction in walls. [n general, the critical failure modes of concrete shear walls in
Seismic Category I buildings of the BVPS-I are diagonal shear and flexure. Shear friction is not
considered to be a credible failure mode for the BVPS shear walls. This is because there are
either no horizontal construction joints, or because the joints are prepared to result in bonding
between concrete placed at different times. Similarly, due to heavy reinforcement, the failure
mode involving compression failure of the shear wall end sections is not predicted.
The inelastic energy absorption is related to the hysteresis as the stnrcture describes inelastic
displacements in sustaining loads up to the ultimate strength of the structural elements. The
fragilities of the buildings are evaluated considering two limit states, according to
ASCE/SEI 43-05 (Reference 49).

1.
2.

Limit State C (LS-C) defined as limited permanent deformation, and
Limit State A (LS-A) defined as short of collapse, but structurally stable.

ASCE 43 LS-C corresponds to the point where the sffucture exhibits sufficient strain to induce
cracking and cause incipient failure of the anchorage of mounted components. ASCE 43 LS-A
coffesponds to an advanced limit state allowing pennanent inelastic deformations short of
collapse, but structurally stable. This limit state is more representative of gross failure of the
structure, whereas LS-C represents a failure of equipment housed within the structure. Inelastic
energy absorption factor values presented in Table 5-t of ASCE/SEI 43-05 (Reference 49)
consistent with the limit state being evaluated are selected and converted to median level for use
in the separation of variables fragility evaluation of the walls.

With the exception of structural damping, all other variables in the building seismic analysis are
median values. A conservative value of structural damping (4 percent of critical) is used to
develop the ISRS for use in the CDFM calculations. However, a higher damping is used in the
fragility analysis ofthe structure itself withthe value depending onthe limit state being
evaluated. For LS-C,7 percent of critisal damping is considered as median. A higher damping
of l0 percent of critical is selected for LS-A consistent withthe advanced degree of damage.
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4.4.2.6 Grouping of Equipment for Seismic Evaluation
The equipment screened-in for evaluation are grouped to condense the equipment list into a
reasonable number of groups containing similar equipment based on several attributes, including
the following:

e
.
e
.
.
.

Equipment tlpes (SQUG GIP Classes), such as horizontal and vertical pumps
Associated systems
Potential concerns encountered which could impact the seismic capacity
Location, such as building and floor elevation
Size
Manufacfurer

Ohservations made during walkdowns are also utilized to assess if components included in a
group need a specific evaluation (as opposed to generic approaches) to establish a capacity. For
example:

.

.
.

Component does not meet all caveats of respective GIP class; e.g. valves with
excessively cantilevered actuators.
Supplemental supports, such as snubbers, rigid struts, or hangers for valve
yokes.
Potential of seismic interactions.

Where differences in physical characteristics, such as the dimensions, weight, manufacturer, etc.,
are observed for components included in EPRI equipment classes, additional sub-groups were
created so that representative HCLPF values could be developed. Finally, components within
groups are subdivided based on building and elevations to address the differences in floor
response spectra.

In some instances, a relatively large number of components were grouped together and
represented by a component that reasonably borurds the seismic capacity of other components in
the group. The inherent conservatism in this approach is justified on the basis that the bounding
capacity exceeds the risk significance level. Therefore, the seismic fragilities of all of the
components bounded by this representative component also have a negligible quantitative impact
on the PRA results.

4.4.2.7 Fragility Evaluation of Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
In general, fragilities are evaluated for the equipment functional and strucfuraUanchorage
capacities, as well as relay and potential interactions where applicable. Functional fragility is
typically established by comparing the ISRS near the equipment, clipped according to
EPRI 6041, to a capacity spectrum in a frequency range of interest. Most equipment functional
capacities are established on the basis of experience data, generic equipment ruggedness
spectra (GERS), or qualification test data. These capacities do not represent the anchorage
capacity of the equipment and accordingly anchorage fragility evaluation is also necessary where
these approaches are used. Anchorage fragilrty is typically calculated by scaling design basis
analyses or by new analysis. For passive equipment such as tanks, only a stnrcturaUanchorage
fragility is evaluated.
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4.4.2.8 Fragility Evaluation Based on Experience Data
usedn is justified by documenting
that the associated caveats are satisfied. EPRI NP-7149-D (Reference 56) and its supplement
EPRI NP-7149-D-Sl (Reference 57) document the development of these caveats based on
extensive surveys and cataloging of the effects of strong ground motion earthquakes on various
classes of equipment mounted in conventional power stations and other industrial facilities. The
seismic experience database presented in these reports reflects detailed investigations of some
120 sites withinthe strong-motionregions of some 23 earthquakes from l97L to 1993 by SQUG,
EPR[, and EQE Intemational.

A HCLPF capacity based on earthquake experience data, when

EPRI 1019200 (Reference 44) presents further analysis for the earthquake experience database.
It concludes that components satisffing the requirements to assign a l.2g capacity in terms of
PGA will exhibit HCLPF capacities developed as follows:
For ground-mounted items, the mounting level capacity is 1.32g for comparison to either freefield demand or clipped in-structure demand spectra.

.
.

For structure-mounted items, the mounting level capacity is 1.80g for
comparison to clipped ISRS demands.

of

.32rcan be used to develop
a component functional HCLPF capacity in a manner similar to a capacity

These experience-based capacities

1.80S and I

responss spectrum developed by testing, such as a GERS.

The ISRS, which reflect the calculated floor response spectra, often exhibit highly amplified
nalrow frequency content. These niurow peaks are not well correlated with potential structural
or functional failure. Therefore, when comparing peaked floor response spectra with an
experience-based capacity, the peaks in the floor response spectra are clipped as described in
Appendix Q of EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7).

4.4.2.9 Fragility Evaluation Based on Test Data
The seismic capacity of components qualified onthe basis of tests (e.g., electrical cabinets) may
utilize either specific qualification testing or generic test data. The seismic capacity is
determined as the ratio of the TRS to the required response spectra (RRS) associated with the
evaluation basis earthquake. In order to bias the capacity to CDFM level of conservatism, the
selected TRS is associated with a 99 percent exceedance probabillty. Depending upon whether
the testing is assembly based or device-based, local amplification may be incorporated to obtain
device-based capacities (using, for example, in-cabinet response spectra).
Several reference documents, such as EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7), EPzu TR-103959
(Reference l1), EPRI NP-5223-SL (Reference 58), and SQUG/GIP (Reference 18), present the
methodology to develop CDFM level capacities based on Test Response Data for specific classes
of M&E equipment. These documents specify the conditions (caveats), under which the GERS
may be used. Available TRS for specific equipment are also considered to develop seismic
capacities. However, the TRS are taken to represent a LB of the capacity of the respective

equipment.
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Where CDFM level capacities were assigued based on generic test dat+ the walkdown
observations provided the basis for considering that the associated caveats are satisfied.
The ISRS, which reflect the calculated floor response spectra, often exhibit highly amplified
narrow frequency content. These narrow peaks are not well correlated with potential sfirrctrual
or functional failure. Therefore, when comparing peaked floor response specha with a TRS
capacity, the peaks in the floor response spectra are clipped as described in Appendix Q of
EPRI NP-6041-SL (Reference 7).

4.4.2,10 Fragility Evaluation Based on New Analysis or Scaling of Existing Analysis
Typical codes and standards used in the qualification of equipment by analysis include those
published by ASME, American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC), ACI and Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Standard. Additionally, EPRI NP-6041-SL
(Reference 7) identifies Ioad combinations and stress limits for pressure retaining components,
supports, flnd anchorage.
When equipment is qualified based on design analysis, it rryas recogruzed that the component
design capacity is determined by code specified sftess and design displacement limits. The
CDFM capacity, on the other hand, is obtained for as-built conditions using stress limits
corresponding to the code specified minimum stress or the material yield strength with a
95 percent exceedance prohability. However, for non-ductile materials EPRI NP-6041-SL
(Reference 7) suggests using 70 percent of the material yield as the stress limit.
The evaluation of M&E components based on generic and seismic experience capacities are
supplemented with the verification of the equipment anchorage. For anchorage fragility
evaluation, approaches include scaling of existing analysis or new analysis. Scaling of existing
analyses is performed considering the guidance of EPRI 6041 (ReferenceT). New analysis is
performed in accordance with the procedure outlined in the SQUG/GIP (Reference l8). This
procedure follows a static equivalent approach, where the inertial load of the equipment is
applied at the equipment center of gravity. The inertial load in each direction is equal to the
product of the Sao an equivalent static coefficient, and the mass of the equipment. An equivalent
static coefficient of 1.0 is used for the anchorage analysis of M&E equipment.
The seismic demand on the equipment anchorage in terms of tension and shear is developed
consistent with the following equipment characteristics :

.
o
.
.
.

Mass of the Equipment
Location of the Center of Gravity
Natural Frequency
Equipment Damping
Equiprnent Base Center of Rotation

The equipment mass defines the inertial loads, while the location of the center of gravity
determines the overturning moment caused by the inertial loads. The seismic anchorage demand
of the equipment is determined by shifting the appropriate floor response spectrum to account for
the effects of the uncertainties in the structural frequencies, according to EPRI NP-6041-SL
(Reference 7). Then, the lowest natural frequency of the equipment is used to determine the
amplified acceleration of the equipment from the shifted ISRS.
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4.4.2.11 Fragility Evaluation of Distribution Systems Components
Distribution systems, piping, cable trays and supports, and HVAC are typically treated on a
sampling basis and are evaluated using generic data and earthquake experience data. A
conservative 0.509 PGA HCLPF value is assigned to distribution systems in the BVPS-I
(i.e., piping, HVAC ducts, and cable frays and conduits) onthe basis of earthquake experience
data.

Experience from past strong-motion earthquakes in industrial facilities throughout the world
indicated that, in general, distribution systems are seismically rugged. The seismic experience
data shows that most types of piping systems exhibit extremely good performance under
strong-motion seismic loading, with the pressure boundary being retained in all but a handful of
cases. The BVPS-I Walkdown report (Reference 40) presents a sunmary of walkdown
observations, which provide the basis to assign a 0.509 PGA HCLPF value to distribution
systems.

4,4,2,12 Fragility Evaluation of Relays
During a seismic event, vibratory ground motion can cause relays to chatter. The chattering of
relays potentially can result in spurious signals to equipment. Most relay chatter is either
acceptable (does not impact the associated equipment), is self-correcting, or can be recovered by
operator action. An extensive relay chatter evaluation was performed for the BVPS-I SPRA, in
accordance with SPID (Reference 2) and ASME/ANS PRA Standard (Reference 4). The
evaluation resulted in most relay chatter scenarios screened from further evaluation based on no
impact to component function. The relays that were not screened were addressed in the SPRA
with appropriate seismic fragility.
The seismic fragility for the relay chatter mode is developed based on test reports for specific
relay models. For the relay chatter evaluation, the CDFM methodology is followed as described
in EPRI 6041 (Reference 7).

Appropriate cabinet amplification factors, AFr, are considered to scale the ISRS to an estimated
mounting point spectrum. In general, amplification factors from Table Q-l of EPRI 6041
(Reference 7) are used for the horizontal direction and EPRI 3002004396 (Reference 39) for the
vertical direction. The recommended factors are shown in Table 4-8 below. As stated in
EPRI 6041 (Reference 7), the amplification factors are generally conservative for most location
withinthe cabinets. Inthe case of medium voltage switchgears at BVPS-I, the maximum
in-cabinet amplification factors are obtained from actual shake table tests, which are 3 .9, 5 .3 ,
and 1.8 for the front-to-back, side-to-side, and vertical directions, respectively (Reference 87).
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TABLE 4-8
CABINET
AMPLIFICATION FACTORS
RECOMMENDED
(EPRr 604r (REFERENCE 7), EPRI 3002004396 (REFERENCE 3e)
DrRncrrorq

C^lnlnnr Tyrn

AnarIrrICATIoN
F^q.cron, AF

Motor Control Centers
Low and Medium Voltage Switchgears
StiffPanels and Control Boards

3.6

Horizontal

Vertical

7.2
4.5

All

4.t

A knockdown factor,

F1, has been considered to obtain about a 99 percent exceedance level
capacity. Representative knockdown factors are presented in Table Q-2 of EPRI 6041

(Reference 7) and reproduced in Table 4-9 below. Knockdown factors corresponding to
IEEE C37-98 Relay Fragility Tests, GERS - Relays, ffid Component-Specific Qualification
Test: Function During are used for the BVPS-I relay evaluation.

TABLE 4-9

RECOMMENDED TRS KNOCKDOWN FACTORS (EPRr 604r GEFERENCE 7))

Dlr.l, Souncn

Knocxnowlr

Flcton, Fx

HCLPF Capacities
GERS - Non-Relays

1.0

IEEE C37-98 Relay Fragility Test
Component-Specific Qualification Test:
Function During
Component-Specific Qualification Test:
Function After (No Anomalies)
Component-Specific Qualification Test:
Function After (Anomalies)

1.08

GERS

-

Relays

t.?
1.5

1.2
1.0

t.l -

1.6

TRS are all broad banded and are not clipped, but RRS were clipped as appropriate. Therefore,
Crfactor is 1.0 withno uncertainty. PeTEPRI 6041 (Reference 7), whenthe TRS are for
multi-axis excitation, and the RRS is predominantly a single-axis excitation, as is the case for
relays and contactors mounted on panels in cabinets, then the TRS should be increased by a
multi-axis to single-axis correction factot, F*rs, to remove the unnecessary conservatism.
EPRI 6041 (Reference 7) suggests ^Eus 1.20.

:

4.4,2.13 Fragility Evaluation of NSSS Components
Ten NSSS components are included in the SEL: Pressurizer, three Reactor Coolant Pumps,
Reactor Internals, Control Rods, Reactor Vessel, and three Steam Generators. The fragilities for
these NSSS components are based on new analysis, design basis criteria, scaling available
seismic calculations, and earthquake experience data,
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4.4.2.14 Fragility Evaluation of Block Walls
The evaluation of the masonry block walls is based on the Elastic and Reserve Energy
methodologies presented in Section 10.5 of DOE/EH-0545 (Reference 76). This approach is
used to estimate the HCLPF, median seismic capacities, and associated uncertainty and
randomness.
The seismic walkdown sunmaxized in the Walkdown Report (Reference 40) identified masonry
walls that are judged to present potential interaction concerns to nearby components on the SEL.
Such walls are subjected to seismic evaluation.
Concrete Masonry Unit (ClvItJ) walls evaluated in BVI are either 12- or 24-inch thick
unreinforced masonry blockwalls. The 24-inch thick walls are double-wythe walls with l2-inch
blocks in each wythe. Anchorage to floor and/or ceiling was not shown in available
documentation; therefore, it is conservatively judged that no anchorage is present. Boundary
conditions of the walls are determined on a case-by-case basis.

4.4,2,15 Fragility Evaluation of Non-Seismic Category

A 0,109 HCLPF capacity is assignedto allNon-Cat

I

SSCs

I SSCs priorto

any fragility calculation

unless a higher capacity was requested by the PRA analyst. The basis for this capacity is that it
corresponds to the HCLPF recommended for loss of offsite power (LOOP) per the EPRI
SPRAIG Report 3002000709 (Reference 15), NUREG-1738 (Reference 59), and
NUREG-CR-3558 (Reference 60). The representative failure mode for LOOP is the brittle
failure of the ceramic insulators on transformers per NUREG-CR-4334 (Reference 6l) and
NUREG-CR-3558 (Reference 60). A key function of non-Cat I equipment relates to bringing
offsite power into the Station. The equipment that supports this function is judged to have
HCLPFs greater than or equal to that of offsite power. Therefore, the seismic capacity of off-site
power constitutes the weak link in the system. The equipment that supports systems that bring
off-site power into the Station are limited by the seismic capacity of LOOP and accordingly may
be assigned the same capacrty. Other Non-Seismic Category 1 SSCs not related to LOOP are
assigned a conservative low HCLPF capacity of 0,lg on the basis that they have such low impact
on the SPRA results and risk quantification is not sensitive to the conservatism in their fragilities.

4,4,2.16 Fragility Refinement Process
The objective of refining seismic fragilities is to assess unintended conservatism in the fragility
parameters to subsequently achieve an acceptable risk level quantified in terms of CDF or LERF.
The refinement of seismic fragilities for SSCs constitutes an iterative process between the
fragility analyst and PRA systems modeler. This iterative process can be suilrmarized as

follows:

l.

2.

The fragility analyst develops seismic fragilities based on generic methods
(i.e., earthquake experience or GERS) and scaling of existing anchorage analysis.

This initial set of seismic fragilities is provided to the PRA systems modeler in the form
of HCLPF capacities, logarithmic standard deviations, median capacities, and controlling
failure modes.
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3.
4.
5.
6.

By performing initial risk quantification, the PRA modeler records the CDF and LERF
values achieved urith this initial set of fragilities.
The PRA modeler will then proceed to evaluate the risk level and determine if the
resulting CDF and LERF fall within an acceptable risk level.

In case the resulting CDF and LERF does not represent an acceptable risk level, say
greater than 10{, the PRA modeler will identify and rank the SSCs with the highest
contribution to CDF an#or LERF.
This list of top contributors is then provided to the fragility analyst with the intent to
refine the SSCs seismic fragilities. In order to refine or provide more representative
fragilities, the fragility analyst will recur to several methods including:

.
.
.
.

7

.

8.

1.53

Creating new groups and selecting new representative components.

Refining of seismic demand through the development of computer models.
lnclusion of a higher ductility factor.
Performing a new fragility calculation following the separation of variable
approach.

After refinement of seismic fragilities, the fragility analyst will convey the newly refined
fragilities to the PRA systems modeler for new risk quantification.
This process is repeated until an acceptable CDF and LERF risk level has been achieved.

The refinement of seismic fragilities for several SSCs in the BVPS-I PRA model was performed
by following this process until an acceptable CDF or LERF was achieved.

4.4.3

SSC Fragility Results and Insights

Table 5-10 and Tuble 5-II inSection 5.0 provide lists of fragilities for SSCs at BVPS-I
determined to be top contributors to risk, based on Fussell-Vesely importance (FVI) from the
final SPRA quantifications of CDF and LERF. The Median acceleration capacity A* and
assosiated variabilities Fr and Fu are provided for each SSC along with their calculation method,
and failure mode addressed in the PRA plant model.

4.4.4 Fragility Analysis Technical Adequacy
The BVPS-I SPRA SSC Fragility Analysis was subjected to an independent peer review against
the pertinent requirements in the PRA Standard (Reference 4).
The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review findings, is described in
Appendix.4, and establishes that the BVPS-I SPRA SSC Fragility Analysis is suitable for this
SPRA application.
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5.0

PLAIYT SEISMIC LOGIC MOI}EL

The seismic plant response analysis models the various combinations of structrual, equipmentn
and human failures given the occurrence of a seismic event that could initiate and propagate a
seismic core-damage or large early release sequence. This model is quantified to determine the
overall SCDF and SLERF and to identiff the important contributors; e.9., important accident
sequences, SSC failures, and human actions. The quantification process also includes an
evaluation of sources of uncertainty and provides a perspective on how such sources of
uncertainty affect SPRA insights.

5.1

DnveLopMENT oF THE SPRA PLaFrr Srrsrrrc Locrc

Monnl

The BVPS-I seismic response model was developed by starting with the BVPS-I internal events
at-power PRA model of record as of January 2013, and adapting the model in accordance with
guidance in the SPID (Reference 2) and PRA Standard (Reference 4), including adding seismic
fragility-related basic events to the appropriate portions of the internal events PRA, eliminating
some parts of the internal events model that do not apply or that were screened out, and adjusting
the internal events PRA model human reliability analysis to account for response during and
following a seismic event.
For the BVPS-I SPRA, the following methods were used to develop the seismic plant response
model:
The BVPS-I PRA is comprised of two major areas of analysis: (l) the identification of
seismically-induced sequences of events that could lead to core damage and the estimation of
their frequencies of occurrence (the front-end analysis); and (2) the evaluation of the potential
response of containment to these sequences, with emphasis on the possible modes of
containment failure and the colresponding radionuclide source terms (the back-end analysis).
The overall methodology for both the front-end and back-end analysis can be characterized as
the "linked-event tree" approach. Under this approach, a set of linked-event trees was developed
for the plant responses needed to model the impacts from seismic initiating events. The model
for these plant responses was developed starting from the General Transient event tree set
developed for internal events (see Reference 62), This event tree set also considers
transient-induced small LOCA. An updated seismic pre-tree was developed to replace the one
previously linked to the General Transient event tree set. These event trees allow the safety
functions that must be achieved to keep the core cooled to be organized in a way that defines
accident sequences that lead to core damage. The potential for failure of each of the safety
functions is deflned through the construction of a fault tree. The fault trees carry the modeling
from the level of safety functions down to the basic hardware failures and human actions (or
inactions) that can contribute to a core-damage sequence. Using reliability data assembled from
a review of operating experience at BVPS-I and on an industry-wide basis, the integrated models
can be evaluated to yield estimates of the frequencies of the core-damage accidents of concern.

As described in Reference 38, the SPRA model builds upon the internal events PRA accident
sequence models documented in Reference 62. A cross-reference between the top events
considered in that model and the system notebooks where the analysis for top events is
documented is provided in Table B-l of Reference 63. The internal events PRA consists of
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many notebooks listed in Table 3.1 I of Reference 63 document the models used as a starting
point. The portion of the intemal events PRA sequence models used in the SPRA and the
changes made to incorporate seismic failure events are documented in Reference 2.
The back-end analysis is essentially the same as that performed for the internal events PRA, as
documented in Reference 64. The back-end analysis performed for the internal events PRA
employed both deterministic and probabilistic analysis tools to follow the progression of the
core-damage accidents. Computer codes were used to simulate the meltdown of the core, the
failure of the reactor vessel due to contact with molten core materials, and the transport and
interactions of core debris in the containment. Because of the large uncertainties associated with
the progression of a core-damage accident, these deterministic calculations were supplemented
with assessments that considered the potential for phenomena different from or more severe than
those ffeated in the computer codes (see Reference 64). The results of that analysis included an
assessment of the potential for a variety of containment failure modes for each type of
core-damage sequence, and an estimate of the magnitude of the radionuclide release that would
be associated with each.
The seismic hazard curve for BVPS-I is shown onFigure 5J below, taken from Figrue 6-7 of
Referenc e 23 . The 100 Hz spectral acceleration is selected to represent the zero period PGA at
the analysis Reactor Containment Building contol point. All SSC fragilities are also developed
with referenced to this same control point. The BVPS-I SSE at 0. 1259 has a mean hazard
exceedance frequency of l.5E-4 per year. The haeard exceedance frequency of 1E-5 is at 0.439
and the exceedance frequency is still at lE-6 per year at 1.0g.
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FIGURE 5-1
SEISMIC HAZARD EXCEEDAI\ICE CURVES F'OR BEAVER VALLEY SITE AT THE
REACTOR CONTAINMENT BUILDING FOIINDATION, INCLUDING
UNCERTAINTIES
The BVPS-I seismic exceedance curyes shown on Figure 5-I are in units of per calendar year.
The SPRA model is to assess the risk of at-power plant operation. Therefore, the exceedance
curves are scaled by the Unit I specific availability factor of 0.927, to obtain the mean
exceedance frequency curve for at-power conditions; i.e., the rest of the time the plant is not
at-power and the SPRA model does not apply. Table 5-f fists the scaled and unscaled mean
seismic hazard exceedance frequencies at the accelerations provided from Reference23.
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TABLE 5-1
MEAN SBISMIC HAZARI} EXCEEDANCE FREQUENCIES SCALED BY PLAFIT

AVAILABILITY

Accnr.gR.{TIoN
(e)
0.01

0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

0.2

0.2s
0.3

0.4

0.s
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9

I

1

L

J
5

ExcngnAr{cE
FnBeunNCY

Mp^lu Cunvn
I .l9E-02
4.33E-03
2.238-03
1.44E-03
1.03E-03
7.698-04
6.02E-04
4.86E-04
4.02E-04
3.38E-04
8.92E-05
5.54E-05
3.77E-0s
1.95E-05
1.09E-05
6.s8E-06
4.21E-06

2.78E'06
1.87E-06
r.26E-06
9.70E-08
2.44E-08
3.6sE-09

Sc.q.l.Bu BY PLANT

UuavnrLABrLrrY
(.92T1

MB.rFr

Cunvg

I .10E-02
4.01E-03
2.07E-03
1.33E-03
9.55E-04
7. r 3E-04
s.s8E-04
4.51E-04
3.73E-04
3. t 3E-04
8.27E-0s
5.14E-05
3.49E-05
1 .81E-0s
r.01E-05
6.10E-06
3.90E-06
2.58E-06
1.738-06
1.17E-06
8.99E-08
2.?68-08
3.38E-09

The seismic initiating event frequencies and their associated acceleration intervals are found in
Table 5-2. The analysis acceleration for computing SSC fragilities is also listed. Finally, the
four human reliability analysis (HRA) analysis intervals are also associated with the l0 seismic
analysis intervals chosen. The basis for this assignment is provided in Reference 38.
The lowest acceleration for the SPRA (0.06g) was selected so that the geometric mean of the
acceleration interval would be roughly 0.1g; i.e., the HCLPF value for the off-site power
fragility. This same selection has been made for the SPRA models for other FirstEnergy Nuclear
Operating Company (FENOC) plants. Relatively narrow acceleration intervals were selected for
those ranges of acceleration where the conditional core-damage probability \ryas expected to
change most quickly, and to aid in the demonstration that adding new SSC fragilities with higher
capacity would not significantly impact the computed CDF. Therefore, constant interval widths
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of 0.1g were selected for the range between 0.4g to 0.8g. Above 0.89, the acceleration widths of
the remaining seismic initiating event intervals were broadened. The higher range of the
acceleration intervals is retained to evaluate LERF. With the exception of G08, the uneven
acceleration interval widths still result in the initiating event frequencies decreasing for each
interval.

TABLE 5.2
SEISMIC INITIATING EVENT INTERVALS
IE NAME
G0l
G02
G03
G04
G0s
G06
G07
G08
G09

Gt0

5.1.1

PGA Lownn

PGA HIcgBn

0.06

0.1 5

0.1s
0.25
0.4
0.s
0.6
0.7
0.8

0.25
0.4

I

2

0.5

0.6
0.7
0.8
1

2
5

Freq. Sum =

IE TREQ
s.33E-04
1.09E-04
3.31E-0s
7.918-06
3.998-06
2.19E-06
1.32E-06
1.40E-06
1.07E-07
8.s9E-08
6.93E-04

Seismic Initiating Event Impacts

The purpose of this section is to document the potential initiating event impacts that may be
caused by seismic events so that a suitable plant response model to respond to each of the
impacts is accounted for in the SPRA. Fortunately, the BVPS-I Internal Events PRA includes a
long list of initiating event impacts and a number of unique plant response models. These plant
response models take the form of linked-event tree sets wherein each set contains a seismic
pre-tree, a fire analysis tree, a support treeo one or more frontline trees and a containment tree.
The event tree sets are best distinguished by their frontline tree names since the other event trees
mentioned previously are cofirmon to each event tree set, resulting in the following event tee
sets:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Excessive (e.g,, Reactor Vessel Rupture) LOCAs
Large LOCAs
Medium LOCAs
General Transient/ Small LOCAs
Steam Generator Tube Ruptures
Anticipated transient without Scram (ATWS), for Transients Involving Failure to Trip
Interfacing Systems LOCAs

The sequences for these plant response models are created by linking the frontline tree to the
other trees in the set, including the containment event tree so that Level I and Level 2 end states
may be calculated; i.e., where the CDF from seismic events is a sequence group (SEIS) defined
as the sum of all release categories at the end of the containment event tree. The sequence group
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(LERFS) for large early release from contributed by seismic events is the sum ofjust those
release categories acknowledged to result in a large early release; i.e., release categories BVOI,
BV01S, 8V02, BV02S, 8V03, BV03S, 8V04, BV04S, BVl8, and BVlg. The trailing'oS" in
these release categories indicates that a small containment penetration fails to isolate. Large,
early releases result from containment bypasses (8V18 or BV19), or from large, early
containment failures (BVOI,8V02, 8V03, or BV04) with or without an accompanying small
containment isolation failure (i.e. as represented by bin name suffix "S").
The basic events included in the internal events PRA models were used in large part to develop
BVPS-I SEL. These events form a large portion of the SEL. Therefore, the seismic impacts
of most SSCs are already accounted for in the internal events PRA models. What has been
added to the SEL, are the passive SSC failures and potential relay chaffer effects. These passive
failures need only be added to the list of seismic impacts affecting aplant response if they are
new, cannot be modeled by an existing plant response model, and if the seismic SSC failure
probabilities fall below the screening criterion for inclusion in the SPRA model. We have
adopted an SSC screening criterion of 0.6e for the SSC HCLPF. SSCs with HCLPFs higher than
0.6g may still be added to the model so long as the required plant response model is available.
the

For the BVPS-I seismic PRA, we settled on including only the General TransienU Small LOCAs
event tree set. The reasons axe seen in Table 4-1 of Section 4.l.I where a review of the full list
of internal events initiating events is documented for applicability to seismic events.

In summary, the following assumptions and bases are used in the development of the BVPS-I
systems model:

l.

2.

3.
4.
5.

The Internal Events PRA was last formally documented in 2013 (Reference 26). An
updated version of the model, frozen in July 2014, served as the foundation for the
seismic PRA, and a model update was performed in parallel with the seismic PRA that
serves as the foundation for the seismic PRA to be finalized and documented at the same
time. This new effective reference model is BVIREV6.
The Internal Events PRA is used as the technical basis for both CDF and LERF. All
assumptions and success criteria in the Internal Events PRA are retained in the SPRA for
the portions of the sequence models that apply (see Section 2 of Reference 62). This
assumption provides continuity between the Internal Events PRA and the SPRA. Any
future changes to the Internal Events PRA success criteria would be addressed as part of
the maintenance and update process of the integrated PRA.

fui

SSC HCLPF of 0.359 is used as the screening criterion for excluding potential
seismic-induced fires. Please see Section 5.5.3 of Reference 38.

The portions of the internal events PRA model that apply to seismic events are:
Transients (which include small and very small loss of coolant accidents [SLOCA and
VSLOCA] and losses of offsite power) and seismic events assumed to lead directly to
core-damage and/or large early release.

ATWS sequences are excluded from the SPRA model, on the basis of low frequency;
based on multiple redundant trip signals resulting from ground acceleration, as well as
highly reliable operation action to trip the plant, it is assumed that the reactor would
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successfully trip. Seismic capacity of the confiol rod drive mechanism was evaluated,
but ultimately screened based on high seismic capacity.
6.

The spurious, random reactor vessel rupture event sequence model is screened from the
SPRA but the seismic failure of the reactor vessel is included. However, seismic capacity
of the reactor vessel itself is evaluated, and seismic damage to this component is assumed
to lead to core damage.

7

Sequences involving seismic SSCs failures judged to lead directly to core damage
(e.9., polar crane in the Reactor Containment Building falling onto the reactor vessel) are
guaranteed to be binned to core damage through inclusion of certain event tree rules.
These SSCs are represented by Top Event ZLI (see Section 4.5.1 of Reference 38).
However, systems that may have an impact on radiological release categories
(e.g., containment spray systems) are still evaluated probabilistically even if Top
Event ZLI fails; i.e., not guaranteed failed. Medium LOCAs have HCLPFs less than the

I

I

10.

ll.

screening criterion but still very high capacity. Therefore, medium LOCAs are
conservatively assumed to cause core damage directly and are included in Top Event ZLL
also.
Seismic SSCs failures judged to lead directly to core damage plus a large early release
(e.9., selected building failures) bypass the usual General Transient initiator event trees,
and through the inclusion of certain event tree rules, these sequences af,e guaranteed to
lead to core damage and to a large early failwe of the containment, which is always
mapped to a large early release category. These SSCs are represented by Top Event ZLz
(see Section 4.5.1 of Reference 38).
Sequences involving steam generator tube rupture as a direct result of the seismic motion
were not included in the SPRA because no seismic failures that cause a steam generator
tube rupture (SGTR) without otherwise failing the steam generator were identified.
Pressure- and temperature-induced SGTR following core damage are still evaluated in
the containment event tree, and may have an impact on radiological release.

The Interfacing systems LOCA (ISLOCA) initiating events model from the Internal
Events PRA was reviewed for applicable SSCs, but none were found applicable to
seismic failure modes and so the associated sequence model was not used in the SPRA
model.
The CDF model screening criterion used for excluding SSCs from the SPRA logic
models is an SSC HCLPF value of 0.69 or higher. See Reference 17 for a further
explanation.

t2.

The LERF model screening criterion used for excluding SSCs from the SPRA logic
models is an SSC HCLPF value of 2.0g or higher. See Section 5.1 of Reference 38 for a
further explanation.

13.

Large LOCAs are screened from the final SPRA since the minimum acceleration at
which they may occur is above the screening criterion for including SSC failures. All
Beaver Valley Unit 1 specific NSSS components (Reference 32), large enough to result
in these larger breaks, were found seismically robust enough to be excluded. The generic
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fragility for large breaks suggested by EPRI (Reference l5) has a HCLPF above the 0.69
screening criterion.

t4.

SSCs located in the turbine building are not credited in the SPRA sequence models, with
exception for the cross-tie cables and the portable air-conditioning (AC) generators. The
turbine building is a non-seismic design and so is not resistant to exfreme shaking.
Further, it contains many SSCs that are also susceptible to seismic shaking. Therefore,
while it is expected that the turbine building and SSCs have some seismic capacity to
respond to low accelerations, no credit was assumed for the turbine building SSCs with
the two exceptions listed above. A fragility was developed for the turbine building to be
used in conjunction with the credited SSCs.

15.

Although components in the turbine building are assumed failed for all seismic initiators,
there are also cables that pass through the turbine building and portable generators off the
turbine deck, but these SSCs are not assumed to fail. See Section 4.5.3 of Reference 38
for a further discussion on this topic.

16.

Seismic SSC failures are assumed to be complete failures, in that the SSC fails to perform
its function, ornot. Degraded states of equipment (e.g., where onlythe equipment failure
rates differ from the internal events model) for the period following the seismic initiator
are not represented.

17.

The assumed SSC seismic failure mode depends on the SSC type and whether the
fragility applies to functional failure, structural failure, or impact by adjacent block wall
or interaction failure. See Section 5.2 of Reference 38 for a funher explanation. Relay
chatter failure modes are a function of the specific relay and SSC control circuit itself.
See Reference 37 for more discussion of relay chatter.

18.

Inadvertent actuation of the Safety Injection (SI) signal or other Engineered Safety
Feature Actuation System (ESFAS) functions may occur as a result of seismic failures in
the actuation logic, orfunctional failure of the associated cabinets. However, the primary
and secondary process racks and reactor protection racks all screen at high seismic
capacrty; i.e., greater HCLPF than 0.6g.

19.

The alternate river water system is in a Category II building (Alternate Intake Structure
[AISX]) and so preliminarily assigned a low seismic capaclty, and thus the alternate
service water pumps have a high probability of failure for even the lower seismic events.
This conservatism is not expected to be significant because of the redundancy offered by
the Category I river water system and the similarity of support systems both systems
require for success.

20

The steam generator atmospheric relief valves and safety valves are highly redundant for
steaming the steam generators. It is conservatively assumed that if they fail seismically,
they would all fail to open; i.e., that the strong motion occurs before they are called on to
open. This assumption is conservative because it would fail all steam generator cooling.

21.

Seismic failures of buildings that are adjacent to the Reactor Containment Building were
assumed to fail in a way that opened flow paths around the containment penetrations into
each building. The flow area was assumed large enough to lead to a large early release
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should a core-damage sequence also occur. The buildings applicable to this scenario are
represented in Top Event ZLZ (Section 4.5.1 of Reference 38).

22.

Seismic failures of the containment spray nozzles or discharge headers were assumed not
to affect the transfer of water from the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) into the
containment. Such failures would affect the spray function but this function is not
required to protect the containment.

23

Credit for the reactor coolant pump (RCP) shutdown seal has been taken since the
Westinghouse Generation III RCP seal have been installed.

24

Correlation is assumed between SSCs assigned to the same EPRI capacrty analysis
category if in the same building and on the same floor. Credit for SSCs being arranged
orthogonal to each other was not considered sufficient to break such correlations, except
in the case for relays in the emergency switchgear (see section 5.6 of Reference 38 for
further details).

25

Many other SSCs are seismically rugged, and therefore their seismic failure probabilities
are unchanged from the internal events PRA; e.9., check valves, manual valves, cable
trays, conduits, jrurction boxes, and local starter boards.

26

The existing Internal Events PRA meets the Capability Category I[ requirements of the
ASME PRA Standard for PRA applications. Table 2-1 of Reference 38 lists the upgrade
and update history of the Beaver Valley Unit 1 PRA through the years since it was first
issued as an IPE PRA model in October of 1992.

27.

The impacts of several Internal Events initiating events are conservatively assumed to
occur simultaneously during a seismic initiating event.

28.

Equipment failure data for random failures, test and maintenance unavailabilities, and
plant configuration data are unchanged from the internal events PRA model. All seismic
correlation sets and seismic initiating events are stored in the RISKMANTM software
(Reference 69) model data. The increasing SSC seismic failure probabilities with
acceleration interval are computed from the fragility curves reported in Reference 4l
within the Fragility Module of RISKMAN. The Am, pr, and pu parameters of the SSC
seismic fragility curves are used to compute the acceleration interval dependent failure
probabilities and then combined with other fragility curves which lead to the same plant
impacts to generate the seismic pre-tree top event failure probabilities as appropriate.
The seismic pre-tree accounts for the seismic SSC failures while the existing event trees
account for the random SSC failures.
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5.1.2

Seismic Event Trees for Large Early Release

The Level 2 PRA Notebook (Reference 64) documents the containment event trees used, the
mapping of sequences from the Level I plant response into plant damage state bins, the
assignment of sequences into release categories, and their categorization into large/small and
early/late release states. The same containment event tree (CET) which models the containment
response is used here for the SPRA. The LERF sequences are one such categorization of
releases and are used for the SPRA calculation of LERF due to seismic events.

During SEL development SSCs related to LERF were identified to prevent inadvertent screening
due to the large HCLPF screening cutoff for LERF. These SSCs include but not limited to the
containment structure and any SSC that could affect the function of the containment pressure
boundary, as well as SSCs that have a role in containment isolation failures.
The release categories assigned to LERF in the LERF analysis for internal events are presented
in the PRA Notebook (Reference 64).

A discussion of seismic containment failures resulting in flow paths large enough, should core
damage occur, to potentially lead to a large early release is provided in Section 4.5.1 of
Reference 38. Seismically-induced large holes in the Reactor Containment Building are
represented by Top Event Ll in the containment event tree, CET. Failure of Top Event Ll
represents a large hole in the Reactor Containment Building prior to or at the time of Vessel
Breach.

Regarding containment isolation failures on smaller lines, caused by seismic accelerations, see
also the discussion of containment isolation failures in Section 4.5.2 and Table 4.5-l of
Reference 38. Seismic fragility assessments were performed on the containment isolation valves
of the normally open lines of interest. Relay chatter analysis was also performed for the
potential opening of isolation valves. These normally open lines, if failed, are modeled in
GTRECIRC Top Event CI. CI failure represents openings too small to lead to a large early
release and so do not impact the calculation of LERF at BVPS-I.
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5.1.3

Relay Chatter Modeling

The investigation into SSCs susceptible to relay chatter during a seismic event is documented in
Reference 37. Circuit analysis was performed for identified SSCs (MOVs, Pumps,
pressure-operated relief valves (PORV), EDG Loading Circuits etc.). The evaluation of relay
chatter considers chatter of not only relays, but also other non-relay contact devices as
electro-mechanical contactors and motor starters (main and auxiliary contacts); circuit breakers
(main and auxiliary contacts); manually-operated control switches; limit, torque, and position
switches; and mechanical sensor switches including pressure, level, flow, and temperature
switches, etc. This includes all the devices identified to be susceptible to high-frequency motion
identified in EPRI Phase 2 testing (Reference 90). The circuit analysis evaluated the impact of
the contact device (relay) on the SSC and screened out devices based on the following:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Relays that were located in non-seismically designed buildings were screened out as long
as the components they were associated with were also located in a non-seismic building.
The assumption is that both the component and relay fail when the building fails.

The relay irnpacts indication or annunciation only. Such relays will not physically alter
the state of the SSCs. This also includes relays for post-accident monitoring.
The relay is not a lock-out relay and does not impact a seal-in or lock-out. Impacts to
seal-in and lock-out relays are the principal concern in this study as these relays are the
most likely to have an impact on PRA-related SSCs.
Due to the lack of mechanically moving paxts, solid state relays are not prone to chatter.

Timing relays with settings greater than one second are not affected by chatter of
upstream relays because they will be de-energized for sufficient time to reset the timing
mechanism. However, a timing relay's output contacts may still chatter in response to
seismic input.

Those relays that could not be screened had fragilities developed as describedinSection 4.1.2 of
this submittal. The seismic failure of the relays that did not screen based on capacrty was
included in the SPRA. Each relay equipment group in the table below represents a correlation
group of relays or contact devices that if chatter occrured (based on calculated fragility) would
fail the top event(s) presented in the table below. The following Tahle 5-3 lists the relays or
contact devices that were modeled and their effect on the model if chatter were to occur.
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TABLE 5-3
SUMMARY OF RELAY CHATTER CONSEQUENCES
Tor Evnnr

ToP Evnur Nnrre

ZWC

All River water Pumps REJs; HVAC

Rruv

Eeupnru,nr
Gnours
EQI 13

DUCTS

ZIF-ds

Rnu.vs

rN GRorrP

Contactors in MCCs

BV-MCC-l-El(E2)
for MOVs:

lRw-

Contactors in MCCs

BV-MCC-I-E5(E6)

EQr 16

Chatter

l02A2Gl.Cl.C2)

Contactors in

BV-MCC.I.Es &
BV-MCC-I-E6 for
MOVs:
lFW-l5IB(D,F)
lMS-r05
lRC-s35(536,s37)

lRS-r ssA(B)

Errncr on Moprr,
m Susurc Tor
Evpxr Flrunu
If failed fails WA
and WB
Fails AF, ,{3, RA,
RB, RS. OD and PR
are not failed but
part of the fault tree

is affected and thus
certain split fractions
are selected

lRS-ls6A(8)

1RW-1o4A(B,C,D)

zRs

Recirculation Spray

-

pumps

header

& HXs &

EQr

15

ZQS

QSS - pumps

ZRz

RELAY CHATTER
-PLJMPS DF Bus

EQ87

ZF.4

RELAY CHATTER
-PUMPS AE Bus

EQee

EQr 14

lRw-105A(B,C,D)
Circuit Breakers for Fails RS; RA; and
lRS-P-lA (B)
RB
Circuit Breakers for Fails QA and QB
IQS-P-rA (B)
and when combined
with ZLP failed then
no branch at ZMO
COM-5 Relays fbr Fails WIl, LB, and
pumps:
RB. Uses the split
BV-lWR-P-rB(C) fractions for only A
BV-1CH-P-lB(C)
train failed for tops
BV-I SI.P.IB
CC:FIH;HC;LC;RS.
BV-IRS-P.28
But fails these tops
BVICC-P-lB(C)
for a combined
BV-lFW-P-38
failure with ZR4
COM-S Relays for
pumps:

BV-1WR-P-lA(C)
BV-1CH-P-lA(C)
BV.lSI-P-IA
BV.1RS.P.zA
BVICC-P-lA(C)
BV-IFW.P-3A

Fails WA, LA, and
RA. Uses the split

fractions for only A
train failed for tops
CC:HH;HC;LC;RS.
But fails these tops
for a combined
failure with ZR4
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5.1.4 Correlation of Fragilities
SSCs not screened by potential impact on the plant were then assigned to correlation sets in part

by their seismic capacities. It is important to account for dependencies between the probabilities
of seismic failure modes, as appropriate. Past SPRA's have assumed that all identical and
redundant equipment located in the same or at least seismically similar response locations, ffi€
100 percent correlated, while assuming that equipment which is identical, but not redundant,
(i.e., perform their functions in series) are uncorrelated. Here, by 100 percent correlated we
mean that if one equipment item in the redundant set fails seismically, all others in that
redundant set are also assumed to fail and via the same failure mode. This is a much stronger
linkage than simply saying their failure probabilities are the same yet the failure probabilities
themselves are independent. This 100 percent correlation approach conservatively minimizes the
advantages of redundancy; partial correlation is not modeled.
The approach to defining correlation groups in this study is explained below.

All

SSCs on the SEL have been screened as seismically rugged, are judged not to impact the
PRA model, or have had their seismic capacities assessed. Those assessed have been assigned to
one of the EPRI seismic analysis categories as an initial step in computing seismic equipment

fragilities. These categories were further broken down into analysis groups which contain the
SSCs sufficiently similar in anchorages as to be expected to all be evaluated in roughly the same
way. For example, for BVPS-I the equipment assigned to the EPRI Category 21 for tanks and

heat exchangers was further divided into nine analysis groups due to perceived differences in the
analysis needed to assess their seismic capacities.

A further consideration is in the final assessment of equipment capacities. In this study the
equipment's HCLPF is used as a measure of equipment capacity, although it is recognized that
the capacity is defined by the entire fragility curve, including its parameters for median capacity
and variability assigned. The HCLPF assigned is a function of many things, including the
equipment type, seismic design classification and the exact SSC location within the building.
The general approach to correlating SSCs into correlation groups was to group those SSCs that
of the same equipment types, have roughly the same seismic capacity, ffid subject to the same
seismic accelerations. Reasons for not grouping such SSCs are as follows:

1.
2.
3.
4.

SSCs in different EPRI categories are assigned to different correlation groups.
SSCs in different buildings are assigned to different correlation groups.
SSCs on different floors of the same building are assigned to different correlation groups.
SSCs which seismic capacities are evaluated differently according to their different
analysis groups are assigned to different correlation groups, though sometimes the
analysis groups are sufficiently similar that they still should be grouped.

The approach to correlation was first to divide the full list of equipment into partial lists of nearly
identical equipment. The lists of all equipment in the same EPRI category were separated out,
one category at a time. If multiple types of equipment are assigned to the same EPRI category
(for example air-operated valves (AOV) and relief valves are assigned to the same EPRI
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Category 7), then the list reviewed was further broken up by types of equipment within a given
EPRI Category.
The next step was to sort the list of equipment within the EPRI category by capacity as measured
by their assessed HCLPFs.

Correlation groups were then assigned based primarily on similarity of the assessed HCLPFs.
While they need not be identical, the grouping into correlation sets was only performed for those
SSCs withnearly the same HCLPF; i.e., within say 0.059 of eachother. Grouping equipment
with substantially different HCLPFs can be problematical, because then it is unclear which
HCLPF to assign to all the SSCs within the correlation set. For this study, the lowest HCLPF
within the correlation set was assigned to all SSCs within the set, though most often equipment
assigned to the same correlation group had identical HCLPFs. SSCs of the same equipment type
with HCLPFs that differed by more than 0.059 were generally found to be designed to different
seismic design classifications, located in different builditrBS, were in notably different elevations
within the same building, or belonged to a different analysis group of the same EPRI category,
indicating that their anchorage design maybe different.
Exceptions to the above rules for assigning SSCs to correlation groups were made for this study
and are documented in Reference 38. Generally these assumptions reflect differences in the
depth for fragility analysis for each SSC and the relative importance of the SSCs. The
correlation groups defined axe presented in Table 5.4-1 of Reference 38 along withthe SSCs
assigned to each. Nearly 450 SSCs are explicitly grouped into 133 correlation groups. Since the
SSCs may have a slightly different capacity than that assigned to the entire correlation set, the
individual SSC HCLPFs are also listed in the table. Note that these HCLPFs are for the
minimum HCLPF values for the different failure modes of the same SSC; i.e., from among the
failure modes of functionality, structuraUanchorage, relay chatter, block wall impacts, or
interaction failures.

5.1.5 Human Reliability

Analysis

The list of post-initiator human actions for the internal events model was analyzed for
modification due to seismic affects. Some human failure events (HFE) were excluded from the
analysis due to not being associated with the sequence models used to represent seismic
initiatorsi e.9., HFEs for SGTR initiators.
Every post-initiator HFE retained in the SPRA sequence models was evaluated for the impacts of
seismic events. The degree of impact was assumed dependent on the seismic acceleration level.
At very high accelerations, the human error probabilities (HEP) were set to 1.0. The seismic
impacts on every post-initiator HFE in the SPRA sequence models is accounted for by the HFE
specific, performance shaping factors and selected minimal values that increase with acceleration
as a function of plantdamage state. The adjusted HFEs usethe internal events name withthe
suffix of "Sn" where n ranges from I to 4; i.e., four separate seismic acceleration ranges were
evaluated for varying seismic impacts, but in SEIS4, all post-trip actions are set to failed.
Further discussion of the modeling changes made to account for acceleration dependent HEPs is
provided in Section 6.0 of Reference 38. A summary of the SPRA HRA HFE HEP Evaluation
Process is provided in Table 5-4 below.
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Human Failure Events were also developed for the FLEX mitigation actions. These are not
specific to the seismic PRA as they are designed for an extended loss of offsite power scenario,
and specifically account for high levels of plant damage and operator stress. The FLEX operator
actions were developed using the same methodology as other internal events HFEs. Execution
step durations were obtained from the timing validation study perfbrmed by BVPS. These
actions are failed in the seismic model for the "SEIS4" or high acceleration group identified
above.
The use of the same method from the internal events model for HRA dependency analysis is
valid for the SPRA HRA. The SPRA HRA Notebook (Reference 36) discusses the method used
to assess HFE dependency. The SPRA Quantification Notebook also has details of how the
HRA dependency analysis was performed for the SPRA (Reference 17). The FENOC HRA
Dependency Database (Reference 70) is used to determine the level of dependency hetween HFE
Pairs assigned to the same HRA seismic interval since only such pairs can appear in the same
accident sequence; i.e., SEISI, SEIS2, and SEIS3. These pairs with other than zero dependence
are then examined individually to see if the dependence need be included in the accident
sequence model. Section 4.2 of Reference 17 discusses the HRA dependency analysis further.

Pre-initiator actions are not affected by seismic events and so were not changed from the internal
events PRA model.

5.1.6 Seismic-InducedFloods
The evaluation of seismic-induced floods was a compilation of three activities. First, the internal
flooding PRA, ReferenceZl, was utilized to provide a risk-based screening of flood-significant
scenarios. The second activity was the use of the walkdown team to identiff flood sources in
and around components that were on the SEL; this is documented in the Seismic Walkdown of
BVPS-I, Reference 40. The third activity was to reviewthe tanks not on the SEL and the "wet"
fire suppression system and do a walk-by of the components to determine if the assets would
screen; this is documented in the SEL Notebook, Reference 32.

As discussed in Section 3.3.8 of Reference 40, the piping evaluationwas risk informed. The
systems of interest and pipe segments selected were those that had the greatest risk contributions
as evaluated in the Internal Flood PRA.
In additionto those pipe segments identified in Section 3.3.8 of Reference 40, Table 3-4 of
Reference 40, identifies three additional pipe segments that merited additional specific walk
downs, This list was derived from a list of important flood scenarios minus those pipe segments
that had previously been walked down. The list of important flood scenarios is given in
Table 5.5-1 of Reference 38.
During the plant walk downs, piping in general, and non-seismic piping in particular were
examined to see if there were any unique vulnerabilities inproximityto any ofthe SSCs
examined; see Reference2T. A summary of specific seismic-induced flooding interactions is
provided in Section 3.3,8 of Reference 40. Appendix B of Reference 40, presents pictures and
the walkdown team's conclusions for the piping segments called out as having the highest
conditional probability of core damage given a pipe break occurs.
Table 5-5 presents risk significant flood scenarios.
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TABLE 5.5
RISK SIGNIFICANT FLOOD SCENARIOS
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5.1.7 Risk Significant Flood Scenarios
As a supplement to the SSCs in the internal events PRA, a list of all tanks and coolers at the
plant was obtained for review for potential seismic-induced flood sources. This list was reduced
by excluding those tanks in plant rooms that contain no SSCs on the SPRA SEL, and to eliminate
duplicates that are already on the SPRA SEL. The reduced list of potential flood sources is also
shown as Table 3-6 in Reference 32.
The reduced list of potential sources was then filtered by building and those located in the
turbine building were also then excluded. For the SPRA only the cross-tie cables and the
portable generators are credited. Both of these had no flooding susceptibility identified in the
internal flooding PRA. Also, failure of flooding sources in the TRBB do not propagate to
adjoining buildings.

To ensure that no important tanks were missed, the SPRA SEL list of tanks, coolerslheat
exchangers, and pumps (which have coolers) was reviewed. Those not already on the list were
added if the tanks and coolers were not located in the yard or containment, and contained liquids
rather than air.
The walkdowns performed by the Seismic Review Tearn screened these from firrther
consideration either due to their seismic ruggedness, presence of dikes around the tanks, or lack
of proximity to SEL components. All tanks were screened based on either: information provided
in the internal events flooding analysis, or based on no impact to PRA equipment in the flood
area, or too small of a flood source to cause an impact. The small coolers also were screened
from either of these screening criteria.
The flood sources from tanks and heat exchangers, although technically screened, were sampled
and walked down to validate the assumptions made for their screening. These include the fire
protection engine cooler on the diesel driven pump and the spent fuel pool heat exchangers as
examples.

No potential flooding sources have heen identified for inclusion in the BVPS-I seismic model.

5.1.8

Seismic-Induced Fires

Appendix A in Reference 38 contains awhite paper onthe subjectof seismic-induced fires. The
presentation describes ways that seismic-induced fires may be screened, both qualitatively and
quantitatively from further consideration. The flow chart presented at the end of Appendix A in
Reference 38, summarizes the variety of ways that screening can be performed on a fire
compartment by compartment basis.
The following are some key conclusions from the suggested approach in Appendix A in
Reference 3 8:

l.

The list of equipment of interest as potential fire sources caused by seismic events are:

a.

b.

Tanks, Bottles, and Piping (including turbine-generator, auxiliary boiler) That
Contain Hydrogen, Propane, and any Other Flammable Gases

Above-Ground Tanks and Piping That Contain Diesel Fuel Oil
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c.

d

2.
3.

Tanks, Equipment, and Piping That Contain Lubricating Oil

.
.
.
.
.
.

Turbine-Generator
Turbine Lube Oil Storage Tank
Oil-Filled Transforners
Pumps (especially large pumps)
Compres$ors
Piping

Equipment with Electrical Wire or Bus Bar Connections at 480V and Above

.
.
.
.
.

Pumps

Oil-Filled Transforners
Compressors
SwitchgearslBuses/JvlCCs
Others (e.9., other applicable NUREG/CR-6850 fire source bins from Fire
PRA that are unique and significant for specific plants)

Seismic-induced fires are believed possible only if structural failure of the SSC occurs;
i.e., we neglect the functional failure limit if it is lower.
Based on data from other industries, the conditional probability of fire ignition given
seismic failure of a potential seismic-induced fire source is bounded by 0.1. An
individual seismic-induced fire frequency leading to core damage for a single SSC
of 1E-7 per year is assumed as sufficiently small as to be neglected. Due to frequency
overlap between the potential seismic-induced fire and other contributions to core
damage, a single, SSC seismic-induced fire frequency of 5E-7 per year is sufficiently
small as to be negligible.

For this study of Beaver Valley, w€ adopt the above methodology conclusions and apply the
qualitative and quantitative screening of potential seismic-induced fire souroes, including the use
of walkdown observations to eliminate seismic-induced fires from inclusion in the SPRA logic
models. The case for this screening is provided below.
Table 5.5-2 of Reference 38 presents the failure frequencies of SSCs urith typical HCLPFs
ranging from.1g to 2.0g. The total frequency column was obtained by summing the convolution
of the BeaverValley mean seismic hazard curve over all seismic intervals. The frequency of
seismic failure of 1E-7 per year corresponds to an SSC HCLPF ofjust greater than 1.0g.
However, this acceleration level has not yet accounted for the conditional probability of ignition
given the SSC fails, or of the potential overlap of seismic-induced fires with other contributors to
core damage. At Beaver Valley, the conditional core-damage probability for accelerations of
0.69 and higher is close to 1.0. Therefore, seismic-induced fires at frequencies greater than 0.6g
cannot add significantly to the CDF total. The HCLPF acceleration corresponding to a failure
frequency of lE-7 per year, only from accelerations less than 0.6g is then between 0.5g and 55g.
This is an approximate approach, as other contributors to core damage at accelerations less than
0.5S do occur and so there is some potential overlap at lower accelerations that is not credited.
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An ignition probability of 0.1 reduces the frequency of SSC failues to just those that also ignite,
resulting in a fire. A corresponding HCLPF value just more than 0.359 would result in a
potential fire source adding approximately 1E-7 per year to the existing seismic CDF. V/e
observe that this acceleration is selected conservatively both because of the potential for
frequency overlap at accelerations less than 0.69, and because it is implicitly assumed by this
screening calculation that any seismic-induced fire leads to core damage. Further, the results for
the unconditional seismic-induced fire frequencies presented in Reference 38 do not yet include
a scaling factor on the hazard exceedance curves to account for the plant availability factor. To
do so would provide us additional margin. We therefore use 0.359 for an SSC HCLPF as the
quantitative screening criterion for excluding potential seismic-induced fires.
Table 5-d (reproduced from Reference 7l) provides alist ofthe top 25 fire scenarios fromthe
BVPS-I fire PRA. Out of these 25 scenarios, CR-4 and CR-3 fire areas were the dominant
contributors and those areas were chosen to have a specific seismically-induced fire walkdown.
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TABLE 5.6
RISK CONTRIBUTING PLANT LOCATIONS FROM THE BEAYER VALLEY UNIT
FIRE PRA (REFERENCE 7T)
SCBF{aHO

FRCI34
FCR461
FCR495

ID

Scnnanro DsscnrrrroN

738'elevation

SSW.CMP
I 617 l8 I

r0l t

tI

t4l

t5

RK+RI-PROC (5,8- I 3, 19,2 l 22,2449) FDS2/3 /6 t7 I t0 I I 4

FNSI I7

480VUS-I-3-E FDS4/9

FESI42

TRANS-I-8N FDS2/5

FRC I33

738N

FRHI

l-ES-l IAE

I-RC-I, North section of 738'elevation
3-RH-l Relay House in the Switchyard; whole

3-RH.I WHOLE ROOM

compartment assumed bumed from any of the

defined sources

RK-PRI-PROC.

1,2,3,6,',1,4,20,23,1 4, I 5, I 6, I 7, I g

IzOVAC PRIMARY
FDS2/3/6l7ltol14

FMCAOT

l-TB-l 3-CR-l

FCR432

(BDHKJLM)

FERI
FCR3OI

/ 617 t8,t

1-CR-4, source RK-REAC-PROT (A); fire
contained within cabinet
l-CR-4, source RK-REAC-PROT (B); fire
contained within cabinet

l-CR-4, source RK-PRI-PROC sections
1,2,3,6,7,4,20,23,14,1 5, I 6, I 7, I g ; fire grows and

affects external targets

Multi-compartment scenario;

t0 I t t I t4/ I 5

RK-REAC-PROT (B)

FDS2/3/6t7ilufl4

FDS2l3t6t7/l.0/t4
COMMUNICATIONS BATTERY
I2OVAC SECONDARY

I/I5

(ACPEFG) FDS2/3/6 l7 / tol t4

3.ER.I WHOLE ROOM
EDG RACK (6 VERT SECT)
FDS2/5

FNSI22

480VUS-I -3-E (HEAF) FDS3/7

FQPl0s

TS#3

(AF-l ROOM)

engulfs Turbine

l-CR-4, source IZOVAC Secondary Process Racks
BDHKJLM; fire grows and affects external targets

l-CR4, source RK-REAC-PROT (B); fue grows

and affects external targets

Rtr(-REAC-PROT (A)

CHARGER 48B FDS3/7/1

fre

Building then spreads to engulf control room

IzOVAC SECONDARY

FDS2/3/4

FCR427

Emergency Switchgear, source

external targets

RK-FJ,AC-PROT (B) FDSo

FCR4A6

source bus 480VUS-I-

transformer TRANS-I-8N; fire grows and affects

FCR48A

FCR45A

targets

l-NS-l Normal Switchgear,

RK-REAC-PROT (A) FDSo

FCR49A

l-CR-4 Process Instrument Rm, source SStff-CMP;
fire Etrows and affects external targets
l-CR-4, source RK-PRI-PROC sections 5,813,19,21-22,24-29; fue grows and affects external
3E; ftre grows and affects external targets

FCR44A

FCR499

ExpIuouD DESCRIPTIoN

l-RC-l Reactor Containment, Northwest section of

738NW
FDS2/3/4

1

l-CR-4, source RK-REAC-PROT (A); fire grows
and affects external targets
l-CR4, source Communications Battery Charger
488; fire grows and affects external targets
l-CR-4, source IZOVAC Secondary Process Racks
ACPEFG; fre grows and affects external targets
3-ER-l ERF Substation; whole compartment
assumed burned from any of the defined sources
l-CR-3 Relay Room, source EDG rack; fire grows
and affects extemal targets
I-NS-I, source bus 480VUS-I-3E High Energy
Arcing Faulfi fire affects external targets
l-QP-l Quench Spray Pump & AFW Pump room,
source transient scenario #3 (see fire modeline)
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TABLE 5-6
RISK CONTRIBUTING PLANT LOCATIONS F'ROM THE BEAVER VALLEY I]NIT
FIRE PRA (RBFERENCE 7T)
(coNTTNUED)
Scnnq.mo ID
FCR494

FCR435

FCR44O

FNSI85

CMP.DTN4, TERM.2, IPC.CAB.
05, RK.CMP.TERM-I

FDS2/3/617ltolt4
DC SWBDI.s
FD52/3/4 I 617 l8l

tO I

t

tIt4It

s

TRANS.I-4G FDS5/10
RK.PRI.PROC.

FCR42A

Expalrnnn Drscnrrrrox

Scnnmro DnscRrrrroru

RK-PRI-PROC (5,8-13, 19, 2 l22,24-29) FDSO
COMPUTER CABINETS RK.

1,2,3,6,7,4,20,23,1 4, I 5, I 6, I 7, I I

I2OVAC PRIMARY
FDS4l8/tzl16

I

l-CR-4, source RK-PRI-PROC sections 5,8-

13,19,21 -22,2449; fire contained within cabinet

I-CR-4, source computer cabinets RK-CMP-DIN4, TERM.2, IPC.CAB.O5, RK-CMP.TERM-I ; firC
grows and affects external targets
l-CR-4, source DC switchboard 1-5; fire grows
and affects external targets
I-NS-I, source ffansformer TRANS-I-4G; fue
Sows and affects exterral targets
I

-CR*4, source RK-PRI-PROC sections

1,2,3,6,7,4,2A,23,1 4, I 5, 1 6, I 7,18 ; fire grows and
affects external targets

With the quantitative screening criterion established, the potential fire sources previously
screened in qualitatively for assessment, according to the arguments of Appendix A in
Reference 38, were addressed.

l.

Tanks, bottles, and piping (including turbine-generator, auxiliary boiler) that contain
hydrogen, propane, afld any other flammable gases.
The flammable gases in the nuclear plant consists basically of hydrogen- It is used as a
cover gas on the generator. The gas for the generator is in the yard well away from the
plant structure itself and the generator is in the turbine building. Potential sources in the
turbine building are screened because no credit is taken for SSCs within the turbine
building for seismic events, with the exception for the cross-tie cables and portable
generators which are actually located off the turbine deck and are separated from the
turbine deck by a block wall.
Hydrogen used for chemistry analysis was screened based on the small quantity involved
and the lack of risk significant equipment in the vicinity.

2.

Similarly, we screened potential sources in the yard, since even if they seismically fail,
they will not impact other SSCs that are credited.
Above-Ground tanks and piping that contain diesel fuel oil.
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3.

Tanks, equipment, and piping that contain lubricating oil.

.
.
.
.
o
.

Turbine-Generator
Turbine Lube Oil Storage Tank
Oil-Filled Transfonners
Pumps (Especially Large Pumps)
Compressors

piping

Table 5-Tbelow lists potential fire ignition sources at BVPS-I not included in the SEL. These
items were all part of the walkdown and evaluated for their potential to become a
seismically-induced fire. The oil and grease sources on the list were part of the larger
component and all screened with a HCLPF of greater than 0.3.
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TABLE 5.7
ITYDROGEN AND FLAMMABLE LIQUID IGNITION SOURCES
Flre
Compart

lgnltlon
Source

ment

Building Elevation

Area/

Plant Aroa

lgnition Source lD

Flydrogen or

Flammable Llquid
Loadings

Room
Unit

1

1-H-1

Notes

Notes

Yard

Yard

Yard

N/A

N/A

N/A

Notes

Yard

N/A

Notes

Yard

N/A

Unit

1

1-PA.1A

NLB

768

Unit

1

1-PA-1C

ruGB

752

unit

1

1-DG-1

DGBX

735

Unit

1

1-DG-2

DGBX

735

Unit

1

1-ts4

INTS

705

commor 3.IS€

Unit

1

1-PA.1E

N/A

Bulk H2 storage tanks in BV1 yard
area. abole oround

N/A

5/8" supply line (stainless steel) enters
1-TB-1 at 683' and NE corner of TB ftom
supply tanks in yard, goes owr 1-TO-1
at 8 Get, second red-painted hydrogen
line br T/G and excitor next to it; run to Misc. Hydrogen Piping Large
H2 supply manibld at 692', h2 supply
line runs alongside of TB and exits to
Aux building bebre reaching other
comer on long side,

N/A

hydrogen line runs outside 7-14'abor,e
floor and rail car door onto senice
building roof outside near 3-CR-1
(sRVB.735')

H2 line passes into 1-PA-1A of auxiliary
bnilding at 768', then runs along wall
N/A
opposite of 1-PA-1G, then goes doun
through lloor while H2 wnt line goes up
and out thru ceilino
H2 line passes dorn to 752'eleration o1
auxiliary building, runs close to ceiling
past 1-PA-lG ch,ase until dorvn to H2
N/A
manif,cld at eye lerel just outside VCT
cubicle (at A)GB 752', walkdom notes
say near lPCV-CH-I19 wttich is not in
SEL)
auxiliary building, 7687' (see abole
rralkdorn notes)
auxiliary building, 752'6* (see aborc
walkdoum notes)
DG Room 1-EE-EG-1 (DGBX 735" DG ROOM
TRAIN A)
Train A
DG Rmm 1-EE-EG-2 (DGBX 735" DG ROOM
Train B
IRAIN B)
Cubicle 4 INTAKE STRUCTURE CUBICLE 4 (or
orD
D). 705'
General

INTS

705

NGB

Charging
731 pump

Area

cubicles

INTAKE STRUCruRE GENERAL
AREA, 705'

Bulk Hydrogen Storage
Tanks

Large

Misc. Hydrogpn Piping Large

Misc. Hydrcgen Piping Large

Misc. Hydrogen Piping Large

Misc. Hydrogen Piping Large
Misc. Hydrogen Piping Large

cil, 1100

Desel Generator #1-1

470 gal. lube
fuel oil

Diesel Generator #1-2

470 gal. lube oil, 1100
tuel oil

pumps

450 gal. FUEL OlL,
27 LUBE OIL

pumps and oxyacetylene

165 gal. FUEL OlL,
16 LUBE OlL, O)ff-

ACEWLENE

WELDING CART
AUXLIARY BUILDING, 735'
CHARGING PUMP CUBICLES PA.
1F.1G.1H (SUBAREA PA.1G)

pumps

50 gal. LUBE OIL

FOR EACH PUMP

Piping containing lubricating oil and hydraulic oil are mostly in the turbine building. The SSCs
within the turbine building are not credited in the SPRA (one exception is for the cross tie cables
and the portable generators because their location would not be affected) and so such pipes in the
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turbine building are screened. All pipes exarnined in the SPRA were found to have high
capacrty, rild so were screened from further consideration of seismic-induced fires.

4.

Equipment with electrical wire or bus bar connections at 480V and above.
Regarding switchgear, buses, flnd MCCs, a walkdown was performed to examine these
equipment items focusing on the potential for their structural failures leading to a
significant seismic-induced fire.

Both the Division I and Division 2 switchgear rooms were walked down due to these
zones being significant contributors to CDF in the Fire PRA and because they could
possibly have a high energy arcing fault.
Seismic-induced fire would require both overturning of switchgear and severing of top
lines. Top conduits are rigidly braced to the wall. No potential interactions were
observed that would puncture/sever top conduitso so the most likely failure mode is
judged to be structuraUanchorage failure resulting in switchgear overturning and severing
of conduits. Preliminary calculations determined a HCLPF >0.309 for structural
(anchorage) failure that would be required to initiate overturning. Those preliminary
calculations conservatively do not credit the reshaint added by the top conduit bracing to
prevent overturning, so the actual structural capacrty of the component is higher. The
transformers in the area are dry type.
The high voltage switchgear in both rooms were all well supported and the potential for
any differential movement between the switchgear and the conduits that enter and exit
appeared to be minimal thus reducing any potential high energy arcing fault.

480V transformers are used throughout the plant to step down power to a l20vac lighting
panel. These were determined to be seismically robust.

5.2

No potential seismically-induced fire sources were identified for inclusion in the SPRA.
This conclusion is further supported by the review documented in ReferenceT2.
SPRA Pr,ANr SBrswuc Locrc Moupr, TncnurcAL

Anpeulcv

The BVPS-I SPRA seismic plant response methodology and analysis were subjected to an
independent peer review against the pertinent requirements in the PRA Standard (Reference 4).
The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review findings, is described in
Appendixr{, and establishes that the BVPS-I SPRA seismic plant response analysis is suitable

for this SPRA application.

5.3

Srtspuc Rrsr Qu^r.xrrFrcATroN

In the SPRA risk quantification the seismic hazard is integrated with the seismic response
analysis model to calculate the frequencies of core-damage and large early release of
radioactivity to the environment. This section describes the SPRA quantification methodology
and important modeling assumptions.
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5.3.1 SPRAQuantfficationMethodolory
For the BVPS-I SPRA, the following approach was used to quantify the seismic plant response
model and determine seismic CDF and LERF:
The computer codes used by the BVPS-I PRA are available from ABSG Consulting Inc.
(ABS Consulting) which is the developer of the RISKI\rIA}IrM software. Technical support and
quality assurance are provided by ABS Consulting. The softurare is classified as Category B
software per the FENOC Administrative Program for Computer Related Activities
(Referenc e 73), and has been site accepted per that program.

5.3.1.I

RISKMAFJTM Software

RISKMAN 14.3 was used in the creation and maintenance of both the internal events PRA and
in this SPRA. Version 14.3 was also used in the development or the Interval Events PRA.
Version 14.3 was used for the SPRA and is also now used to maintain the internal events PRA
models. The features and code limitations of RISKMAN are described in Reference 69 and its
companion manrrals for each of the main modules.

5.3.2

SPRA Model and Quantilication Assumptions

The following assumptions were made as part of the seismic PRA quantification:
The quantification of CDF and LERF sequences is performed by a large, linked-event tree model
in which the seismic acceleration intenrals are evaluated successively and then the computed
frequencies added. The seismic impacts on types of SSCs represented in the SPRA model are
limited to those identified in Tables 5.2 1 of Reference 38.

1.

2.
3.
5.4

Screening criteria for the need to include SSCs within the SPRA model were set at 0.6g
HCLPF for all SSCs and up to 2.0g for SSCs related to LERF.

In the base-case SPRA model, the assignment of human elror probabilities for each HFE
is dependent on the selected component failures that impact operator response and the
associated acceleration range for which the human error probability (HEP) is being
evaluated (see Reference 36).
The base-case accident sequence quantification cutoff used was lxl0-14 per year, for
both CDF and LERF. The sensitivity analyses were performed using a sequence
frequency cutoff of 1xl0-14 per year. See Section 4.3 of Reference 38 for a discussion
CDF and LERF convergence.

of

SCDF RBsur,rs

The seismic PRA performed for BVPS-I shows that the point estimate mean seismic CDF is
I .30x10's. A discussion of the mean SCDF with uncertainty distribution reflecting the
uncertainties in the hazard, fragilities, and model data is presented in Section 5.6. Important
contributors are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The top SCDF accident sequences are documented in the SPRA quantification (Reference l7).
These are briefly summarized in Table 5-8.
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TABLE 5.8
SUMMARY OF TOP SCDF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
Raux
I

2

J

Ixrrrlrn{c
IE
Evrxr
FRreupucv
G09

1.0-2.0g

Gl0

2.04.99g

G03

0.25-0.4g

1.07E-06

8.s9E-08

3.3r8-05

SCDF/yR
t.52F.-07

7.60E-08

4.01E-08

PsncrNT

or SCI}F
t.t7%

0.s8%

0.3t%

Sneunucn PnocnnssloN Dnscnrrrrox
This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
large early release, without potential for
rnitigation, due to shrctural failure of one or
more of the Reactor Containment Building
Safeguards Building, Main Steam & Cable Vault
Building, or the Steam Generators.

This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
large early release, without potential for
mitigation, due to structural failure of one or
more of the Reactor Containment Building,

Safeguards Building, Main Steam & Cable Vault
Buildine. or the Steam Generators.
This seismic event causes a loss of offsite grid,
and structurally destroys the RIVST. A very
small LOCA is caused by seismic failure of the

instrument lines under the reactor vessel; the
break size is not enough to depressurize the
Reactor Coolant System (RCS), so inventory is
expelled at high pressure, resulting in the

equivalent of a small LOCA. This LOCA leads
to a Containment Isolation A (CIA) signal that
swaps the RCS inventory injection source from
the Volume Conffol Tank to the RWST.
However, with the RWST seismically failed
during the earthquake, high-head and low-head
injection pumps have no available inventory to
inject. Without RCS makeup capability, the core

4

G03

0.25-0.4g

3.31E-05

3.97E-08

0.30%

uncovers and core damage occurs.
This seismic event causes a loss of offsite grid
and also seismically fails the emergency AC
buses, inducing a station blackout. A very small
LOCA is caused by seismic failure of the
insffument lines under the reactor vessel; the
break size is not enough to depressurize the
RCS, so inventory is expelled at high pressure,
resulting in the equivalent of a small LOCA.
lnventory cannot be replenished since the
necessary pumps are failed by the SBO. Electric
power recovery is not credited since it is
assumed that the seismic damage to the
emergency buses cannot be repaired. The core
uncovers and results in core damage.
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TABLE 5.8
SUMMARY OT' TOP SCDF' ACCIDENT SBQUENCES
(coNTTNUEI))
R.q.ux
5

6

INrrI,lrrl{c

Evrxr
G03

0.2s4.4g

G05

0.5-0.69

IE

Fnneurxcv

SCDF/rR

3.31E-05

3.69E-08

3.99E-06

3.068-08

Prncur,{T
OT SCDF

0.28%

0.23o/o

Sneurucn PRocnrssroN Dpscnrrron
This seismic event fails offsite grid and
seismically fails the river water pump trains,
which fails cooling water to the diesel
generators. The diesels will either overheat and
fail very early into the sequence, or operators
will secure them. However, electric power
recovery for this sequence is not credited since it
is assumed that the earthquake damage to the
river water pump trains cannot be repaired. This
puts the site in a station blackout. A very small
LOCA is caused by seismic failure of the
instrument lines under the reactor vessel; the
break size is not enough to depressurize the
RCS, so inventory is expelled at high pressure,
resulting in the equivalent of a small LOCA.
Inventory cannot be replenished since the highhead injection pumps are failed by the SBO, and
would have also failed due to the lack of river
water to cool the pumps. The core uncovers and
results in core damage.
This seismic event causes a loss of offsite grid
and also seismically fails the emergency AC
buses, inducing a station blackout. A very small
LOCA is caused by seismic failure of the
instrument lines under the reactor vessel; the
break size is not enough to depressurize the
RCS, so inventory is expelled at high pressure,
resulting in the equivalent of a small LOCA.
lnventory cannot be replenished since the
necessary pumps are failed by the SBO. Electric
po\ryer recovery is not credited since it is
assumed that the seismic damage to the
emergency buses cannot be repaired. The core
uncovers and results in core damage.
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TABLE 5-8
SUMMARY OF TOP SCDF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
(coNTTNUED)
Rmw
7

I

9

INrrnrn*rc
Evgur
G03

0.25-0.4g

IE

Fnneunucv
3.3

tE-05

SCDF/VN
2.61E-08

Prncnrur

oT SCDF
0.20Yo

Sseusxcr PnocnrssroN Drscnprrox
This seismic event causes the loss of offsite gfid,
and also either the Primary Plant Demineralized
Water Storage Tank (PPDWST) or a correlated
failure of equipment in the AFW piping. Main
feedwater is assumed failed for all seismic
events because its system contains non-seismic
equipment in the turbine building. Operators
attempt to perform bleed & feed, the final option
for secondary heat removal, but fail. Once the
secondary side of the steam generators boils dry,
RCS pressure rises until the steam generator
safety valves lift, releasing RCS inventory. At
this much higher RCS pressure, the high-head
injection pumps have a lower flow rate and
cannot replenish the inventory being lost. The
core uncovers and core damage occurs.

G03

3.31E-05

2.52E-08

0.19%

G04

7.91E-06

2.52E-08

0.t9%

0.25-0.4g

0.4-0.5g

This sequence is nearly identical to sequence
rank #7, with an additional seismic failure of
very small RCS lines that is inconsequential for
this particular sequence. The break is not large
enough for adequate RCS heat removal, so core

damage still occurs.
This seismic event causes a loss of offsite grid
and also seismically fails the emergency AC
buses, inducing a station blackout. A VSLOCA
is caused by seismic failure of the instrument
lines under the reactor vessel; the break size is
not enough to depressurize the RCS, so
inventory is expelled at high pressure, resulting
in the equivalent of a small LOCA. Inventory
cannot be replenished since the necessary pumps
are failed by the SBO. Electric power recovery
is not credited since it is assumed that the
seismic damage to the emergency buses cannot
be repaired. The cor€ uncovers and results in
core damage.
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TABLE 5-8
SUMMARY OF TOP SCDF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
(coNTTNUED)

Rrnr
l0

Ixrrr.+.rnrc

Evpur
G05

0.s-0.69

If,
Fnreunxcv
3.99E-06

SCDF/T,n'

2.45E-08

Pnncrur
OT

SCDF

0.t9%

Sreunr*rcn PnocnrssroN Dnscnrpuou
This seismic event fails offsite grid and
seismically fails the river water pump hains,
which fails cooling water to the diesel
generators. The diesels will either overheat and
fail very early into the sequence, or operators
will secure them. However, electric power
recovery for this sequenc€ is not credited since it
is assumed that the earthquake damage to the
river water pump trains cannot be repaired. This
puts the site in a station blackout. A very small
LOCA is caused by seismic failure of the
instrument lines under the reactor vessel; the
break size is not enough to depressurize the
RCS, so inventory is expelled at high pressure,
resulting in the equivalent of a small LOCA.
Inventory cannot be replenished since the highhead injection pumps are failed by the SBO, and
would have also failed due to the lack of river
water to cool the pumps. The cor€ uncovers and
results in core damage.
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SSCs with the most significant seismic failure contributions to SCDF are listed in Table 5-9,
sorted by FVI. The seismic fragilities for each of the significant contributors are also provided
Table 5.-9, along with the corresponding limiting seismic failure mode and method of fragility

in

calculation. FVI values for seismic equipment groups were calculated using RISKkIAN's
"Fragile Component Importance Report," for Sequence Group SEISLI and Master Frequency
File R6IMP. Table 5-9 shows the top 25 seismic equipment groups, sorted by FV. It was
revealed that setting various operator actions to guaranteed failure, with a value of 1.0 (common
in the SPRA), was not allowing success sequences to be quantified, and thus there were FV
values that were not being calculated appropriately. Sensitivity Case 38 was devised, in which
the human actions in the model that had been set to 1.0 were reset to 0.999, and the model was
quantified. The importance displayed in the following tables use the results from Sensitivity
Case 38.

The fragilities reflect the outcome of the refurement process outlined in Section 1.4.2.16.
Among the top SCDF contributors are: Loss of Offsite Grid, Seismic-lnduced Very Small
LOCA, the PPDWST, RWST, and 4KV-480V Transformers. Loss of Offsite Grid is associated
with briule failure of the ceramic insulators on ftansformers. This is assigned a 0.1g HCLPF
which is conservative, but is the recommended HCLPF based on EPRI SPRAIG
Report 3002000709 (Reference 15), NUREG-1738 (Reference 59), and NUREG-CR-3558
(Reference 60) reports. The Seismic-Induced Very Small LOCA is associated with the failure of
NSSS Piping assumed to occur at the bottom of the reactor pressure vessel. This failure mode is
assigned a 0.1259 HCLPF based on the BVPS-I SSE PGA, which is aligned with Option 3 of
section 5.4.4.2 in the EPRI SPRAIG report 3002000709 (Reference l5). These two confiibutors
are important to CDF because together they provide a challenge to the plant of providing makeup
to the reactor after a LOCA occurs, but both are identified as using industry accepted
methodology to obtain the HCLPF values. The PPDWST is another top contributor to SCDF
because it is the primary source of auxiliary feedwater to provide feedwater to the steam
generators after a station blackout. The failure mode associated with this is an anchor bolt chair
failure. This has a calculated HCLPF of 0.299. This calculation was refined after the peer
review to remove conservatives and is judged to be realistic. Similarly the RWST which is also
a top contributor was refined to achieve a HCLPF of 0.339 which is also judged to be realistic.
The RWST is important because it is the primary source of providing makeup to the reactor
coolant system. Seismic failure of this tank is also associated with a tank shell rupture near
anchor bolt chairs at base. The 4160V/480V transformers that supply power the emergency
buses are another top contributor. Failure of these ffansformers will take out the emergency AC
power buses. The failure mode associated with excess sliding displacement of coils within
housing.
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TABLE 5.9
SCDT'IMPORTAI\ICE MEASURES RANKED BY FV
RaNx

Gnour

Top
EwFrr

IlnscRFnoFr

FVI

HCLPF'

(c)

At

Fn

pu

I

EQO7

ZOG

Offsite GridTransformers

1.63E-01

0.1

0.25

0.24

0.32

2

EQ55

ZVS

VSLOCA

1.04E-01

0.125

0.31

0.24

0.32

3

EQr4

ZAF

7.78E-02

0.29

0.65

0.24

4"26

4

EQr3

ZRW

6.34E-02

0.33

0.74

0.24

4.26

PPDWST (WT-

TK-10)

Rwsr (QS-rKr)

tr'rulunn

Fnlcn rrv

Failure of
Ceramic
Insulators

Assigned

Moun

See

Note

(l)

Anchor Bolt
Chair
Failure
Tank shell
rupture near
anchor bolt
chairs at

Mrruoo

See

Note

fl)

CDFM

CDFM

base

Excess
5

EQ08

ZAC

6

EQ37

zwc

7

EQ8

l

ZBW

I

I

EQs7

EQe6

ZRS

ZT){

4KV48OV
XFMR

All River Water

-

Pumps

Block Walls in
SRVB

Recirc Spray

rtx lB&lD

Turbine

Building

sliding

5.66E-02

0.34

0.86

0.24

0.32

displacement

of coils

CDFM

within

housing
Anchor bolt
5.09E-02

0.34

0.86

0.24

0.32

3.10E-02

0.38

0.96

0.24

0.32

shear-

tension
interaction

Sructural
failure

CDFM
CDFM

Concrete

2.83E-02

0.28

0.71

0.24

0.32

breakout

anchor bolt

CDFM

failure
Closure of

2.80E-02

0.21

0.47

0.15

0.31

the seismic
gap between
the Turbine
Building and
the adjacent
Service

SOV

Buildins

l0

EQIll

ZDW

Unit 2 DWST

1.85E-02

0.17

0.43

0.24

0.32

ll

EQr 13

ZWC

Intake Structure
Contactors

9.99E-03

0.45

0.91

0.24

0.18

t2

EQ43

ZDG

9.59E-03

0.45

l.0l

0.24

0.26

Fuel Oil Tanks

TK-IA/TB

Tank
overturning
Contactor
chatter

Tank shell
rupfure near
nozzle
Interaction

with

l3

EQl02

ZM6

MCC.I-EIO

6.75E-03

0.20

0.50

0.24

0.32

adjacent

reinforced

CDFM
CDFM
CDFM

See Note

(4)

concrete

l4

EQTe

ZDG

EDG Air Stan
Receivers

wall

6.69E-03

0.47

l.l8

0.24

0.32

Tank sliding

CDFM
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TABLE 5.9
SCDF IMPORTANCE MEASURES RANKED BY FV
(coNTTNUED)
Renr

Gnoup

l5

EQs6

Top

Evnlrr

ZLK

HCLPF

(c)

A,o

Fn

p.

5.58E-03

0.32

I

0.3

0.4

s.43E-03

0.37

1.06

0.24

0.38

4.95E-03

0.5

1.26

0.24

0.32

DnscRrpuox

F'YI

Small LOCA

Fnlcrurv
Mrrnoo

f,'rulunt
Monn

See

Note
(2)

See

Note (2)

PZR PORV
Pressure

l6

EQeT

ZOB

Reducing
Valves

(PCV-lGN108.109.1
t'1

EQ66

ZBV

EQ75

ZBV

CDFM

l7)

Emergency
Switchgear

(swGR) HVAC
Ducting

l8

Shaft

binding

Emergency
SWGR Dampers

Structural
failure

CDFM

Fragility
4.95E-03

0.5

1.26

0.24

0.32

assigned
based on

inherent

seismic
rusqedness

Assigned
Screening

Threshold
See Note
(3)

Fragility

l9

z0

2l

EQ76

EQ82

EQ64

ZWC

ZWC

zwc

River Water
Dampers

ALL RW-

Underground

Pipins

Valve Pits

4.79E-03

0.5

t.26

0.24

0.32

assigned
based on

inherent

seismic
ruqgedness

4.798-03

0.5

t.26

0.24

0.32

-

Assigned
Scrcening

Thrcshold
Sce Note

-

(3)

Structural
failure

CDFM
Fragility

4.67E-03

0.5

t.l3

0.24

0.26

assigned

Structural
failure

based on

inherent

seismic
ruggedness

7j

EQI l7

ZLI

MLOCA

4.66E-03

0.5

2

0.35

0.45

See

See

Note (2)

Fragility
23

EQ36

ZWC

All River Water

-

REJs

4.53E-03

0.5

t.27

0.24

0.32

assigned
based on

inherent

seismic
ruggedness

Note

Q\

Assigned
Screening

Threshold
See Note

-

(3)
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TABLE 5-9
IMPORTANCE
MEASURES RANKED BY FV
SCDF

(coNTrNUErl)

Renr

Gnour
EQ67

24

EQ44

25

Top

Ewxr

IlnscRrruox

zwc

River Water

ZDG

HVAC Ductine

Fuel Oil Pumps

FYI
4.538-03

HCLPF'

(c)
0.5

A.
t.27

In
0.24

p"

Feu,unr
Monn

0.32

Structural
failure

Fmcn trv
Mnruon
CDFM

Fragility

4.30E-03

0.5

t.26

0.24

0.32

assigned
based on

inherent

Assigncd
Scrccning
Threshold

seismic
ruggedness

Note
(3)

See

-

Notes:

(l) The fragility for VSLOCA is assumed to have a HCLPF equal to the BVI Site SSE based on Section 5.4.4 of
the EPRI SPRA Implementation Guide.

(2)

The fragility for SLOCA and MLOCA is assigned based on following Table H-2 of the EPRI SPRAIG
(EPRI 3002000709). The fragilities in Table H-2 are considered to be representative fragilities based on a
survey of available industry information. The failure mode specified is the RCS boundary failure.

(3)

Assigned Screening Threshold means that the SSCs were determined to be sufficiently seismically rugged as
determined from plant walkdown to conseratively assign a screening Level HCLPF which initially was 0.5g.

(4)

The closure of the gap calculation is carried out as a median-centered analysis which directly provides
Generic betas are then adopted to calculate a HCLPF.

A..

The most significant non-seismic SSC failures (e.9., random failures of modeled components
during the SPRA mission time) are listed inTable 5-10.
Reference 17 contains the FV and RAW values for each component modeled in the SPRA, for
both CDF and LERF sequences. Components were determined to be significant if the
component's RAW is greater than 2 or its FV is greater than 0.005 for either CDF or LERF
sequences, per the definition from the PRA Standard (Reference 4). RISKMAIT{ report
"Component Importance, With Common Cause and Maximum BE RAW" was used for FV, and
"Component Importance, Without Common Cause and Maximum BE RAW" was used for
RAW, created using the SEISLI sequence group for CDF data. Judging against the above
criteria, there were 43 risk significant components for CDF sequences. Note that only three
components are important based on the FV criteria, and these three all cause failure of one train
of the Emergency Diesel Generator system. The importances presentedin Table 5-1A ako use
the results from Sensitivity Case 38.
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TABLE 5.10
NON-SEISMIC SIGNIFICANT COMPONENT LIST (SORTED BY SCI}F'FVI)
CotvrpolqrFrr

BV-IEE-EG-I
BV.LS-IEE-2OI-I
BV-PNL-DG-SEQ-l

BV.IVS-F-224
BV-4KVS-IAE-1E9

BV.IVS-D.22.IA
BV-lWR-P-lB
BV-IWR.P.IC
BV-rFO-3s
BV.1EE-S-14

BV.IEE.FL.IA
BV-MCC-1-E7
BV-48OVUS.I.8NI

BV480VUS-I-8Nr5
BV-lRW-s8
BV-MOV.IRW.IO3D

BV.IEE-E.IA
BV-lRW-57
BV.TRANS.I-8N
BV.MOV-IRW.IO3C

ConapoIIENT I}ESCRIPTIoN

NO.l EMERGENCY DIESEL
GENERATOR

EE.EG-I DAY TANK

LEVEL(PI-JMP CTRL) LEVEL

SWITCH
DIESEL GENERATOR
AUTOMATIC SEQUENCE
RELAY PANEL 1
DIESEL GENERATOR
BUILDING DIRECT DRTVE
FAN
INCOMING SUPPLY FROM
DIESEL GEN. #I
DIESEL GENERATOR BLDG
O.A. EXHAUST DAMPER
REACTOR PLAI{T RIVER
WATERPUMP IB
REACTOR PLANT RIVER
WATER PUMP
IA/IB TRA}IS PUMP SUCT
CHECK
D.G. FUEL OIL PUMP
BASKET STRAINER
D.G. FUEL OIL PUMP
DISCHARGE FILTER
48OV MOTOR CONTROL
CENTER FED FROM 48OV
SUBSTA I-8 BUS IN(8N14)
INCOMING SUPPLY FROM
4KVS-lAE-1EI2
SI.JPPLY TO STUB BUS 8N1
RP RW PP (lWR-P-lB)
DISCH CI#CK
18 TIDR RP RW TO RECIRC
SPRAY HXS ISOL
DIESEL COOLING WATER
HEAT EXCHANGER
RP RW PP (lWR-P-lA)
DISCH CTMCK
4160V BUS IAE TO
EMERGENCY BUS IN TRAN
IB HDR RP RW TO RECIRC
SPRAY HXS ISOL

scllF x'v

SCI}F'RAW

2.638-02

2.79E+00

1.85E-02

2.79E+00

5.21E-03

2.798+00

1.57E-03

2.79E+00

1.29E-03

2.79E+00

t.05E-03

2.79E+00

5.59E-04

6.41E+00

1.23E-04

6.41E+00

1.19E-04

2.79E+00

6.18E-05

2.798+00

5.54E-05

2.798+00

4.758-05

2.79E+00

3.308-05

2.928+00

3.208-05

2.87E+00

3.04E-05

5.32E+00

2.62E.-05

6.68E+00

2.05E-0s

2.79E+00

2.0sE-05

5.32E+00

2.03E-05

2.858+00

1.91E-05

6.68E+00
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TABLE 5-10
NON-SEISMIC SIGNIFICANT COMPONENT LIST (SORTED BY SCDF FVI}
(coNTINUED)
Conarournr

BV480WS-I-8-N
BV4KVS.IAE
BV.MOV.IRW.IO3A
BV-480VUS-l-8.Nl
BV-4KVS-IAE
BV-MOV-lRW-1034
BV-480VUS-l-8-Nl

BV.TRANS.I.8Nl
BV-rRW-sg
BV-MOV-1RW-IO3B

BV-lRW-222
BV-lRW-221

BV.lFW-59

BV.IWT.TK.IO

BV4KVS.lAE.lEI2
BV-lRW-200
RW.PIPE
BV-1FO-1

BV-lFO-18
BV-lFO-22
BV-lFO-28

BV-lRW-I14
BV-lRW-8ls

Co}rroNENT DEScaIPTIoN

48OV SUBSTATION I-8

EMERG BUS IN
4160 EMERG BUS IAE
IA HDR RJ RW TO RECTRC
SPRAY HXS TSOL
48OV SUBSTATION I.8

BUS

INl

AUX

4160 EMERG BUS IAE
1A HDR RP RW TO RECIRC

SPRAY HXS ISOL

I.8 AUX
BUS INI
4160V BUS IAE TO 48OV
SUBSTATION I-8 B
RP RW PP (1WR-P-IC)
DISCH CHECK
IA HDR RP RW TO RECIRC
SPRAY HXS ISOL
AUX RW PP (lWR+-98)
DISCH CHECK VLV
AUX RW PP (IWR-P-9A)
DISCH CI{ECK VLV
(lwT-TK-Io) cr{EM ADD TK
CONTROL
PRIMARY PLA}IT DEMIN
WTR STORAGE TAI-IK
FEED TO EMERGENCY
48OV SUBSTATION I.8 BUS
48OV SUBSTATION

IN

DISCH TO IB MAIN
CONDENSER OUTLET ISOL
RIVER WATER SYSTEM

COMMON PIPE
1A STOR TK SUPPLY ISOL
NO. I DG FILTER TNLET
ISOL
NO. I DG FILTER OUTLET
ISOL
NO. I DG DAY TANK ISOL
DTESEL GEN HX (lEE-E-lA)
OUTLET ISOL
IA EMERG DG HX RW
SUPPLY ISOL VLV

SCI}F FV

SCI}F RAW

l.8lE-05

2.93E+00

l.8lE-0s

2.93E+00

1.79E-05

6.68E+00

1.75E-0s

2.87E+00

l.8lE-05

2.93E+00

1.79E-05

6.68E+00

1.758-05

2.87E+00

1.42E-05

2.87E+00

1.26E-05

5.32E+00

1.02805

6.68E+00

9.86E-06

5.32E+00

9.05E-06

5.32E+00

8.04E-06

1.29E+01

4.85E-06

1.29E+01

3.71E-06

2.92E+00

2.43E.-06

6.86E+00

7.968-07

6.86E+00

7.44E.-07

2.79E+00

7.44F.-07

2.79E+00

7.44E-07

2.798+00

7.448-A7

2.79E+00

7.448-07

2.798+00

7.448-07

2.t98+00
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TABLE 5-10
NON-SEISMIC SIGNIFICANT COMPONENT LIST (SORTED BY SCDF FVI)
(coNTTNUED)

Co*rrorrnr
BV-IEE.TK.IOA

BV.IEE.TK.lA

CourortnNT I} ESCRIPTIoN
ENGTNE (EE-EG-I)
MOI.JNTED FUEL OIL TANK
DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL
OIL STORAGE TA}.IK
DIESEL GENERATOR #1

BV-IEE-TK-24

FI.JEL OIL

DAY TANK

SCDF FV

SCDFRAW

7.28E.47

2.79E+00

7.28F_-07

2.79E+00

7.288-07

2.79E+00

The contribution of each category of initiating events to the total CDF was calculated and is
summarized in Tahle 5-I I below. The table is sorted by the haeard range of the initiators.
Initiating event category contribution was determined by using RISKMAN's "Contribution of
Initiating Events to One Sequence Group" report, using the Master Frequency File REV6MFF
with Sequence Group SEISLI , at a report cutoff of 1E-14, ffid a quantification truncation of

lE-14.

TABLB 5-11
TNITIATING EVENT CONTRIBUTION TO SCI}F
Rlucn (c)

IxrBnvrr,

FnneunNCY

IxrnRvlr,

G0l

0.06-0.15

5.33E-04

G02

0.ls-0.2s

G03

7o ConTRIBUTIoN

Cuuul,,LrrvE
CDF

1.65E-08

0.13%

1.65E-08

r.09E-04

9.71E-08

0.74%

1

0.25-0.4

3.31E-05

1.34E-06

10.28%

1.45E-06

G04

0.4-0.5

7.91E-06

2.70E-06

20.71%

4.15E-06

G0s

0.s-0.6

3.998-06

2.97E-06

22.78%

7.128-06

G06

0.6-0.7

2.198-06

2.08E-06

t5.95%

9.20E-06

G07

0.7-0.8

1.32E-06

r.29E-06

9.89%

1.05E-05

G08

0.8-1.0

1.408-06

1.39E-06

10.66%

I

G09

1.0-2.0

1.07E-06

1.07E-06

8.21%

1.308-05

Gl0

2.04.99

8.59E-08

8.s8E-08

0.66%

L308-05

Total

0.06-4.99

6.938-04

1.30E-05

100%

IxlrmroR

I{,q.zARD

SCD['

.l4E-07

.l9E-05
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The major initiating events contributing to core damage from seismic are G04, G05, and G06.
This range of hazards accounts for about 60 percent of CDF. The DBE for BVPS is 0.1259;
which is within the G01 initiator range of accelerations. By contrast, such seismic events
contribute much less than I percent of the total.

In addition to examining the sequences that contribute to CDF, it can be useful to identiff the
systems that are most important. One measure of importance can be determined by evaluating
the effect on CDF if the system is assumed to have perfect reliability. This allows the systems to
be ranked according to their contributions to overall CDF; i.e., the larger the impact on CDF if
the system were perfect, the larger the contribution to the base-case CDF due to the failure of
that system. This is a common importance measure, and is referred to as FV Importance (FVI).
System FV values were calculated using the data from RISKMAN's "Component Importance,
U/ith Common Cause and Maximum BE RAW" report, created using the SEISLI sequence
group and Master Frequency File R6IMP. Each component is then grouped into its Maintenance
Rule system, and the component FVs for each separate system are added together to determine
overall system FV values. The systems modeled in the PRA with a FV greater than or equal to
1E-05 are listed inTable 5-12, sorted by largest FV value. The importance displayed in
Table 5-12 also uses the results from Sensitivity Case 38.

TABLE 5.12
SYSTEM IMPORTANCE BY FUSSELL.YESELY
Raux
I

SvsrEIu #

DrscnrprroN
Diesel Generators & Support

36A'

Emergency

248
368

Auxiliary Feedwater System
4KV Station Semice System

5

44F

6

37

Safetv Iniection System
Area Ventilation Systems - Miscellaneous
480 Volt Station Service System

7

30

River Water System

I

13

39

Containment Depressurization System
125 VDC Distribution System

1l

06

2
3

4

I

10

ll

07

Chemical and Volume Control System
Reactor Coolant system

FY
Systems

5.08E-02

9,02803
6.97E-03
4.88E-03
3.89E-03
2.06E-03
2.02E-03

4.29E-04
2.638-04
2.148-04
5.86E-05

The most important system is the EDGs and its Support Systems. The EDG would be called
upon following a LOOP which is probable after a seismic event.
Reference 17 summarizes the contribution to seismic CDF from the most significant
post-initiator human actions. Per Reference 4, significant post-initiator operator actions are
defined as those operator action basic events that have a FVI value greater than 0.005 or a RAW
greater than 2. The importance measures were calculated in RISKMAN and generated through
the Basic Event Importance Report for Sequence Group Report in the Event Tree Module.
Reports were generated for the Sequence Group SEISL1 (seismic CDF) and the Operator Action
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Events were pulled out to make the summary table in Appendix J of Reference 17 . Appendix J
of Reference l7 also uses importances from Sensitivity Case 38; however operator actions that
are guaranteed failed in the seismic model are excluded. There were only two operator actions
that meet the risk significance criteria listed above. The top action is for operators failing to
initiate feed and bleed after not restoring main feedwater for a seismic event greater than the
plant SSE in which control room indication is not lost and the confrol ceiling is intact. This
action is important because in many seismic scenarios feed and bleed is the only available source
of primary cooling due to seismic failures. The other risk significant action is for operators
failing to initiate cooldown and depressurization also for a seismic event greater than the plant
SSE in which control room indication is not lost and the control ceiling is intact.

5.5

SLERF

Rrsulrs

The seismic PRA performed for BVPS-I shows that the point estimate mean seismic LERF is
6.148-07. A discussion of the mean SLERF with uncertainty distribution reflecting the
uncertainties in the hazard, fragilities, and model data is presentedin Section 5.6. Important
contributors are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The top SLERF accident sequences
(Reference

l7).

a^re documented

in the SPRA quantification

These are briefly summarizedinTable 5-13.

report
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TABLE 5-13
SUMMARY OF TOP SLERF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
Raur
I

J

Evnur

SLERF/fn

G09

1.07E-06

1.52E-07

24.740h

Gl0

8.598-08

7.60E-08

12.37%

G08

1.40E-06

l.5tE-08

2.45o/o

I.0-2.09

2.0-4.99g

3

Puncnn'r

IE
Fngeuuxcv

IT{ITIATTNC

0.8-I.0g

OF

SLERF

Sneuuxcr PnocnrssroN llnscRrprrou
This earthquake dircctly causes core-damage and
Iarge early release, without potential for mitigation,
due to structural failure of one or more of the
Reactor Containment Building, Safcguards
Building Main Steam & Cable Vault Building, or
the Steam Generators. See Section 4.5.1 of
Rcference 38 for a discussion of modeling of highimpact SSCs.
This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
large early release, without potcntial for mitigation,
due to sfructural failure of one or more of the
Reactor Containment Building Safcguards
Building, Main Steam & Cable Vault Building, or
the Steam Generators. See Section 4.5.1 of
Reference 38 for a discussion of modeling of highimpact SSCs.
This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
largc carly release, without potential for mitigation,
due to structural failure of one or more of the
Reactor Containment Building, Safeguards

Building, Main Steam & Cable Vault Building, or

4

G07

1.32E-05

0.7-0.8g

3.66E-09

0.59o/o

the Steam Generators. See Section 4.5.1 of
Reference 38 for a discussion of modeling of highimpact SSCs.
This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
large early release, without potential for mitigation,
due to structural failure of one or more of the
Reactor Containment Building Safeguards

0.38%

the Steam Generators. See Section 4.5.1 of
Reference 38 for a discussion of modeling of highimpact SSCs.
In this seismic ovent, the propane tanks across the
Ohio River from the site are damaged and release a
vapor cloud. This cloud ignites in the vicinity of the
site, detonating/deflagrating and creating a

Building Main Steam & Cable Vault Building, or

5

G09

1.078-06

2.32E-09

1.0-2.09

shockwave that destroys critical structures and
components, leading to direct core-damage and
large early release. See Section 5.9 of Reference 38
for a discussion of modeling of the propane tank

6

G06

0.6{.7g

2.19E-06

1.84E-09

0.30%

farm.
This earthquake directly causes core-damage and
large early release, without potential for mitigation,
due to structural failure of one ormore of the
Reactor Containment Building, Safeguards

Building, Main Steam & Cable Vault Building, or

the Steam Generators. See Section 4.5.1 of
Reference 38 for a discussion of modeling of highimpact SSCs.
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TABLE 5.13
SUMMARY OF TOP SLERF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES

(coNTrNUEr))

R.+.Nr
7

I

I

INrrrarnsc
EvENT

IE
fT.neunucv

SLERFTYN

GOE

1.408-06

t.6EE-09

0.8-1.0g

PuncnNr
OF

SneunNcn PnocnnssroN DEscRIprroN

O.Z1Yo

In this seismic event, the propane tanks across the
Ohio River from the site are damaged and release a
vapor cloud. This cloud ignites in the vicinity of the
site, detonating/deflagrating and creating a

SLERF

Gl0

8.59E-08

1.43E-09

0.23Yo

G10

8.59E-08

1.43E-09

0.23o/o

2.04.99g

shockwave that desfoys critical structures and
components, lcading to direct core-damage and
large early release. See Section 5.9 of Reference 38
for a discussion of modeling of the propane tank
farm.
This seismic event is of the highest postulated
magnitude. It causes the seismic failure of a highimpact SSC (see Section 4.5.1 of Reference 38),
guaranteeing core damage. Regardless, the
earthquake also causes the seismic failure of all
components necessary to mitigatc any accidcnt
sequence. It fails offsite power as well as the block
walls surrounding the emergency batteries, which
prevents the emergency diesel generators from
starting, inducing a station blackout. All pumps that
rely on AC power to operate are failed. Ultimately,
RCS inventory is lost through a small-sized seismicinduced break in RCS piping (ZLKl0 split fraction),
and there is no means of injecting new inventory
due to the SBO. Electric power recovery is not
credited since operator actions to restart equipment
are assumed failed for an eanhquake of this
magnitude. A number of other seismic failures
occur, but ultimately it is the loss of inventory that
leads to the core uncovering and resulting in core
damage. During the seismic event, a large
containment penetration (one or morc of the
personnel or equipment hatches or large electrical
penetrations) was failed (ZCPI0 split fraction),
providing a large and early pathway for radiological
material, thus binning this sequence to large early
release.

2.04.999

This sequence is identical to sequence rank #8,
except that the RCS is at a different pressure
(intermediate, instead of low) when the reactor
vessel ruptures due to core meltthrough. The
pressur€ is inconsequential due to the large
containment penetration already failed for a large
earlY PfifuqrsY.
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TABLE 5.13
SUMMARY OF TOP SLBRF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES
(coNTINUEr,)
RaNX

l0

INrrr.r.rnc
Eveur

IE
FnreurF{cv

SLERF/YR

G07
0.7-0.8g

1.328-06

8.64E-10

Prncnrqr
OF

Sneuuucu PnocngssloN IlEscRrprIoN

0.l4Yo

In this seismic event, the propane tanks across the
Ohio River from the site arc damaged and release a
vapor cloud. This cloud ignites in the vicinity of the
sits, detonating/deflagrating and creating a

SLERF

shockwave that desfoys critical structurcs and

components, leading to direct core-damage and
large early release. See Section 5.9 of Refcrcnce 38
for a discussion of modcling of thc propane tank
farm.

SSCs with the most significant seismic failure contribution to SLERF are listed in Table 5-14,
sorted hy FVI. The seismic fragilities for each of the significant contributors are also provided in
Table 5-14, along with the corresponding limiting seismic failure mode and method of fragility

calculation.

Among the top SLERF contributors axe a containment isolation valve in the MSCV building at
elevation 722 ft, Offsite Grid failure, failure of the turbine huilding, ffid VSLOCA.
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TABLE 5-14
IMPORTANCE MEASURES F'OR SEISMIC COMPONENT FAILURES TO SLERF
RANKED BY FUSSEL-VESELY IMPORTANCE
Top

RaNx

Gnoup

I

EQe3

ZCI

2

EQ07

ZOG

Evuur

Co*rpoNnxr
Dpscnrpuon

FVI

HCLPF

(c)

Ann

Bn

Bu

MSCV 722 SOV
CNMT ISO

3.34E-0r

0.74

1.88

0.24

0.32

Offsite Grid

2.61E-01

0.1

0.25

0.24

0.32

FerluRn
Moun
Functional
failure of
solenoid
Failure of
Ceramic
Insulators
Closure of the

Fmcrr,rrv
Mnrnon
CDFM
Assigned

seismic gap
between the

J

EQe6

ZTX

Turbine Building

1.82E-01

0.21

0.47

0.15

0.31

Turbine

sov

Building and
the adjacent
Service

4
5

EOs5

EQI 1r

ZVS
ZDW

6

EQ02

ZLb

7

EQe2

ZCI

I

VSLOCA
Unit 2 D1VST

Buildins

1.46E-01

1.44E-0t

0.125

0.17

0.31

0.43

o.24
0.24

0.32
0.32

(l)

Tank

ovcrtumins
Exceeding
allowable

Stcam Generators

MSCV 722

Diaphragm POV
CNMT ISO

1.32E-01

0.91

2.3

0.24

0.32

9.33E-02

0.96

2.44

0.24

0.32

stress

in

support
framing brace
Shaft binding

see Note

fl)

CDFM

CDFM

CDFM

Interaction

EQl02

ZM6

MCC.I-EIO

I

EQl4

ZN

PPDWST (WT-

10

EQ03

ZLz

il

EQ04

ZLT

5.63E-02

0.2

0.5

0.24

0.32

3.94E-02

0.29

0,65

0.24

0,26

MS&CV Bldg

3.54E-02

t.23

2,63

0.16

0.3

Safeguards Bldg

2.968-02

1.26

2.75

0.16

0.31

2.448-02

0.96

2.44

0.24

0.32

TK-10)

EQ74

ZOP

Diaphragm POVs
Outside CNMT

rso
l3

EQr3

ZRW

l4

EQTl

ZIP

l5

EQsr

ZBW

l6

EQl03

ZCP

RWSr (QS-rK-l)
RCBX 718

Diaphragm POVs
Inside CNTM ISO

Block Walls in
SRVB
EQ Hatches &

Personnel Escape

Airlock

with adjacent
reinforced

See

Note (2)

concrete wall

MSCV 722

t2

Sce Note

2348-42

0.33

0.74

0.24

4.26

2.26E'02

0.6

l.s2

0.24

0.32

l.6tE-02

0.38

0.96

0.24

0.32

1.52E-02

1.33

3.37

0.24

0.32

Anchor Bolt
Chair Failure
Shear wall

failure

Shear

wall

failure
Shaft binding

CDFM
SOV
SOV

CDFM
Tank shell
rupture near

anchor bolt
chairs at base
Shaft binding

Structural
failure
Structural
failure

CDFM

CDFM
CDFM
CDFM
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TABLE 5-I4
IMPORTANCE MEASURES FOR SEISMIC COMPONENT FAILURES TO SLERF
RANKED BY FUSSEI-VESELY IMPORTAI\ICE
CONTINUEI}
Rrlx

Gnour

Top

Evuur

t7

EQl04

ZCP

18

EQr05

ZCP

t9

EQe0

ZCP

20

EQror

ZPT

Coupoxnxr
Dnscnlrrrou

Equipment Hatch
Crane Hoists
Electrical
Penetration
Personnel

Airlock

Propane Tank

Farm

FVI

HCLPF

(c)

Aru

Bn

Bu

1.52E-02

1.33

3.17

0.24

0.32

1.52E-02

1.33

3.37

0.24

0.32

1.52E-02

1.33

3.3?

0.24

0.32

8.95E-03

0.45

r.03

0.24

0.26

F.rrr,uRu

Mour

Structural

Fmcu,rrv
Mnrnou

failure

Structural

failure

Structural
failure
Pier flexure

CDFM
CDFM
CDFM
CDFM

Notes:

(l)

(2)

The fragility for VSLOCA is assumed to have a HCLPF equal to the
the EPRI SPRA Implementation Guide.

BVI

Site SSE based on Section 5.4.4

of

The closure of the gap calculation is carried out as a median-centered analysis which directly provides A,o.
Generic betas are then adopted to calculate a HCLPF.

The most significant non-seismic SSC SLERF contributors (e.9., random failures of modeled
components during the SPRA mission time) are listed in Table 5-/5.
Reference l7 contains the FV and RAW values for each component modeled in the SPRA, for
both CDF and LERF sequences. Components wers determined to be significant if the
component's RAW is greater than 2 or its FV is greater than 0.005 for either CDF or LERF
sequences, per the definition from the PRA Standard (Reference 4). RISKMAN report
"Component Importance, With Common Cause and Maximum BE RAW" was used for FV, and
"Component Importance, ril/ithout Common Cause and Maximum BE RAW" was used for
RAW, created using the SEIS sequence group for CDF data. Judging against the above criteriao
there were no risk significantcomponents for LERF sequences; however, the top 10 components
by FV for seismic LERF are presented below. Note that the top five components are related to
the emergency diesel generators. The importances presentedrrl- Table 5-15 also use the results
from Sensitivity Case 38.
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TABLE 5-15
NON-SETSMTC STGNTFTCANT COMPONENT LrST (SORTET) BY SLERF FVI)
Co*rroxENT
BV-IEE.EG-1
BV-LS-IEE.2O1-1
BV-lEE.EG-2
BV-PNL-DG-SEQ-l
BV-LS-IEE.202.1
BV-tFW-P-3A
BV-IFW-P-3B
BV-rVS-F-22A
BV.1SI.23

BV.l SI-24

CorrpoxENT llnscruprroN
No. I Emergency Diesel Generator
EE-EG-I Day Tank Level(Pump Ctrl) Level Switch
No. 2 Emergency Diesel Generator
Diesel Cenerator Automatic Sequence Relay Panel 1
EE-EG-I Day Tank Level (Alarm) Level Switch
No. 3,{ Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
No. 38 Motor Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump
Diesel Generator Building Direct Drive Fan
Loop 1 Cold Leg SI Sup Check
Loop 2 Cold Lee SI Sup Check

SLERF FV
2.10E-04
1.48E-04
3.17E-05
4. r 7E-05
2.96E-05
2.10E-0s
2. r 0E-05
1.2sE-05
9.01E-06
9.01E-06

A summary of the SLERF results for each seismic hazard interval is presented in

Table 5-16. The table is sorted by the hazard range of the initiators. Initiating event
category contribution was determined by using RISKMAN's "Contribution of Initiating
Events to One Sequence Group" report, using the Master Frequency File REV6MFF with
Sequence Group LERFS, at a report cutoffof lE-14, after quantification truncation of

lE-14

TABLE 5-16
INITIATING E\TENT CONTRIBUTIONS TO LERF
Ixrru.roR
G01

G02
G03
G04
G05
G06
G07
G08
G09

Gl0
Total

H.+,z.l,nn

Rql{cE (g)
0.06-0.15
0.15-0.25
0.25-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8

IxrnRv.+,t
FnnQunNCY
5.338-04

IurBRv.lr,
LERF

1.098-04
3.31E-05
7.91E-06
3.99E-06
2.19E-06
1.328-06

7.94E.-12

3.55E-12
2.01E-10
9.92E-10

4.22E-09

ot
to

CoxrrunUTIoN
< 0.01%
< 0.01%

Currur,^lrrvE
LERF
3.ssE-12

l.lsE-l l

0.03%

2.12E.-10

0.16%
0.69%

1.20E-09
5.42E-09

t.69%
2.98%

3.41E-08

0.8-r.0

L40E-06

1.04E-08
1.83E-08
6.75E-08

1.0-2.0
2.0-4.99

1.07E-06

4.27E.-07

69.s1%

t.02E-07
s.298-07

8.59E-08

8.57E-08

13.95%

6.14E-07

0.06-4,99

6.93E-04

6.148-07

100%

10.98%

1.58E-08

As shown in Table 5-16, seismic LERF is dominated by acceleration intervals G08
through GlO which account for almost 95 percent of the LERF contribution. At these
accelerations many of the buildings are collapsing causing large openings in the
containment through penetrations or failure of the containment itself.
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Appendix J in Reference 17 summarizes the contribution to seismic LERF frorn the most
significant post-initiator human actions. Per Reference 4, significant post-initiator
operator actions are deflned as those operator action basic events that have a FV
Importance value greater than 0.005 or a RAW greater than 2. The importance measures
were calculated in RISKMAN and generated through the Basic Event Importance Report
for Sequence Group Report in the Event Tree Module. Reports were generated for the
Sequence Group LERFS (seismic LERF) and the Operator Action Events were pulled out
to make the table in Appendix J in Reference 17. Appendix J in Reference 17 also uses
importances from Sensitivity Case 38. Operator Actions that had a FVI of 0 and RAW
of 1 for both CDF and LERF were excluded from the table as they are not important to
the seismic CDF or LERF. AIso operator actions that are guaranteed failed for seismic
events are excluded.
Although no operator actions meet the risk significant criteria listed above, the top
operator action to LERFS (seismic LERF) is the same as the most important action to
seismic CDF. That is operators fail to initiate feed and bleed after not restoring main
feedwater for a seismic event greater than the plant SSE in which control room indication
is not lost and the control ceiling is intact.

5.6

SPRA QunnurrcATroN UNCERTATNTv Analysrs

Parameter uncertainty relates to the uncertainty in the computation of the parameter
values for initiating event frequencies, component failure probabilities, and HEP that are
used in the quantification process of the PRA model. These uncertainties can be
characterized by probability dishibutions that relate the analysts' degree of belief in the
values that these paxameters could take. To make a risk-informed decision, the numerical
results of the PRA, including their associated uncertainty, must be compared with the
appropriate decision criteria.

The RISKMAN software has the capability to correlate selected input distributions,
propagate these uncertainties via a Monte Carlo quantification, and calculate the
probability distributions for the risk metrics of the SPRA. These distributions and main
uncertainty parameters (meffi, 5th percentile, 50th percentile, and 95tr percentile) are
provided below for the seismically initiated CDF and LERF.
The parametric uncertainty results present an estimation of the uncertainty introduced by
the data used to quantifu the PRA model. Such data uncertainty typically shows a
relatively tight distribution for internal events in a commercial nuclear plant PRA as a
result of the types of distributions used (largely lognormal) and the relatively large
amount of operational experience for most modeled components. For seismically
initiated accident sequences this is not the case. The uncertainties in the family of
seismic hazard exceedance curves, and the SSC fragility curves can be large, and with a
much large impact than the data distributions applicable to internal events.
For the propagation of parameter uncertainties to seismic CDF and LERF the Uncertainty
Analysis feature of RISKMAN was used. This feature requantifies the sequences using
distributions for the input variables (initiators and split fractions) utilizing a Monte Carlo
simulation. This method accounts for the uncertainty from all the input dataparameters.
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This parameter uncertainty estimation does not, however, reflect possible effects on the
results from other sources of uncertainty. Such sources may include such things as:
optimism or pessimism in definitions of sequence, component, or Human-Action success
criteria; limitations in sequence models due to simplifications (for example, not modeling
available systems or equipment) made to facilitate quantification; uncertainty in defining
human response within the emergency procedures (for exarnple, if there are choices that
can be made); degree of completeness in selection of initiating events; assumptions
regarding phenomenology or SSCs behavior urder accident conditions (for example,
RCP seal LOCA modeling assumptions). While it is difficult to quantifu the effects of
such sources of uncertainty, it is important to recognize and evaluate them because there
may be specific PRA applications where their effects may have a significant influence on
the results.
The results of the base-case seismic model parameter uncertainty analysis are shown in
Tahle 5-17 and Figure 5-2 and Figure 5-3,

TABLE 5-I7
PARAMETBR T]NCERTAINTY ANALYSIS RESULTS
CDF (/Year), 10,000 Samples
LERF (Afear), 10,000 Samples

MB.r.u
1.30E-05
6.14E-07

5Vo

1.16E-06
2.25E-08

50%
7.298-46
2.80E-07

95"/o

4.39E-0s
2.328-06
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Seismic Core Damage Frequency Distribution
Seismic CDF
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Seismic Core Damage Frequency Distribution
Seismic CDF
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5.6.1 ModelUncertainty
Model uncertainty arises because different approaches exist to represent plant response.
A source of model uncertainty is one related to an issue in which no consensus approach
or model exists, and where the choice of approach or model is known to have an effect on
the SPRA. These uncertainties are typically dealt with by making assumptions; e.g., the
approach to address common-cause failure, how a RCP would fail following a loss of
seal cooling, the approach to identiff and quantiff HFEs. In general, model uncertainties
are addressed through sensitivity studies using different models or assumptions.
The guidance provided in EPRI l0l6737,Treotment of Parameter and Model
Uncertaintyfor Probabilistic RiskAssessmenls @eference'14), was used to address
sources of model uncertainty and related assumptions. It provides a framework for the
pragmatic feahrent of uncertainty characteiz,ationto support risk-informed applications
and decision-making. The process includes identification and characterization of sources
of model uncertainty and related assumptions; the following sections summarize the
sources of uncertainty found in the Level I SPRA.
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5.6.2 Understood and Accepted

Generic Uncertainties

Three issues that are generally understood and accepted as potential generic sources
model uncertainty are:
I

.

of

Treatment of Pre-Initiator and Post-Initiator Human Errors; i.e., screening
human elror probabilities, realistic HEPs for significant HFEs, realistic HEPs
for all HFEs.

2.

Treatment of Potentially Dependent Post-Initiator Human Errors; i.e., no HFE
dependence, some dependent HFEs, all HFEs assessed for dependence.

3.

Intra-System Common Cause Events; i.e., generic common cause
failure (CCF), plant-specific CCF.

Based on lessons learned, a standard set of sensitivity cases was recommended to
envelope these understood and accepted generic sources of uncertainty at a high level

(Reference t6).

The four sensitivity cases are:

1. All HEPs set to their 5th percentile

value.

2. All HEPs set to their 95th percentile value.
3. All CCF probabilities set to their 5m percentile value.
4. All CCF probabilities set to their 95ft percentile value.
The results for these four sensitivity cases are presented in Table 5-18 of Section 5.7.7.

5.6.3

Generic Sources of Model Uncertainty

A generic list of additional sources of model uncertainty for internal events PRA was
identified based on Reference 16. This list includes those having the highest potential to

change risk metrics and decisions, and includes: phenomena or nature of the event or
failure mode not completely understood; models based on significant interpretations; and
issues with general agreement. Table I-1 in Appendix I of Reference 17 includes the list
of generic pressurized water reactor (PWR) sources of model uncertainty and a
characterization assessment for the BVPS-I Level 1 SPRA.

5.6.4 Plant-Specific

Sources of Model Uncertainty

An examination of plant-specific features and modeling approaches was also performed
to identi& any uncertainties not identified on the generic list. This assessment focused
on identifying plant-specific features, modeling approaches and assumptions that were
not included in the generic uncertainties. Table I-2 in Appendix I of Reference 17
includes the list of plant-specific sources of model uncertainty and a SPRA
characterization assessment for the BVPS-I Level 1 PRA; exceptions include generic
sources of model uncertainty, alignments, and boundary systems that are not modeled
because they have no impact on the PRA function system modeled.
Table I-3 of Reference 17 identifies sources of uncertainties from the assumptions listed
in Section 2 of Reference 38. These assumptions are specifically related to the
plant-specific SPRA for BVPS-I. The table describes the impact of the assumption on
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the SPRA modeling and then characterizes whether the uncertainty in the current
assessment could potentially impact plant risk-based applications.

5.6.5

Completeness Uncertainty

Completeness uncertainty relates to risk contributors that are not in the SPRA model, nor
were they considered in the development of the model. These include known types such
as the scope ofthe PRA, which does not include some classes of initiating events,
hazards, and operating modes; and the level of analysis, which may have omitted

phenomena, failure mechanisms, or other factors because their relative contribution is
believed to be negligible. They also include ones that are not known such as the efflects
on risk from aging or organizational changes; and omitted phenomena and failure
mechanisms that are unknown. Both can have a significant impact on risk.

No completeness uncertainties were identified for the BVPS-I Level
the ASME/ANS PRA Standard (Reference 4).

5.7

I SPRA, based on

SPRAQulurrFrcATroNSnNsrrrvrryAr{A,rvsrs

As presented in Section 5.7.1, four standard sensitivity studies were selected for analysis:

.
.
.
.

All
All
All
All

HEP
HEP
CCF
CCF

probabilities
probabilities
probabilities
probabilities

set to their 5th percentile value.

set to their 95tr percentile value.
set to their 5th percentile value.
set to their 95tr percentile value.

The HEPs and CCF probabilities were changed to the 5th or 95m percentiles by importing
distributions in the data module using the import distribution parameters fuirction. The
import file was created by exporting the parameters using the export distribution
parameters function and the mean values were adjusted to the 5ft or 95h percentile. The
percentile values were taken from the RISKMAN titles listing report in the data module.
The distributions affected were all Human-Action and beta, gamma, and delta factors
used in the Multiple Greek Letter common-cause method in the model. Both CDF and
LERF were requantified at the 5th or 95fr percentiles for HEPs and CCF probabilities in
separate cases.
The resulting 5th and 95tr percentile values represent the CCF sensitivity cases listed
above. The results of these sensitivity cases are discussed here and compared to the
RG I .174 CDF timit of lxlOa/year for CDF and lxlO-5/year for LERF to obtain insights
into the sensitivity of the base PRA model results to these generic high level sources of
modeling uncertainty. This approach is followed rather than trying to identiff all
potential sources of model uncertainty associated with these issues since they are
generally understood and accepted as areas of uncertainty that can be significant
contributors to CDF. The results of the studies are shown in Table 5-18,
The results indicate that CDF is more sensitive to these uncertainties than LERF, and
each of the models are more sensitive to operator action uncertainty than they are to
common-cause uncertainty. However, overall the model does not produce drastic
changes for these sensitivity studies.
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TABLE 5.18

CCF AND HEP SENSITIVITY CASES
C.Lsr
HEP-CDF (/year)
HEP-LERF (/year)
CCF-CDF (/year)
CCF-LERF (/year)

5.7.L

5o/o

5% A Fnou

Blsnuxs

950rt

95"/o A

Fnort

Blsur,ruB

1.25E-05

-3.93%

1.40E-05

7.56Vo

6.14E-07

-0.02%

6.15E-07

0.06%

1.30E-05

-0.15%

1.31E-05

0.28%

0.00%

6.148-07

0.00%

6.15E-07

Seismic-Related Sensitivity Cases

This section presents the sensitivity results for selected cases defined specifically for the
modeling of seismic events.
The uncertainties in the assessment of the seismic hazard culve, and of SSC fragilities are
captured in the parameters that define these intermediate results; i.e., by the family of
seismic hazard exceedance curves, ffid the parameters for each of the SSC fragilitiesi Am,
p', and pu.
The results of the uncertainty analysis presented n Section 5.6 illushate the impact of
uncertainties in the hazard exceedance curves and fragility curves on CDF and LERF.
Therefore no further sensitivities were performed to assess these parameter uncertainties.

Sensitivity studies descrihed below are used to investigate other sources of uncertainty
which impact the modeling of seismic impacts and the quantification methods used.
Each of the assumptions listed previously in Section 2 of the Quantification Notebook
(Reference 17) and in other notebooks was examined to determine if a sensitivity case
was feasible and instructive. The following areas were investigated:

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Modeling of Seismic Impacts
Correlation of Fragilities
Relay Chatter
Human Reliability Analysis
Quantification Methods
Fragility Refinement Impacts

The results for each of the seismic-related sensitivity cases are provided in Table 5-19.
All sensitivities were performed using the Level 2 model, which can calculate Level 1
results, but is slightly lower than the actual Level I results because sequences that are
close to the lE-14 cutoff for core damage will drop belowthe lE-I4 cutoff after
progressing through the CET tree for LERF. This is deemed acceptable for these
sensitivities because the insights will be the same.
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TABLE 5-I9
SEISMIC-RELATED SENSITIVITY RESULTS
Gnour

CNSB

N/A

0

I

I

I

,)

I

J

I

4

I

5

I

6

I

7

I

1

t0

I

I

I

I

l*'l

l3e

I

l3h

I

l3c

I

l5a

I

t5b

SBr,TsmIvITY STUI}Y

(SEE NorBs

Bnrow As Wur,l)

BASE CASE
LOOP ALWAYS TRUE

1.29E-05
1.34E-0s

NO TURBINE BUILDING
IIVIPACTS (FOR UNIT

I-

CREDIT STATION AIR, h[FW,
DAFW)
CREDIT ERFS BLACK DIESEL
GENERATOR (FOR UNrT

l-

CREDIT DAFW)
DG 48 HOURS (CHANGE
@T24 TO @T48 LOCAL
VARIABLES FOR ALL
SYSTEM TOPS)
EXTEND LEPS EVACUATION
TrME TO 48 HRS (REBTN OF
LATE TO LERF DUE TO
EXTENDED TIME)
NO VERY SMALL LOCA
ELIMTNATE IMPACTS OF
BLOCK WALL FAILURES
CREDIT FOR NO LOSS OF
FIRE PROTECTION WATER
NO CREDIT PORTABLE
GENERATORS IN TURBINE

BUILDING
ADDED INTERVALS.

EXPAND TO MODEL.OsG

DELTA IN RANGE OF

CHANGE; 0.25G TO 0.5G
REMOVE IMPACT OF SFGB
AND MSCV BUILDINGS ON
LERF

REMOVE IMPACTS OF SG
SAFETY VALVES AND
ATMOSPHERIC RELIEF VALVES
AND RHR VALVES ON AFW
ASSUME SG SAFETY VALVES
AND ATMOSPHERIC RELIEF
VALVES AND RHR VALVES
FAIL SEISMICALLY OPEN
INSTEAD OF CLOSED
ELIMTNATE SEISMIC FAILURE
OF PPDWST

ELIMINATE SEISMIC FAILURE
OF RWST

CI}F

Vo

Cnnncp
CDF

rr

LERF
6.t5E-07

7o CH.q.Ncn
IN LERF

3.600/o

6.15E-07

0.04%

lE-05

-13.91%

6.00E-07

-2.29%

t.l4E-05

-Lt.26%

6.04E-07

-1.77%

r.28E-05

-0.62%

6.14F.-07

-0.01%

1.29E-05

0.00%

6.18E-07

0.5r%

1.20E-05

-7.06Yo

6.t48-07

-0.44%

1.25E-05

-2.93%

6.14E-07

-0.12%

1.29E-05

0.01%

6.15E-07

0.00%

1.28E-05

-0.42%

6.1lE-07

-0.54%

1.28E-05

-0.49o/o

6.09E-07

-0.82%

1.29E-05

0.00%

5.74E-07

-6.55%

1.29E-05

0.19%

6.16E-07

0.190/0

1.29E-05

-0.04%

6.14E-07

0.00%

1.19E-05

-7.42o/o

6.10E-07

-0.81%

1.21E-05

-5.86%

6.178-07

0.47V"

l.l
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TABLE 5.19
SEISMIC.RELATED SENSITIVITY RESULTS
(coNTTNUED)
Gnoup

Clsr

I

l5c

I

l5f

1

l5g

I

l5h

SnuSrTrvITY STUI}Y

(Sru Norss Bsl,ow As

Wnu)

CASE 9B (NO RELAY FAILURES)
PLUS CASE l3A (REMOVE

MS&CV AND SFGB BLDGS (EQO3
& EOO4) FROM ZL2)
CREDIT FIRE HDR (CASE 8)
PLUS CREDIT PORTABLE EMER

SWGR FANS (ZBV-S)
NO RELAY FATLURES (CASE 9B)
+ CREDIT LPGP & FIRE HDR
(CASE 8) + ELIMINATE SEISMIC
FATLURE OF BAT s/CHGR (EQ20)
+ ZBV:S
NO RELAY FAILURES (CASE 9B)
+ CREDIT LPGP & FIRE HDR
(CASE 8) + ELIMINATE SEISMIC
FATLURE OF BAr 5/CHGR (EQ20)
+ ZBV:S PLUS REMOVE MS&CV
A]\rD SFGB BLDGS (EQ03 &

o/o

7r CHertlcn

CDF

CHff{cT IN

LERF

1.29E-05

0.01%

5.74E.07

-654%

1.27E-05

-l.2lo/o

6.14E-07

0.00o/"

1.27E-05

-t.19%

6.15E-07

0.08%

1.278-05

-1.23%

5.74E-01

-6.650/o

1.29E-05

0.27%

6.13E-07

-0.22%

l.3lE-05

1.74%

6.15E-07

0.02%

1.29E-05

0.tt%

6.t5E-07

0.00%

1.29E-05

0.00%

5.96E-07

-2.95%

1.29E,05

0.01o/o

6.r5E-0?

0.01%

1.29E-05

0.01%

6.15E-07

0.01%

1.25E-05
1.40E-05

-1.93o/o

6.t4E-07

-0.020/o

7.560/o

6.15E-07

0.06%

1.29E-05

0.020/o

6.158-07

0.00%

CDF

TN

LERF

EQO4) FROM ZL2

I

l5i

I

l5i*
n,t

I

LL

2

l4b

3

9b

J

9c

4
4

l7*
l8+

4

l9

4

20

4

7l

4

23

4

24

4

?<

REMOVE FAILURE OF PROPANE

TANK FARM

NO CREDIT FOR FLEX
GUARAhITEE FAIL CROSS.TIE;
NO CORRELATION OF I.JNIT I
AND 2 DGS
CORRELATE THE SEISMIC
FAILURE OF SFGB AND MSCV
BUILDINGS
REMOVE ALL RELAY CHATTER
IMPACTS
REMOYE RELAY CHATTER AND
REACTOR TNTERNALS
HRA sTH %
HRA 95TH %

TIMING SENSITIVITY I
(SENS I TDELAY +30 MIN, TEXE
SEIS3

XI

CR" TEXE X4 OUTSIDE MCR)
SEIS3 TIMING SENSITIVITY 2
(SENS 2 TDELAY +30 MIN, TEXE

X2 CR TEXE X4 OUTSIDE MCR}
SEIS3 TIMING SENSITIVITY 3
(SENS 3 TDELAY +t5 MIN, TEXE
XI CR" TEXE X4 OUTSIDE MCR

SAME AS CASE 19

1.29E-0s

0.01%

6.15E-0?

0.00%

(MAX 30 MTNUTES))
O.I MINIMUM SEIS3 HEP
REMOVE ZO3 AND ZO4 FROM

1.25E-05

-2.90o/o

6.14E-07

0.00%

1.40E-05

8.72o/o

6.15E-07

0.1l%

REMOVE PROPANE TANK FROM
SEIS LEVELS

1.29E-05

0.02o/o

6.14E-07

0.00%

SEIS MACROS
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TABLE 5-19
SEISMIC.RELATBD SENSITIVITY RESI]LTS
(coNTrNUEr))
Gnour

Casu

4

26

4

38

5

)

27*
28*

5

29*

5

30*

5

3l*

5

32*

5

33*

5

34*

5

35*

5

36*

6

EQ55

6

EQ14

6

EOl3

6

EQ08

6

EQ37

6

EQEr

6

EQe3

6

EQe6

6

EQIII

6

EQ02

6

EQ92

Ssxsrrrvrry Sruny
(Srn NorEs BELow As WELr)
REMOVE ZO3 AND ZO4 FROM
sErs MACROS (CASE 24) AND
REMOVE PROPA}IE TANK FROM
SEIS MACROS (CASE 25)
CHANGE I.O POST.TRIP HEPS TO

o/o

CDF

Cn*ucr
CDF

rni

LERF

9/o

Cnlucn

nT

LERF

1.29E-05

0.42o/o

6.15E-07

0.ll%

1.29E-05

0.01%

6.t5E-07

0.00%

1.30E-05

-0.15%

6.14E-07

l.3lE-05

0.28o/o

6.1_4E-07

0.00%
0.00%

1.29E-05

-0.017o

2.43E-07

-60.44o'rt

1.30E-05

0.93%

2.56E-07

-58.42%

l.3lE-05

l.610/o

2.89E-07

-52.97%

1.33E-06

-89.68%

4.16E-07

-3234%

1.22E-05

-5.74o/a

5.26E-07

-L4.37o/o

1.28E-05

-0.78o/o

5.87E-07

-4.43To

t.30E-05

0.77%

6.15E-07

0.00%

ZERO MAINTENANCE

r.30E-05

1.00%

6.15E-07

ZVS _ VERY SMALL LOCA 2*AM

1.22E-0s

-5.54%

6.12E-07

0.01%
-0.3s%

1.196E-05

-?.330/s

6.t lE-07

-0.660/o

l.2l3E-05

-5.97%

6.15E-07

0.03o/o

t.2t7E-05

-5.67%

6.12E,-07

-0.460/o

t.224E-05

-5.12o/o

6.14E-07

-0.12o/o

l.25lE-05

-3.03%

6.12E-07

-0.37o/o

1.291E-05

0.04%

4.r3E-07

-32.llo/o

1.283E-05

-0.51%

6.09E-07

-0.86%

1.29E-05

0.00%

6.14E-07

0.00%

1.290E-05

-0.02o/s

5.35E-07

-12.940/o

1.290E-0s

0.00%

5.57E-07

-9.32o/o

0.99
CCF 5TH %
CCF 95TH %

TRUNCATION SENSITIVITY
(TRLJNC = lE-08)
TRI.JNCATION SENSITIVITY
(TRLJNC

= lE-09)

TRUNCATION SEN S ITIVITY
ruRLJNC: lE-10)
TRUNCATION SENSITWITY

(TRLINC: lE-l l)

TRUNCATION SENSITTVITY
ffRUNC: lE-12)
TRI.JNCATION SENSITIVITY
(TRLJNC: lE-13)
TRUNCATION SENSITIVITY
(TRLINC: lE-14)

zAF - PPDWST (WT-TK-lO) WrrH
2*AM
ZRW. RWST WITH zIAM

ZAC.4KV48OV XFMR WITH

2*AM
ZWC. ALL RIVER WATER
PUMPS WITH 2*AM
ZBW. BLOCK WALLS IN SRVB
WITI{ 2*AM
ZCI. MSCV 722 SOV CNMT
ISOLATION WITH z*AM
ZT){. TURBINE BUILDING WITH
2,fAM
ZWD _ U2 - DWST 2+AM
ZLz. STEAM GENERATORS
WITH z,}Ah,I
MSCV 722 DIAPHRAGM POV
CNMT ISOLATION WITH 2*AM
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TABLE 5-I9
SEISMIC-RELATED SENSITIVITY RESULTS
(coNTINUET))
Gnour

Crsr

6
6

EQI02
EQO3

o/o

Snnssmrytry Sruuy
(SEE Norrs Bur,ow As Wnu,)

CDF

CrHucn ru

LERF

ZM6_ MCC.I.EIO
ZLz - MS&CV BLDG WITH 2*Ah,I

1.29E-05
1.290E-05

O.O59/o

6.r3E-07
5.93E-07

CDF

0.00o/o

% CHlNcn
IN

LERF

-u.27yo

-3.50%

Notes:

*

These cases wcre quantified with the Level I and Lcvel2 modcls scparatcly and thc CDF rcsults are compared with
the 1.30E-5 seismic CDF instead of the CDF bin in the Level2 model which truncates some CDF sequences and has

!t'i

a value

of 1.29e45.

l was not performed using the updated model, instead results from the previous revision are referenced and its
insights are judged applicable to the current revision.

Case l

5.?.1.I

Group

6: Fragility Refinement Impacts

The preceding seisrnic sensitivity cases reflect those sensitivities defined to determine the
impacts of selected modeling assumptions on the CDF and LERF calculations. The cases
described below are defined to examine the sensitivity of CDF and LERF to assumed
improvements in the seismic capacities of the most important equipment fragility groups.
One can use the FVI rankings directly for this purpose, but the FVI measure is a
bounding measure assuming the SSCs in the equipment fragility groups are made perfect.
For these added cases a seismic capacity improvement equal to tw'ice the base case
evaluated capacities is assumed, one equipment group at a time. Further fragility analysis
is unlikely to achieve such an assessed improvement because much effort has already
been dedicated to making the SSC seismic capacrty assessments as realistic as possible.
These cases are incorporated into the model by replacing the base median acceleration
capacity, Am, by twice the Am. The Beta-r and Beta-u values are held the same so that
the HCLPF accelerations are also twice the base-case values,
The FVI measures computed from Sensitivity Case 38 were used to identiff fragility
groups for these sensitivities as results from this case give more accurate importances as
identified earlier in this submittal. The fragility component groups with FVI less than
0.03 were deleted from further consideration. They were deleted because even if they
could be made perfect, the maximum reduction in CDF or LERF would be 0.03. Also
deleted from further consideration was the fragility group for failures of the offsite grid
(EQ07). This fragility group was assessed using generic data that is not specific to BV
Unit 1 and is an industry accepted value and should not change in the near future.

All sensitivities were performed using the Level 2 model, which can also calculate
Level I results, although its Level 1 results are slightly lower than the actual Level I
results because sequences that are close to the lE-14 cutoff for core damage will drop

below the 1E-14 cutoff after progressing through the CET tree for LERF. This is deemed
acceptable for these sensitivities because the insights will be the same.
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Table 5-20 below identifies the fragility groups evaluated for the twice Am sensitivities.
The top half of Table 5-20 is for CDF conftibutors and the bottom of the table for LERF
contributors. The CDF and LERF changes are nevertheless presented for all cases. The
FVI measures from Sensitivity Case 38 are presented in the table as well as the revised
CDF and LERF and changes in CDF and LERF are presented. All CDF frequency
changes were less than 1E-6 per year. All LERF frequency changes were less than 2E-7
per year. The percent changes in CDF or LERF were, as expected, found to be less than
the FVI of the fragility group to that risk measure and in some cases the change in CDF
and LERF were negligible.
The largest potential decrease in CDF would come from increasing the PPDWST
fragility. This fragility was already refined to remove conservatisms identified by the
peer review team. Any further improvement would have to come a plant modification.
The remaining fragility groups identified for CDF with the exception of VSLOCA have
also been refined to remove conservatisms. Similarly, to achieve the risk reduction
identified in the table below a plant modification to the identified SSCs would be needed.
The VSLOCA fragility is based off of industry accepted methodology and although
conservative is an accepted value. The low seismic CDF of 1.30E-05 justifies the
acceptance of the conservativisms in the VSLOCA fragility as well as eliminates the need
for any modifications. Additionally the delta CDFs in the mid to low lE-7 range is
further justification for accepting the conservativisms in the VSLOCA fragility and
further justifies the basis for no plant modifications.
The largest potential decrease in LERF would come from increasing the capacity of the
containment isolation valves in correlation group EQ93. This sensitivity case identifies a
modeling conservatism taken in response to a peer review suggestion to treat multiple
small containment penetrations as large. These are likely to still be small however the
decision was made to treat them conservatively. Furthermore with the 0.759 HCLPF
doubling the Am would give a much larger fragility than reasonably achievable. The
seismic LERF value of 6.14E-07 is sufficiently lowto acceptthis conservativism as well
as the conservatism in the VSLOCA fragility. Similar to the identified CDF components
the remaining identified LERF components have also been refined to remove
conservatisms. It is judged to achieve the risk reductions identified in the table below a
plant modification would be needed for the remaining SSCs. The low seismic LERF of
6.14E-07 eliminates the need for any modifications.

lt is concluded that all other fragility groups, not

evaluated here, if evaluated with twice
the current capacities would lead to a reduction in CDF or LERF of less than 370, and
more precisely to less fractional reduction than their current FVI measures suggest.
These SSCs are not important enough to justiff refining the fragility because possible
conservatisms in the fragility calculations are not driving the model results or masking
insights.
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TABLE 5-20
SENSITTVTTY OX'CDF AND LERF TO ASSUMED IMPROYEMENTS IN SEISlVtrC CAPACITIES
Dnscnrrnox

Casn ID

B.lsr-C.rsn
HCLPF

CDF FVI

CDF

Sensitivities at lE-l4lyear; SetAm =11*tun; all SSCs with FVI>3E-2 to CDF
(exclude LOOP and VSLOCA)

NO
Ng

od

tr

-i

:t

E

Prncnr.r'r
ru
CDF

FROM

LERF

FVI

LERF

LERF

Pnncnn'r

I']EOM*

LERF

Dmrpnrucr CtHNcu

1.290E-05

r.04E-0r

1.22E45

-7.15E-07

-5j4%

1.46E-01

6.12E-07

-2.r5E-09

-0.350/o

0.29g

7.78E.02

1.20E-05

-9.45E-07

-733%

3.94E-02 6.1lE-07

-4.04E-09

-0,66%

ZRW. RWST

A32g

6.34E-02

l.2rE-os

-7.70E-07

-s.97%

2.348-02 6.15E-07

1.60E-10

0.03%

EQOs

ZAC - 4kv480v XFMR

0.34g

5.66E-02

I.22E-05

-7.328-07

-5.67%

637E.03 6.12E-07

-2.82E-09

-0.460/,

EQ37

ZWC - All river water Dumps

0.349

5.09E-02

1.22E-05

-6.60E-07

-5.t2%

1.59E-03

6.148-07

-7.40E-10

-0.nq/o

EQs I

ZBW - Block walls in SRVB

0.38g

3.10E-02

r.2sE-05

-3.91E-07

-3.03%

l.6tE-02 6.12E-07

-2.28E-09

-0.37%

ZVS

-

EQ14

ZN

- PPDWST (WT.TK.IO)

EQI3

Very Small LOCA

ZCI. MSCV

nq

6.145E-07

0.125g

EQ55

,iH

CDF

Ilrrrrnrucn Cnmrcr

Sensitivities at lE-I4/year; SetAm =71+A's1, for all SSCs with FVI >3E-2 to LERF (exclude LOOP and VSLOCA)

722 SOV CNMT

0.75g

-0.00E+00

1.29E-05

5.00E-09

0.04%

3.34E-01

4.13E-07

-2.01E-07

-32.7r%

0.22s

2.80E-02

1.288-05

-6.90E-08

-0.53%

1.82E-01

6.09E-07

-5.28E-09

-0.86%

0.125g

1.04E-01

1.22E.-05

-7.rsE-07

-5.54o/o

1.46E-01

6.r?E-07

-2.rsE-09

-0.35%

zwD -v2 - DwsT

0.17g

1.858-02

1.29E-05

0.00E+00

0.00%

1.44E-01

6.14E-07

-1.00E-12

0.00%

0.91g

1.03E-04

1.29E-05

+.00E-09

-0.02%

1.32E-01

5.35E,07

-7.95E-08

-12.94o/o

EO92

ZLz - STEAM GENERATORS
MSCV 7ZZDIAPI{RAGM POV
CNMT ISOLATION

0.979

*0.00E+00

1.29E-05

0.00E+00

0.00%

9.34E-02 5.578-07

-5.73E-08

-9.32o/o

EQI02

ZI[.d6. MCC-I-EIO

o.2g

6.7sE-03

1.29E-0s

s.90E-09

0.05%

5.63E-02

6.13E-07

-1.64E-09

-0.27%

EOl4

ZAF . PPDWST (WT.TK-IO)

0.29g

7.78E-02

1.20E-05

-9.45E-07

-733%

3.94E-02 6.1lE-07

-4.04E-09

-0.66n/o

EQO3

ZLz - MS&CV BLDG

1.23g

2.02E-05

t.29E-05

0.00E+00

0.00%

3.54E-02 5.93E-07

-2.15E-08

-3.50o/o

EO93

ISOLATION

EQ96

ZTl{ - Turbine Buildine

EQs5

ZVS

EQIII
EO02

-

Very Small LOCA

A
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SPRA

Locrc MonsL

Ar{D

QuanuFrcATrou TncnxrcAl Aou,eulcv

The BVPS-I SPRA risk quantification and results interpretation methodology were subjected to
an independent peer review against the pertinent requirements in the ASME/AI-IS PRA Standard
(Reference 4).
The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review findings, is described in
Appendix A, and establishes that the BVPS-I SPRA seismic plant response analysis is suitable
for this SPRA application.
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6.0

CONCLUSIONS

A seismic PRA has been performed for BVPS-I in accordance with the guidance in the SPID.
The BVPS-I SPRA shows that the seismic CDF is 1.30x1045 and the seismic LERF is
6.14x10{7.

Further, no seismic haeard wlnerabilities were identified.
The updated PRA model, which includes the seismic PRA reflects the as-built, as-operated plant
as of the freeze date of October25,2016 and includes the FLEX mitigation strategies equipment
and procedure changes already installed and implemented. The PRA model provides insights
and identifies the most important equipment to responding to a seismic event, but no seismic
hazard vulnerabilities were identified. The seismic CDF and LERF are sufficiently low such that
possible improvements or modifications to the plant are not considered necessary. In addition,
the sensitivities presentedin Table 5-20 of this submittal show that postulated improvements that
would increase the seismic capacrty of the important components would not provide a significant
reduction in risk.
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8.0
ABS
AC

ACI
AF
AFW
AISC

AISX
AI{S
AOV

ASCE
ASME
ATWS

AXLB

BE
BVPS
BVPS-1
BVPS-2

CABX
CCF
CDF

CDFM
CET

CEUS
CEUS.SSC

CMU
CNTB

cov
CP

CRDM
CTMT
DAFW
DBE
DG
DGBX
DOE
DWST
EDG
EL
EPRI
ERF
ERFS

LIST OF ACROI{YMS AIYD ABBREVIATIONS

ABSG CONSULTTNG INC.
AIR CONDITIONING
AMERICAhI CONCRETE INSTITUTE
AMPLIFICATION FACTOR
AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
AMERICAI{ INSTITUTE OF STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ALTERNATE INTAKE STRUCTURE
AMERICAhI NUCLEAR SOCIETY
AIR-OPERATED VALVE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CIVI ENGINEERS
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MECHAhIICAL ENGINEERS
A}ITICIPATED TRANSIENT WITHOUT SCRAM (ALSO ATWT,
A}ITICIPATED TRANSIENT WITHOUT TRIP)
AUXILIARY BUILDING
BEST ESTIMATE
BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION
BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION, UNIT I
BEAVER VALLEY POWER STATION, UNIT 2
CHEMICAL ADDITION BUILDING
COMMON-CAUSE FAILURE
CORE-DAMAGE FREQUENCY
CONSERVATIVE DETERMTNISTIC FAILURE MARGIN
CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE
CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES
CENTRAL AND EASTERN UNITED STATES SEISMIC SOURCE
CHARACTERIZATION
CONCRETE MASONRY UNIT
CONTROL BUILDING
COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION
COGNITTVE PROBABILITY
CONTROL ROD DzuVE MECHANISM
CONTAINMENT
DEDICATED AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
DESIGN BASIS EARTHQUAKE
DIESEL GENERATOR
DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING
DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DEMINERALIZED V/ATER STORAGE TAhIK
EMERGENCY DIESEL GENERATOR

ELEVATION

ELECTRIC POWER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
EMERGENCY RESPONSE FACILITY
EMERGENCY RESPONSE FACILITY SUBSTATION
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ESEL
ESEP

ESFAS

F&O
FE

FEM
FENOC
FIRS

FLEX
FULB
FV
FVI
FT
FWS
GERS
GIP

GMM

GMPE
GMRS
HCLPF
HCSCP
HEP
HF
HFE
HHSI

HID
HRA
HVAC
HX
HZ

IEEE
IF
INTS
IPEEE
ISLOCA
ISRS
LB
LERF
LHSI

LMSM
LOCA
LOOP
LOSP
LR

E)(PEDITED SEISMIC EQUIPMENT LIST
EXPEDITED SEISMIC EVALUATION PROCESS
ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE ACTUATION SYSTEM
FACTS AND OBSERVATIONS
FINITE ELEMENT
FINITE.ELEMENT MODEL
FIRSTENERGY NUCLEAR OPERATING COMPAhIY
FOUNDATION INPUT RESPONSE SPECTRA
DIVERSE AND FLEXIBLE MITIGATION STRATEGIES
FUEL HA}TDLING AND DECONTAMINATION BUILDING
FUSSELL-VESELY
FUS SELL-VESELY IMPORTA}ICE
FEET
FEEDWATER SYSTEM
GENERIC EQUIPMENT RUGGEDNESS SPECTRA
GENERIC IMPLEMENTATION PROCEDURE
GROUND MOTION MODEL
GROUND MOTION PREDICTION EQUATION
GROUND MOTION RESPONSE SPECTRA
HIGH CONFIDENCE OF A LOW PROBABILITY OF FAILURE
HAZARD.CONSISTENT STRATN-COMPATIBLE PROPERTIES
HUMAN ERROR PROBABILITIES
HIGH FREQUENCY
HUMAN FAILURE EVENTS
HIGH-HEAD SAFETY INJECTION
HAZARD INPUTS DOCUMENT
HUMAN RELIABILITY A}TALYSIS
HEATING, VENTILATION, AND AIR CONDITIONING
HEAT EXCHANGER
HERTZ
INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS
INTERVAL FREQUENCY
INTAKE STRUCTURE
INDIVIDUAL PLANT EXAMINATTON FOR EXTERNAL EVENTS
INTERFACING SYSTEMS LOCA
TN.STRUCTURE RESPONSE SPECTRA
LOWER BOUND
LARGE EARLY RELEASE FREQUENCY
LOW-HEAD SAFETY INJECTION
LUMPED-MASS STICK MODELS
LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENT
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER
LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER
LOWER RANGE
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LS-A
LS.C

LTAFW
M&E
MAFE
MCC
MCR
MFW
MLOCA
MOV
MSCV
NEI
NEP
NFPA
NPTX
NRC
NSSS
NTTF
NUREG
PDWS

PGA
PIPETUNNEL
PORV
POV
PSD
PRA
PSHA
PWR
PZR

RA}V
RCBX

RCP
RCS
REJ
RHR
RTZZO

RLYB
RPS
RRS

RSGB

RVT
RW
RWST

LIMIT STATE A
LIMIT STATE C
LONG-TERM AFW
MECHANICAL A}ID ELECTRICAL
MEAI{ AhINUAL FREQUENCY OF EXCEEDANCE

MOTOR CONTROL CENTER
MATN COOLING RESERVOIR
MAIN FEEDWATER
MEDIUM LOCA
MOTOR.OPERATED VALVE
MAIN STEAM CABLE VAULT
NUCLEAR ENERGY INSTITUTE
NON-EXCEEDANCE PROBABILITY
NATIONAL FIRE PROTECTION ASSOCIATION
NORTH PIPE TRENCH
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEM
NEAR-TERM TASK FORCE
US NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REGULATION
PRIMARY PLANT DEMINERALIZED WATER STORAGE PAD AND
ENCLOSURE
PEAK GROUND ACCELERATION
PIPE TUNNELS
PRESSURE-OPERATED RELIEF VALVE
PNEUMATTC-OPERATED VALVE
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY
PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
PROBABILISTIC SEISMIC HAZARD AI\TALYSIS
PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR
PRESSURIZER
RISK ACHIEVEMENT WORTH
REACTOR CONTAINMENT
REACTOR COOLANT PUMP
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTEM
RUBBER EXPANSION JOINT
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL
RTZZO ASSOCIATES
SWITCHYARD RELAY HOUSE
REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM
REQUIRED RESPONSE SPECTRA
ERF DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING
RANDOM VIBRATION THEORY
RIVER WATER
REFUELING WATER STORAGE TANIK
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SAP
SASSI
SBO
SCDF
SCE
SEL
SEWS
SFGB
SFP

SFR
SG
SGTR

SHA
SHS
SI

SLERF
SLOCA

SMA

sov

SPID
SPR
SPRA
SPRAIG

SPTX
SRT
STOR
sQSS-TK21
SQUG
SRT
SRVB
SSC
SSE

SSEL
SSI
SSSI

SWBX
SWGR
TDAFV/

TK

TRBB

PLANT DATABASE
S YSTEM FOR AI{ALYSIS FOR S OIL.STRUCTURE-INTERACTION
STATION BLACKOUT
SEISMIC CDF
SEISMIC CAPABILITY ENGINEER
SEISMIC EQUIPMENT LIST
SEISMIC EVALUATION WORK SHEETS
SAFEGUARDS BUILDING
SPENT FUEL POOL
SEISMIC FRAGILITY ELEMENT WITHIN ASME/AI{S PRA STA}IDARD
STEAM GENERATOR
STEAIvI GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE
SEISMIC HAZARD ANALYSIS ELEMENT WITHIN ASME/AI{S PRA
STANDARD
SEISMIC HAZARD SUBMITTAL
SAFETY TNJECTION
SEISMIC LARGE EARLY RELEASE FREQUENCY
SMALL LOSS OF COOLANT ACCIDENTS
SEISMIC MARGIN ASSESSMENT
SOLENOID-OPERATED VALVE
S C REEN ING, PRIORITIZATION, AI\TD IMPLEMENTATION D ETAI L S
SEISMIC PRA MODELTNG ELEMENT WITHIN ASME/ANS PRA
STA}-IDARD
SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT
SEISMIC PROBABILISTIC zuSK ASSESSMENT IMPLEMENTATION
GUIDA}ICE
SOUTH PIPE TRENCH
SETSMIC REVIEW TEAM
STOREROOM
SURROUNDING SHIELD WALL FOR REFUELING WATER STORAGE
TAhIK
SEISMIC QUALIFICATION UTILITIES GROUP
SEISMIC REVIEW TEAM
SERVICE BUILDING
STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS, AND COMPONENTS
SAFE SHUTDOWN EARTHQUAKE
SAFE SHUTDOWN EQUIPMENT LTST
SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION
STRUCTURE SOIL STRUCTURE INTERACTION
SOLID WASTE BUILDING
SWITCHGEAR
TURBINE.DRIVEN AFW
TANK
TURBINE BUILDING
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TRS
TSCR

UB
UFSAR
UHRS
UHS
UR
USI
VAC
VCT
VDC
V/H
VPA-VPB
VSLOCA
WTBX
WUS

TEST RESPONSE SPECTRA
TRUNCATED SOIL COLUMN RESPONSE
UPPER BOUND
UPDATED FINAL SAFETY A}TALYSIS REPORT
UNIFORM HAZARD RESPONSE SPECTRA
ULTIMATE HEAT SINK
UPPER RANIGE
UNRESOLVED SAFETY ISSUE
VOLTS (ALTERNATING CURRENT)
VOLUME CONTROL TANK
VOLTS (DIRECT CURRENT)
VERTTCAL-TO.HORIZ ONTAL
RIVER WATER VALVE PIT TRAIN
VERY SMALL LOSS OF COOLA}IT ACCIDENTS
WATER TREATMENT BUILDING
WESTERN UNITED STATES

PRA Model Top Event Descriptions:
A3

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM (NO AC POWER)

AF
AG

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM

AA
AL
AM
AO
AP
AS

AT
AW
AX
BC

BI
BK
BL
BP

BV
BY
C1

C2
C3
C4
CC
CD

FLEX ALTERNATE AFW PUMP

ACCUMULATOR (GENTRAITS)
SUPPLY FROM ACCUMULATOR (LLOCA)
SUPPLY FROM ACCUMULATOR (MLOCA)
EMERGENCY AC ORA}IGE TRAIN
ALPHA MODE FAILURE
AMSAC SIGNAL
AUXTLTARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM - SGTR
AUXTLIARY FEEDWATER SYSTEM - ATV/S
BOTH TRATNS OF AC POWER - CROSS-TTE
BOTH TRATNS AC POWER. ORANGE AND PURPLE
BASEMAT PENETRATION
BLACK DIESEL POWER
LARGE CONTATNMENT BYPASS
EMER. AC TRAIN PURPLE
EMER. SWGR VENTILATION
CONTAINMENT BYPASSED
CNMT FAILS PRIOR TO VESSEL BREACH
CNMT FAILS AT VESSEL BREACH
LATE CONTAINMENT FAILURE DUE TO BURN
LONG TERM CNMT OVERPRESSUzuZATION
REACTOR PLANT COMPONENT COOLING
OPERATOR INITIATES COOLDOWN/ DEPRESS.
213 SUPPLY FROM
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CE
CG

CI

CP

CT
D3
D4
D5
DC
DF
DO
DP

DX
DY
FA
GE
GL
H3
HC
HE

HH
HL
HM
HR

IA
IB
IC
IO
IP

IR
IS

IW

Ix

IY

LI

L2
L3
L4

LA
LB
LC
LD
LE

CNMT FAILS DUE TO EARLY H2 BURN
LEVEL 1 OR LEVEL 2 SEQUENCE GROUP
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION
FAILURE TO COOL DEBRIS IN VESSEL
TURBINE PLANT COMPONENT COOLING
DC BUS NO 3 (ORAI.TGE)
DC BUS 4 (PURPLE)
rzsv DC swBD r-5 POWER (STATTON)
FAILURE TO COOL DEBRIS EX-VESSEL
DEDICATED AUX FEEDWATER
r2sv DC BATTERY r-1 (ORAhTGE)
DC BUS 2 (PURPLE)
I25V DC 1-I ANID I-2 SUPPLY. DUMMY TOP
I25V DC 1-3 A}ID 1-4 SUPPLY. DUMMY TOP
MATN FEEDWATER FAILS-ATWS
FLEX 48OV GENERATOR
PORTABLE AC GENERATOR FOR SG LEVEL INSTR
LATE BURN OF COMBUSTIBLE GASES
COLD LEG INJECTION FROM HHSI
HYDROGEN BURN WITHTN 4 HRS OF VB
HIGH HEAD SAFETY INJECTION
COLD LEG INJECTION PATH (LLOCA)
COLD LEG INJECTION PATH (MLOCA)
LOW HEAD TO HIGH HEAD CROSS TIE FOR RECIR.
STATION INSTRUMENT AIR IA
VITAL BUS CHANNEL III (BLUE}
CONTAINMENT INSTRUMENT AIR
VITAL BUS r(RED) & rrr(BLUE)
TNDUCED RCS HOT LEG OR SURGE LINE RUPTURE
VITAL BUS CHA}INEL I (RED)
TEMPERATURE INDUCED SG TUBE RUPTURE
VITAL BUS CHA}INEL II (WHITE)
PURPLE VITAL BUSES II & ru
VITAL BUS CHANNEL IV (YELLOW)
LARGE CONTAINMENT FAILURE PRIOR TO VB
LARGE CONTAINMENT FAILURE @ VB
LARGE LATE CONTAINMENT FAILURE
LARGE LONG TERM CNMT OVERPRESSURIZATION FAILURE
LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTION TRAIN A
LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTION TRAIN B
COLD LEG TNJECTION FROM LHSI
LOAD SHED
LARGE CNMT FAILURE FROM EARLY H2 BURN
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LL
LM
LO
LP
LQ
LR
LS

MI

M2
M3
M4
M5
M6

MA

ME
MF
MS
MU

NA
ND

NM
NR

NX
OA

OB
OC
OCL
OD
OF
OG

OL
OP

OR
OS
OT
PA
PI
PK
PL
PR
PT

QA
QB

LEG INJECTION PATH-LLOCA
LEG INJECTION PATH. MLOCA
LEG TNJECTION FROM LHSI TRAINS A&B
TRAINS LOW HEAD SAFETY INJECTTON PUMPS
coLD LEG TNJECTTON PATHS-MLOCA (HM & LM)
LOW HEAD TRANSFER TO HOT LEG RECIRC
INDUCED PORV LOCA
480V MCCS (ORANGE) - 803 AlrD 811
480V MCCS (PURPLE) - E04 AlrD Er2
480V MCC (ORANGE) - EOs
480V MCC (PURPLE) , E06
ORANGE MCCS - E9 AND E13
PURPLE MCCS - EIO A}ID E14
WATER MAKEUP TO WT,TK.IO A}ID AFW PUMPS
HIGH PRESSURE MELT EJECTION
MAIN FEEDWATER SYSTEM
I\{AIN STEAM ISOLATION
MAKEUP TO RWST
NORMAL 4KV BUS IA
NORMAL 4KV BUS lD
MELT DURING INJECTION PHASE
RECIRCULATION REQUIRED FOLLOWING INJECTION
NORMAL 4KV BUSSES 1A & lD
EMERGENCY BORATION . ATWS
BLEED A}ID FEED COOLING
OPERATOR TRIPS RCPS DURING LOSS OF SEAL COOLING
OPERATOR TRIPS RCPS DURTNG SEAL LOCA (30)
OPERATOR INITIATES DEPRES SURIZATION
OPERATOR FAILS TO ALIGN FEEDWATER
OFFSITE GRID
OPERATOR RESTORES COOLING TO SCRUB FAULTED SGTR
OPERATOR PREMATURELY TERMTNATES SI
OPERATOR'S ALIGNMENT FOR RECIRCULATION FAILS
OPERATOR FAILS TO INITIATE SI
OPERATOR MANUALLY TRIPS REACTOR
PRESSURE RELIEF FOR AT$/S FAILS
PRESSURIZER PORVS FAIL TO BE ISOALTED
ATWS TOP EVENT PRESSURE RELIEF
REACTOR POWER LEVEL FOLLOWTNG ATWS
PRIMARY RELTEF FAILS
PROPANE TANK FARM DURING EARTHQUAKE
QUENCH SPRAY TRAIN A
QUENCH SPRAY TRATN B

COLD
COLD
COLD
BOTH
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QC

R1

R2
R3

RA
RB
RC
RE
RI
RL
RP

RR
RS

RT
RW
SA
SB
SD
SE

SL
SM
SP
SS

SW
SX
TB
TR

TT

VA
VB
VC

VI
WA

WB
WC
WM

XL
XT

Z2S

ZAC
ZAF

ZAI

QUENCH SPRAY TRAINS A & B
RIVER WATER TRAIN A TO RSS
RIVER WATER TRAIN B TO RSS
RIVER WATER TRAINS A AhID B TO RSS
OUTSIDE RECIRC SPRAY TRAIN A
OUTSIDE RECIRC SPRAY
OUTSIDE RECIRC SPRAY TRAINS A & B
ELECTRIC POWER RECOVERY
OPERATOR MANUALLY INSERTS RODS - ATWS
RCP SEAL LOCA
RCS PRESSURE AT VESSEL BREACH
RESIDUAL HEAT REMOVAL
INSIDE RECIRC SPRAY
REACTOR TRIP
RwsT (QS-TK-I) FArLS
SOLID STATE PROTECTION SYSTEM TRAIN A
SOLID STATE PROTECTION SYSTEM TRAIN B
SHUTDOWN SEAL ACTUATES
RCP SEAL INJECTION - TOP SE
SECONDARY LEAKAGE TO ATMOSPHERE
WATER SUPPLY FROM CNMT SUMP & RSS COMMON CAUSE FAILURE
REACTOR COOLANT PUMP SEAL LOCA
NO MELT FROM LEVEL I
OPERATORS FAIL TO SWAP BATTERY TRAINS (FLEX, LOAD SHED)
SOLID STATE PROTECTION SYSTEM TRAIN A & B
RCP THERMAL BARRIER COOLING
PRESSURE INDUCED SC TUBE RUPTURE
TURBINE TRIP FAILURE
LHSI TRAIN A SUCTION FROM CONTAINMENT SUMP
BOTH LHSI CONTAINMENT SUMP SUCTION FAILS
BOTH LHSI CNMT SUMP SUCTION FAILS
VESSEL INTEGRITY, ATWS
RW AND AUX RW TO HEADER A
RIVER WATER HEADER B
RIVER WATER SYSTEM BOTH HEADERS A & B
MAKEUP TO RWST GIVEN LEAKAGE THRU SECONDARY
HHSI AND LHSI PATH TO COLD LEGS - LLOCA
STATION AC POWER CROSS TIE
UNIT 2 SUPPORT FOR XT. NORMAL SWGR, U2 EDGS
EMERG. AC - ORANGE AND PURPLE 4KV 48OV
AFW. PPDWST OR ALL 3 PUMPS
RIVER WATER FROM ALTERNATE INTAKE STRUCTURE
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ZAT
ZBV
ZBW
ZCC
ZCI
ZCP
ZD5

ZDC
ZDG
ZDW
ZGL
ZHH
ZHR
ZIDd

zto

ZIP
ZIS

ZLI

ZLz

ZLI(
ZLP

ZI$ds

ZM6

ZMA

ZMO
ZMS
ZMU

zo3
zo4

ZOB
ZOG
ZOM
ZOP

zos

ZPN
ZPT
ZQS
ZF.l,
ZRz

ZW

ZF.!4

ZRR

TURBINE DRIVEN AFW PUMP
EMER. SWGR HVAC - FA}-IS&TEMP SWITCHES&DAMPERS
BLOCK WALLS SERVICE BLDG 713'
PCCW. MEJ REJ PUMPS & TDffi; SURGE TANK
CONTAINMENT ISOLATION VALVES
C ONTAINMENT PENETRATION S
DC TRAIN 1.5 - BATTERY & CHARGER& SWBD
EMERG. DC - SWBD BATTERIES CHARGER
EDGS - FO HVAC MOVS; RECEIVERS
U2 DWST
PORTABLE GENERATOR
HHSI - PUMPS MOVS RW STRAINERS
HTGH PRESSURE RECTRC - MOVS
RCBX 727 MOV INSIDE CNMT
INSTRUM - VITAL BUS INVERTER; XMFR
RCBX 7I8 DIAPHRAGM POVS INSIDE CNMT
RCBX 718 SOV TNSIDE CNMT ISO
DIRECT CORE DAMAGE
DIRECT CD AND LERF. RCBX; SFGD;MSCV;SGS
SMALL RCS LOCAS
LHSI TRAINS
MCC E5 AND E6 CONTACTORS
MCC.I-ElO
NORMAL IvIAKEUP FAILS (NO SBO)
QSS&LHSI MOVS SFGD BLDG 747',
MSIV FTC
MAKEUP TO RWST - PUMPS FILTERS
CONTROL ROOM PANELS
CONTROL ROOM CEILING
PZR PORVS& PSVS&BLOCK VALVES AS-IS
OFFSITE POWER - NON.SEISMIC SWGR
MSCV 722MOV OUTSIDE CNMT
MSCV TZ?DIAPHRAGM POVS OUTSTDE CNMT
MSCV 722 SOV OUTSIDE CNMT ISO
RELAY PANELS IN SRVB 713'
PROPANE TANK FARM
QSS . PUMPS
RELAY CHATTER - EDG BREAKERS DF BUS
RELAY CHATTER - PUMPS DF BUS
RELAY CHATTER - EDG BREAI(ERS AE BUS
RELAY CHATTER. PUMPS AE BUS
RHR. MOVS& PUMPS&HXS
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ZRS

ZRV
ZRW
ZSA
ZSM
ZSV
ZTD

ZTX

ZVS
ZWC

ZX
ZY
ZZ

RECICULATION SPRAY . PUMPS&ru(S&HEADER
ATM & RESIDUAL HEAT RELEASE VALVES
REFUELING WATER STORAGE TAhIK
SSPS (SA AND SB)
CONTAINMENT SUMP PASSES DEBRIS
SG SAFETY RELIEF VALVES
AFW - TURBINE.DRIVEN PUMP STM VALVES
TURBINE BUILDING
VERY SMALL LOCA
ALL RIVER WATER. PUMPS REJS; HVAC DUCTS
NON-SEISMIC INITIATING EVENT (SEISMIC TREE)
NO SEISMIC FAILURES (SUPPORT TREE)
NO SEISMIC FAILURES (GENTRANS TREE)
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APPENI}IX A

A.l.

SUMMARY OF SPRA PEER REVIEW
AND ASSESSMENT OF PRA TECHNICAL AI}EQUACY FOR RESPONSE
TO NTTF 2.1 SEISMIC 50.54(F) TETTER
Overryiew of Peer Review

The Beaver Valley Power Station (BVPS)-I probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) was subjected
to an independent peer review against the pertinent requirements in Part 5 of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers/American Nuclear Society (ASME/ANS) PRA Standard
(Reference 4). The peer review assessment, and subsequent disposition of peer review findings,
is summarized here (for the final report, see Reference 6). The scope of the review encompassed
the set of technical elements and supporting requirements (SR) for the seismic hazard
analysis (SHA), seismic fragilities (SFR), and seismic PRA modeling (SPR) elements for seismic
core damage frequency (CDF) and large ear$ release frequency (LERF). The peer review
therefore addressed the set of SRs identified in Table 6-4 through Table 6-6 of the Screening,
Prioritization, and Implementation Details (SPID) (Reference 2).
The information presented here establishes that the SPRA has been peer reviewed by a team with
adequate credentials to perform the assessment, establishes that the peer review process followed
meets the intent of the peer review characteristics and attributes in Table l6 of RGl.200 R2
(Reference l6) andthe requirements in Section 1-6 of the ASME/ANS PRA Standard
(Reference 4), and presents the significant results of the peer review.
The BVPS Units 1 and 2 SPRA peer review was conducted during the week of
December l, 2A14, at the FirstEnergy Nuclear Operating Company (FENOC) offices in
Akron, Ohio. As part of the peer review, a walkdown of portions of BVPS Units 1 and 2 was
performed on December 1o 2014, by two members of the peerreviewteamwho have the
appropriate Seismic Qualification Utilities Group (SQUG) training.

A.2.

Summary of the Peer Reyiew Process

The peer review was performed against the requirements in Part 5 (Seismic) of Addenda B of the
PRA Standard (Reference 4), using the peer review process defined in NEI 12-13 (Reference 5).
The review was conducted over a four-day period, with a sunmary and exit meeting on the
evening of the fourth day.
The SPRA peer review process defined in (Reference 5) involves an examination by each
reviewer of their assigned PRA technical elements against the requirements in the Standard to
ensure the robustness of the model relative to all of the requirements.

Implementing the review involves a combination of a broad scope examination of the PRA
elements withinthe scope ofthe review and a deeper examination of portions of the PRA
elements based on what is found during the initial review. The SRs provide a structure which, in
combination with the peer reviewers' PRA experience, provides the basis for examining the
various PRA technical elements. If a reviewer identifies a question or discrepancy, that leads to
additional investigation until the issue is resolved or a Fact and Observation (F&O) is written
describing the issue and its potential impacts, and suggesting possible resolution.
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For each area (i.e., SHA, SFR, SPR), a team of two to three peer reviewers were assigned, one
having lead responsibility for that area. For each SR reviewed, the responsible reviewers
reached consensus regarding which of the capability categories defined in the Standard that the
PRA meets for that SR, and the assignment of the capability category for each SR was ultimately
based on the consensus of the full review team. The Standard also specifies high level
requirements (HLR). Consistent with the guidance in the Standard, capability categories were
not assigned to the HLRs, but a qualitative assessment of the applicable HLRs in the context of
the PRA technical element summary was made based on the associated SR capability categories.
As part of the review team's assessment of capability categories, F&Os are prepared. There are
three types of F&Os defined in (Reference 5): Findings, which identiff issues that must be
addressed in order for an SR (or multiple SRs) to meet Capability Category II; Suggestions,
which identiff issues that the reviewers have noted as potentially important but not requiring
resolution to meet the SRs; and Best Practices, which reflect the reviewers' opinion that a
particular aspect of the review exceeds normal industry practice. The focus in this Appendix is
on Findings and their disposition relative to this submittal.
Section 5 of the ASME/ANS PRA Standard contains a total of 77 SRs under three technical
elements. Three (3) of the supporting requirements were judged to be not applicahle, and
therefore the remaining74 SRs were reviewed.

A.3.

Peer Review Team Qualifications

The review was conducted by Dr. Andrea Maioli and Mr. Kenneth Kiper of Westinghouse,
Dr. Martin McCann of Jack R. Benjamin & Associates, Dr. Bob Youngs of AMEC,
Mr. Steve Eder of Facility Risk Consultants, Mr. Nathan Barber of Pacific Gas & Electric,
Mr. Deepak Rao of Entergy, Dr. Se-Kwon Jung of Duke Energy, and Mr. Don Moore of
Southern Company. Appendix D of the peerreviewreport (Reference 6) contains the resumes
for the reviewers. Reference 6 Table 2-2 shows the review assignments for each reviewer.

Dr. Andrea Maioli, the team lead, has over 10 years' experience at Westinghouse in the nuclear
safety area generally and seismic PRA specifically. He has served as lead engineer for a number
of seismic PRA and seismic margin studies for existing and new nuclear power plants.
Dr. Martin McCann was the lead for the SHA technical element. He has 30 years' experience in
engineering seismology including site response analysis, specification of ground motion. He was
assisted in the hazard review by Dr. Bob Youngs, an internationally-recognized expert in
seismology and earthquake hazard assessment.

Mr. Stephen Eder was the lead for the seismic fragility analysis (SFR) technical element.
Mr. Eder has more than 30 years' experience in the fields of naturalharards risk assessment,
seismic fragility analysis, structural performarce evaluation, and retrofit design. He was assisted
by Dr. Se-Kwon Jung and Mr. Donald Moore. Mr. Moore has over 45 years of experience in
specialized technical positions and supervisory positions in the field of structural engineering
with specific emphasis on seismic analysis and design, seismic risk assessments, and seismic
qualification of equipment and subsystems. Dr. Jung has over l0 years' experience inthe field
of civil and structural engineering with focus on fragility evaluation in support to seismic PRAs.
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Mr. Ken Kiper was the lead forthe System Response (SPR) technical element. Mr. Kiper joined
Westinghouse as a Technical Manager after a 3l-year career in Seabrook Station. He has
experience in virtually every aspect of PRA modeling and applications, including upgrading and
maintaining the RISKMAN Seabrook seismic PRA. He was assisted by Mr. Nathan Barber and
Mr. Deepak Rao. IvIr. Barber has more than 12 years' experience in multiple aspects of PRAs;
he is the lead for the Diablo Canyon seismic PRA RISKMAN model update and maintenance.
Mr. Rao has 3 1 years' experience in essentially every aspects of PRA.
Two working observers (Boback Torkian, Enercon and Tommy John, Dominion) supported the
review of the SPR and SFR technical elements. Any observations and findings these working
observers generated were given to the peer review team for their review and "ownership." As
such, Mr. Torkian and Mr. John assisted with the review but were not formal members of the
peer review team.
None of the peer review team members had any involvement in the development of the BVPS-I
SPRA. The peer review team members met the peer reviewer independence criteria in
NEI 12-13 (Reference 5).

A.4.

Summary of the Peer Review Conclusions

The review team's assessment of the SPRA elements is summarized as follows. Where the
review team identified issues, these are captured in peer review findings, for which the
dispositions are sufirmarized in the next section of this appendix.

SHA
As required by the Standard, the frequency of occrursnce earthquakes at the site was based on a
site-specific probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA). The Senior Seismic Hazard Analysis
Committee (SSHAC) process of conducting a PSHA was used to develop the seismic source
characterization (SSC) and the ground motion modeling (GMM) inputs to the analysis. The SSC
inputs to the PSHA are based on the recently completed central and eastern U.S. (CEUS) seismic
source model. The ground motion model inputs to the PSHA are based on the CEUS ground
motionupdate project. The requirements of the SSHAC process satisff the requirements of the
standard for data collection and use of a structured expert elicitation process. The SSHAC
process describes a process and minimum technical requirements to complete a PSHA. The
"SSHAC level" of a seismic hazard study ensures that data, methods, and models supporting the
PSHA are fully incorporated and that uncertainties are fully considered in the process at a
sufficient depth and detail necessary to satisff scientific and regulatory needs. The level of study
is not mandated in the Standard; however, both the SSC and the GMM parts of the PSHA were
developed as aresult of SSHAC Level 3 analyses. Inthe case of the GMM, a SSHAC Level 2
analysis was carried out to update a prior Level 3 study. These Level 3 studies satisff the
requirements of the Standard.
As a first step to performing a PSHA, the Standard requires an up-to-date database, including
regional geological, seismological, geophysical data, and local site topography, and a
compilation of surficial geologic and geotechnical site properties. These data include a catalog
of relevant historical, instrumental, and paleoseismic information within 320-km of the site. This
data collection effort was carried out as part of the CEUS and GMM projects that were the basis
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for the inputs to the Beaver Valley PSHA. To ensure that the database of information that is the
basis for the PSHA is up-to-date, the PSHA analysts did not systematically conduct a review to
identiff and gather new geological, seismological, or geophysical data available since the
completion of the CEUS-SSC study or information at a level of detail that was not considered in
the CEUS-SSC regional study that would indicate there should be new seismic sources added to
the SSC model or changes to existing sources.
While a systematic review and update effort was not carried out, the PSHA analysts did gather
data to update the earthquake catalog to assess whether there was new information since the
completion of the CEUS-SSC project that should be used to update the seismicity parameters. A
subjective review of the updated catalog was conducted to conclude that an update to the
seismicity parameters was not required.
As part of the CEUS-SSC model sources potentially damaging earthquakes that could occur in
the CEUS were modeled. This includes all distributed seismic sources within 640 km and all
Repeated Large Magnitude Earthquake (RLME) sources within 1,000 km of the BV site. In the
implementation of the CEUS model for the Beaver Valley site, all seismic sources in the CEUS
model were included in the PSHA. By including all the CEUS seismic sources in the analysis,
the contribution of "near-" and "far-field" earthquake sources to ground motions at Beaver
Valley were considered.
The Davis-Besse peer review identified the fact that the PSHA software that was used to perform
the probabilistic hazard quantification did not perform the uncertainty analysis correctly. This
elror was not corrected for the Beaver Valley PSHA; therefore, the uncertainty results are not
correct in this analysis as well. This error does not impact the estimate of the mean hazard, but it
does affect the estimate of the uncertainty in the PSHA results. Consequently, the PSHA inputs
to the SPRA uncertainty quantification are incorrect.
The SHA for the Beaver Valley site took into account the effects of local site response.
However, the review team did not find adequate documentation to support the site-specific
velocity profile used in the analysis. AIso, because of the limited site-specific data, the study
could not properly account for velocity uncertainties as required by the standard. The review
also noted that aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in the site response were not separately
combined with the uncertainty in the rock seismic hazard results. As a result, the uncertainty in
the soil site hazard results is likely underestimated.
The Standard requires that spectral shapes be based on a site-specific evaluation taking into
account the contributions of deaggregated magnitude-distance results of the PSHA. The PSHA
fully accounted for the "near-" and "far-field" source spectral shapes.
The Standard requires that sensitivity calculations be performed to document the models and
parameters that are the primary contributors to the site hazard. The PSHA documentation does
provide certain information such as magnitude-distance deaggregation plots that provide insight
into contributors to the site hazard. However, the PSHA documentation does not provide the
results of a systematic sensitivity analysis that evaluates the importance and sensitivity of key
parameters to the results. As a result this requirement was not met.
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As required by the Standardo a screening analysis was performed to assess whether in addition to
the vibratory ground motion, other seismic hamrds, such as fault displacement, landslide, soil
liquefaction, or soil settlement, need to be included in the seismic PRA. The review identified a
number of areas where funher information should be provided to support the conclusion that
other seismic hazards can be screened out. Because of the limitations in the review and
screening of other hazards, SHA-I2 is at this time identified as not MET, pending the resolution
of the issues identified in SHA-II . This SR can be non-applicable if all the other hazards are
indeed confirmed as screened out, or not met if some haeard needs to be retained.
Both the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties have been addressed in characterizing the seismic
sources. In addition, uncertainties in each step of the hazard analysis were propagated and
displayed in the final quantification of hazard estimates for the Beaver Valley site. As noted
above, the PSHA software that was used to perform the hazard calculations implements an
approach for the propagation of the uncertainties in the analysis that is not correct. As a result,
the uncertainty in the seismic hazard is not properly quantified.

In summary, the PSHA performed for the BVPS is based on the CEUS and GMM regional
studies which are SSHAC Level 3 efforts. There are a couple of instances where the standard is
not met, including a computational issue with the PSHA software that impacts the uncertainty
analysis. The PSHA is well documented which supports the review process and its future use by
FENOC.
SFR
The Standard requires that all the structures, systems, and components (SSC) that play a role in
the seismic PRA be identified as candidates for suhsequent seismic fragility evaluation. This
was performed through the development of the Walkdown Seismic Equipment List (SEL). As
permitted by the Standard, extremely seismically rugged and seismically insensitive items in the
list were screened out; i.e., no seismic fragility evaluation is required for these items. Additional
high seismic capacity screening was performed for systems and components using the Electric
Power Research Institute (EPRI) seismic margins screening tables. As required by the Standard,
anchorage adequacy was verified when generic functional capacity was used. Some of the items
with 0.509 based generic capacity ended up being top contributors to CDF. For these cases, no
additional justification for use of the generic fragilities was provided as required by the Standard.
The Standard requires that the seismic fragility evaluation be based on realistic seismic response
that the SSCs experience at their failure levels. The building response spectra were developed
and then subsequently utilized in the evaluation of seismic fragilities. New 3-D building models
were developed for all structures and used for this purpose. However, the review team noted that
the modeling methods and the performance objective for the building response analysis were
suitable for the calculation of fragilities for equipment and relays (based on the Conservative
Deterministic Failure Margin ICDFM] approach), but not realistic for the calculation of
fragilities for the building structures (based on the separation of variables approach), The review
teams also noted that simplifying assumptions used in the soil-structure interaction analyses of
buildings were not fully justified and that sensitivity studies or other more detailed evaluation
may be warranted.
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A series of walkdowns, focusing on the anchorage, lateral seismic support, functional

characteristics, and potential systems interactions were conducted and documented appropriately
in support of the fragility analysis. The walkdowns also evaluated the potential for seismicinduced fires and floods, and found no hazard sources. The walkdown observations were
subsequently incorporated in the seismic fragility evaluations. However the review team noted
some inconsistencies between the configurations assumed for the anchorage fragility calculations
and actual field conditions, which resulted in excess conservatism.

The SPRA identifies the relevant failure modes for the SSCs through a review of plant design
documents, earthquake experience data, and walkdowns. Subsequently, seismic fragility
evaluations were performed for the critical failure modes of the SSCs. The review team noted
however that the failure modes, analytical assumptions, and associated capacities assigned to
certain SSCs including relay fragilities have conservative bias and are thus not realistic.

The Standard requires that the seismic fragility parameters be based on plant-specific data
supplemented as needed by earthquake experience datq fragility test data, and generic
qualification test data. The review team found that this requirement was satisfied, but noted as
described above that certain fragilities are not realistic and that the basis for use of generic lower
bound fragilities should be revisited in certain cases.
In conclusion, seismic fragilities were developed for structures, systems, and
components (SSC's) associated with the SEL. This included development of new building
models and perfoffnance of site-specific response analyses for generation of in-structure
response spectra. Component screening was performed using available industry guidance at
0.509. fNote that although the peer review report says 0.5g, the final screening value for
BVPS-I was increased to 0.69 during the process of model refinements.] Thorough walkdowns
were performed and documented. Many detailed calculations were performed to assess SSC
fragility, and the documentation was comprehensive. However unrealistic assumptions were
noted in different steps of the evaluation process, resulting in fragilities with conservative bias.
SPR
The plant-response model developed for the BVPS-I SPRA represents a state-of-the-art model
and documentation that fully meet the requirements of the Standard. The model, as reviewed,
represents a final-draft version, which will need to be finalized along with the standard
quantifi cation steps and revised documentation.

The SPRA model was developed by modiffirrg the Full Power Internal Events (FPIE) PRA
model to incorporate specific aspects of seismic analysis that are different from the FPIE. The
logic model appropriately includes seismic-caused initiating events and other failures including
seismic-induced SSC failures, non-seismic-induced unreliability and unavailability failure modes
(based on the FPIE model), and human errors.
The human reliability analysis (HRA) modeling and documentation was recognized as a best
practice. This HRA used the EPRI HRA calculator and adjusts performance shaping factors
(PSFs) to account for four levels of earthquake intensity. Specific adjustments were made to the
delay time and execution time, to stress, and to cognitive work load. These adjustments were
implemented through the HRA calculator for each action modeled in the SPRA.
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The use of RISKMAN in the seismic model development and quantification fully met the
challenges of integrating a seismic risk model. A significant number of sensitivities were
performed to understand the impact of the various modeling and screening assumptions. Inthese
aspects, the quantification of the BVPS-I SPRA is judged to meetthe PRA Standard.

It is apparent that the quantification process was used to inform

as appropriate the

fragility

aspects; o.8., selection of the screening values and of the specific fragility items to be refined.
The peer review team concluded that the BVPS- 1 SPRA has an appropriate level of resolution
for CDF evaluation, butthat conservative fragilities may be masking some of the LERF

contributors.

The FENOC PRA team went beyond the current state-of-practice in addressing seismic-induced
fires and, especially, seismic-induced floods, leveraging the existing fire and floods PRA for a
more systematic assessment of these scenarios. This was recognized as a best practice by the
peer review team.

In conclusion, the seismic PRA model integrates the seismic hazard, the seismic fragilities, and
the systems-analysis aspects appropriately to quanti$, CDF and LERF. The seismic PRA
analysis was extensively documented in a maruxer that facilitates applying and updating the
SPRA model.

,4,.5. Summary

of the Assessment of Supporting Requirements and Findings

Table,{-I

presents a swnmary of the SRs graded as not met or not Capability Category
the disposition for each. Section A,I0 presents sunmary of the Finding F&Os and the

[I, and

disposition for each.
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TABLE A-1
SUMMARY OF SRS GRAI}EI} AS NOT MET OR CAPABILITY CATEGORY I FOR
SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS COVEREI} BY THE BVPS-I SPRA PEER REYIEW
SR

Asssssnn

ClrAulmv
Cltnconv

DrsrosmoN To Acrunvn MET on
ClpAgILrrY C.Lrncony II

Assocmrnn

Frunmc F&Os

SHA
SHA-FI

CC-I

SHA.F2

Not MET

SHA.12

Not MET

SHA.J3

Not MET

)-1L)2 1-)u

2

2-3

Associated F&Os have been resolved. SR is judged to now
achieve CC-[.
Associated F&Os have been resolved. SR is judged to be met.

2-26,2-27,2-28, Associated F&Os have
?-29,2-31
2-30

been resolved. SR is judged to be met.

Associated F&Os have been resolved. SR is judged to be met.

SFR
SFR.A2

CC.I

4-6,4-13,4-16 F&Os 4-13 and 4-16 have been resolved

as prescribed

peer review team.

by the

For F&O 4-6, further justification has been provided as to
why the generic fragilities described in the F&O are
acceptable for use, per HLR-SFR-F, as directed in SFR-A2.
This is demonstrated through the use of sensitivity studies.
See the "Plant Response or Disposition" section of this F&O
in Section A.10.
This SR is judged to now achieve CC-II.
SPR
[None]

4'.6.

N/A

N/A

N/A

SummarT of Technical Adequacy of the SPRA for the 50.54(0 Response

The set of SR from the ASME/ANS PRA Standard (Reference 4) that is identified in Tables 6-4
through 6-6 of the SPID (Reference 2) define the technical attributes of a PRA model required
for a SPRA used to respond to implement the 50.54(f) letter. The conclusions of the peer review
discussed above and summarized in this submittal demonstrates that the BVPS-I SPRA model
meets the expectations for PRA scope and technical adequacy as presented in
RG 1.200, Revision 2 (Reference 16 as clarified inthe SPID (ReferenceZ.
The main body of this report provides a description of the SPRA methodology, including:

r
r
.

Summary of the SHA (Section 3).
Summary of the structures and fragilities analysis (Section 4).
Summary of the seismic walkdowns performed (Section 4).
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r
.

Summary of the internal events at power PRA model on which the SPRA is

based, for CDF and LERF (Section 5).

Summary of adaptations made in the internal events PRA model to produce the
seismic PRA model and bases for the adaptations (Section 5).

Detailed archival information for the SPRA consistent with the listing in Section 4.1 of
RG 1.200 Revision 2 is available if required to facilitate the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) staff s review of this submittal.
The BVPS-I SPRA reflects the as-built and as-operated plant as of the cutoffdate for the SPRA,
October 25, 2016. This includes outage modifications, non-outage modifications, ffid other
configuration control items. There are no pefinanent plant changes that have not been reflected in
the SPRA model.

A.7.

Summary of SPRA Capability Relative to SPID Tahle 6-4 through Table 6-6

The Owners Group performed a full scope peer review of the BVPS-I internal events PRA and
internal flooding PRA that forms the basis for the SPRA to determine compliance with ASME
PRA Standard, RA-S-2008, including the 2009 Addenda i{ (Reference 4) and RG 1.200
(Reference 16) in during the week of June 6,2011. This review documented furdings for all SRs
which failed to meet at least Capability Category II. All of the internal events and internql
flooding PRA peer review findings that may affict the SPfu[ model ha,ve been addressed.
The Owners Group performed apeer review of the BVPS SPRA inDecember 2014. The results
of this peer review are discussed above, including resolution of SRs not assessed by the peer
review as meeting Capability Category II, and resolution of peer review findings pertinent to this
submittal. The peer review team expressed the opinion that the BVPS-I seismic PRA model is
of good quality and integrates the seismic hazard, the seismic fragilities, and the
systems-analysis aspects appropriately to quantit, CDF and LERF. The general conclusion of
the peer review was that the BVPS-I SPRA is judged to be suitable for use for risk-informed
applications.

r
.
.

Table A-I in Section A.5 provides a summary of the disposition of SRs
judged by the peer review to be not met, or not meeting Capability
Category II.

Section A.10 provides a summary of the disposition of the open SPRA peer
review findings.
Table A-2 provides an assessment of the expected impact on the results of the
BVPS-1 SPRA of those SRs and peer review Findings that have not been fully
addressed.
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TABLE A-2
SUMMARY OF IMPACT OF NOT MET SRS AI{D OPEN PEER REVIEW FINI}INGS
F&O
N/A

4.8.

Sunam,nY oF Issup

Nor

Fur,r,y Rr,sor,vno

N/A

Imp.+,cr

ou SPRA Rnsulrs

This table is not applicable, as all F&Os listed in
Table A- l have been fully dispositioned in
Section A. 10. It is judged by the utility that the
associated SRs now achieve at least CC-II (or
MET, for SRs in which no capability category is
assigned), and that no further action is needed to
address any SPRA F&Os. This table is retained
to maintain the numbering order from the
template.

Identification of Key Assumptions and Uncertainties Relevant to the SPRA Results

The PRA Standard (Reference 4) includes a number of requirements related to identification and
evaluation of the impact of assumptions and sources of uncertainty on the PRA results.
NUREG-1855 (Reference 88) and EPRI 1016737 (ReferenceT4) provide guidance on
assessment of unceriainty for applications of a PRA. As described in NUREG-1855
(Reference 88), sources of uncertainty include "pa.rametric" uncertainties, "modeling"
uncertainties, and "completeness" (or scope and level of detail) uncertainties.

.
.

t

Parametric uncertainty was addressed as part of the BVPS-I SPRA model
quantification (see Section 5 of this submittal).

Modeling uncertainties are considered in both the base internal events PRA
and the SPRA. Assumptions are made during the PRA development as a way
to address a particular modeling uncertainty because there is not a single
definitive approach. Plant-specific assumptions made for each of the BVPS-I
SPRA technical elements are noted in the SPRA documentation that was
subject to peer review, and a summary of important modeling assumptions is
included in Section 5. These important modeling assumptions were
considered when identi$ing sensitivity cases for quantification.
Completeness uncertainty addresses scope and level of detail. Uncertainties
associated with scope and level of detail are documented in the PRA but are
only considered for their impact on a specific application. For example, the
current seismic PRA only considers scenarios initiated from power operation,
not from shutdown conditions. A few specific issues of PRA completeness
were identified in the SPRA peer review and the associated F&Os were
addressed and resolved.

A summary of potentially important sources of uncertainty inthe BVPS-1 SPRA is listed in
Table A-3.
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TABLE A-3
SUIVIMARY OF POTENTIALLY IMPORTANT SOURCES OF TINCERTAINTY
PRA

EruMsNT
Seismic
Hazard

Suuuany oF TREATMET,{T or Souncps or
Ur{cBnmrNTY prn Pnrn Rrvrnw
The BVPS-I SPRA peer review team noted that both

the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties have been
addressed in characterizing the seismic sources. In
addition, unceftainties in each step of the hazard
analysis were propagated and displayed in the final
quantification of hazard estimates for the Beaver
Valley site. As noted above, the PSHA software that
was used to perform the hazard calculations
implements an approach for the propagation of the
uncertainties in the analysis that is not correct.

oN SPRA

The BVPS-I SPRA peer review
team noted that the uncertainty in
the seismic hazard is not properly
quantified. In response, associated
F&Os were addressed and resolved.
The seismic hazard reasonably

reflects sources of uncertainty.

Section 5.7,1.6 of the main report
presents sensitivities performed
which adjust the HCLPFs ofthe top
seismic SSC failures to assess the
impact of assumptions and
uncertainties in the fragility
calculations.
Section 5.7.1 of the main report
presents sensitivities performed that
assesses the impact of assumptions
and sources of uncertainties in the
SPRA model.

Seismic

Fragilities

Seismic

PRA Model

A'.9.

Pornnrnr, Iuplc'r
Rusulrs

Identification of Plant Changes Not Rellected in the SPRA

The BVPS-I SPRA reflects the as-built and as-operated plant as of the cutoff date for the SPRA,
which was October 25, 2016. This includes outage modifications, non-outage modifications, and
other configuration contol items. Table A-4lists significant plant changes subsequent to this
date and provides a qualitative assessment of the likely impact of those changes onthe SPRA
results and insights.

TABLE A-4
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT PLAIYT CHANGES SINCE SPRA CUTOF'F I}ATE
I}rscnrrTloN oF PLANT
CrilNcp
N/A

Inm.q,cr oN SPRA

Rnsulrs

This table is not applicable, as there have been no significant
plant changes from the date of SPRA modeling cutoff. This
table is retained to maintain the numbering order from the
template.

4.10.

SummarT of Finding F&Os and Disposition Status

Note that some findings only pertain to Unit 2 and are noted that way in the details of the
finding. The dispositions of these findings are judged to have resolved the issues identified and
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thus the seismic PRA meets Capability Category II or higher for all supporting requirements in
Section 5 of the ASME/ANS PRA standard (Reference 4). It is believed that the standard
bounds the SPID, however it has been identified that the SPID contains specific guidance that
differs from the Standard or expands it in 16 different areas. These 16 topics are specifically
addressed below. Based on this and the results of the peer review along with the resolutions to
the findings the SPRA is judged to meet or exceed the SPID (ReferenceZ).

Topic 1: Seismic Hazard (SPID Section 2.1, Section 2.2, and Section 2.3)
The PSHA suhmitted to the NRC in response to the NTTF 2.1 50.54(0 letter in March of 2014
following the peer review for use in the final SPRA model. The guidance
presented in the SPID (Reference 2) was followed for developing the PSHA update. The PSHA
update is described in Section 3.1.1 of this report.
has been updated

Topic

2: Site Seismic

Response (SPD Section 2.4)

The site response analysis submitted to the NRC in response to the NTTF 2.1 50.54(f) letter in
March of 2014 has been updated following the peer review for use in the final SPRA model.
The guidance presented in the SPID (Reference 2) was followed for developing the site response
analysis update. The site geotechnical model used for the site response analysis is described in
Section 3.1.1.2 while the site response analysis results are described in Section 3.1.1.3 of this
report.

Topic

3: Ilefinition of the Control Point for the SSE-to-GMRS-Comparison Aspect of the
Site Analysis (SPID Section 2.4.2\

The PSHA and site response analysis are used to derive Foundation Input Response
Spectra (FIRS) at several foundation elevations for critical structures to support the development
of fragilities. Section 3.1.1.2 summarizes the elevations for the FIRS. The SPRA does not
explicitly derive a GMRS. The GMRS for the site is consistent with the SSE control point is
defined inthe Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) (Reference29). Section 3.1.2 of
this report compares the GMRS submitted to the NRC in response to the NTTF 2.150.54(0
letter in March of 2014 with the FIRS for the Reactor Containment Building foundation
elevation. The FIRS are derived consistent with NRC Interim Staff Guidance as described in
Section 3.1.1.2 ofthis report.

Topic 4r Adequacy of the Structural Model (SPID Section 6.3.1)
Entirely new finite element structural models were developed for the SPRA which meet the
intents of Criteria 1 through 7 inthe SPID (Reference 2) Section 6.3.1. Details onthe structural
models can be found in Section 4.3 of this submittal.

Topic

5: Use of tr'ixed-Based Dynamic

Seismic Analysis of Structures for Sites
Previously Defined as 6(Rock" (SPID Section 6.3.3)

Fixed-base dynamic seismic analysis of structures was not used for the SPRA since BVPS is
characterized as a soil site.

Topic

6: Use of Seismic

Response Scaling (SPID Section 6.3.2)

Seismic response scaling was not used for the SPRA.
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Topic 7: Use of New Response Analysis for Building Response, ISRS, and Fragilities
New response analysis is not specifically addressed in the SPID for use in developing InStructure Response Spectrum (ISRS) and fragilities. The requirements for new analysis are
found in the standard under supporting requirements SFR-C2, C4, C5, and C6. The peer review
team reported all four of these requirements are either met for Capability Category II or are not
applicable for the BVPS- 1 SPRA. Furtherunore the FIRS site response is developed with
appropriate building specific soil velocity profiles and captures the uncertainty and variability in
material dynamic properties as described in Section 3.1.1.2 of this submittal.

Topic

8:

Screenine by Capacity to Select SSCs for Seismic Fragility Analysis
(SPID Section 6.4.3)

The screening approach is documented in Section 4.4.1 of this document. The selection of SSCs
for seismic fragility analysis used a capacity-based screening approach. This approach meets the
recommendations in Section 6.4.3 of the SPID (Reference2). All screened SSCs are retained in
the PRA model. Note that analysis assessment PRA-BVI-17-004-R00 (Reference 92) documents
the cumulative impact of all screened SSCs at<SYo and further shows thatno screened SSCs are
significant based on importance measures.

Topic

9: Use of the CDFMIIybrid Methodology for F'ragility

Analysis (SPID Section 6.4.I)

The CDFM methodology used for fragility analysis is documented in Section4.4.2.2 ofthis
submittal and meets the recommendations in section 6.4.1 of the SPID (Reference 2).
Recommended variabilities in Tahle 6-2 of the SPID were used to develop full seismic fragility
curves.

Topic 101 Capacities of SSCs Sensitive to High-Frequencies (SPID Section 6.4.2')
Contact devices identified in EPRI Phase 2 testing (Reference 90) as being sensitive to
high-frequency seismic motion were included in the relay chatter evaluation documented in
Section 5.1.3 of this submittal. The flow chart on Figure 6-7 ofthe SPID (ReferenceZ) can be
applied to the high-frequency analysis because all high-frequency susceptible components of
interest were identified through circuit analysis and if not screened from the circuit analysis had
a high-frequency capacity calculated. The High Frequency Fragility Calculations were
performed in accordance with EPR['s High Frequency Program - Application Guidance for
Functional Confirmation and Fragility Evaluation (Reference 91), During the high-frequency
fragility calculation a capacity versus demand evaluation is performed, and in all cases the
capacity was greater than the demand, and therefore no components required replacement.

Topic

l1: Capacities

of Relays Sensitive to High-Frequencies (SPID Section 6.4.21

The standard is acceptable for the fragility analysis, but additional guidance is presented in the
SPID for circuit analysis and operator actions analysis. The BVPS-I SPRA does not credit any
specific operator action in response to any seismic-induced relay chatter. Circuit analysis was
performed to identify relays that can potentially impact plant SSCs if chatter were to occur, ffid
screen out the relay devices that do not pose a safety concern. The circuit analysis was
performed in accordance with the Standard and also meets the SPID (Reference 2) and is
documented in Section 5.1.3 of this submiffal.
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Topic 12: Selection of Dominant Risk Contributors that Require Fragility Analysis Using
the Separation of Variables Methodolory (SPil) Section 6.4.1)
The SPRA uses the CDFM methodology for the bulk of SSCs requiring seismic fragility
analysis.
Separation of Variables was not required. This is supported by the sensitivities presented in
Section 5.7.1.6 of this submittal combined with a sufficiently low seismic CDF (SCDF) or
l.3E-05 and seismic large early release frequency (SLERF) of 6.14E-07. The sensitivities argue
that even if the high confidence of a low probability of failure (HCLPF) of the top contributors
were improved the reduction in risk is not worth the additional analysis. Furthermore with the
low SCDF/SLERF values any potential conservatisms/uncertainties in the CDFM methodology
are deemed acceptable.

Topic 13: Evaluation of LERF (SPID Section 6.5.U
The evaluation LERF is judged to meet each of the elements of section 6.5.1 of the SPID
(Reference 2) including Table 6-3. Section 5.1.2 of this submittal details the evaluation of LERF
in the SPRA. In addition Sensitivity Case 5 in Section 5.7.1 addresses the potential impact of a
seismic event extending the evacuation time.

Topic 14r Peer Review of the Seismic PRA, Accounting for NEI 12-13 (SPID Section 6.7)
The peer review of the seismic PRA performed meets the elements in Section 6.7 of the SPID
(Reference 2). An in-process peer review was not performed for the SPRA. Although it is not
specifically stated in the peer review report (Reference 6), the lead fragility peer reviewer and
one of the two supporting fragility peer reviewers has successfully completed the SQUG training
course. Additionally the fragility peer review team lead wrote most of the training course and
conducted most of the original classroom lectures.

Topic 15: Documentation of the Seismic PRA (SPID Section 6.8)
This submiual is judged to meet the documentation requirements of section 6.8 of the SPID.
Additionally, all documentation supporting requirements were judged met by the peer review
teamwiththe exception of SHA-J3 which is judgedto be metby the response to finding 2-30.

Topic 16: Review of Plant Modifications and Licensee Actions, If Any
There are no modifications necessary to achieve the appropriate risk profile.
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F&O 2-r
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-1 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-FI (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-F3 ).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
As part of the Davis-Besse peer review it was determined that the propagation of the epistemic
uncertainty in the ground motion models is not correctly carried out in the estimate of the total
seismic hazard at the site. The PSHA report acknowledges this finding and indicates the BVPS
PSHA will be updated when an appropriate methodology is implemented in the seismic hazard
software.
This issue does not impact the estimate of the mean hazard.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
The methodology that is implemented in the P*IZZO seismic hazard software to propagate the
uncertainty in the ground motion models for individual seismic sources to determine the
uncertainty in the total seismic hazafi at a site does not correctly implement the ground motion
logic tree.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The methodology that is used in the P-IZZO seismic hazard software to combine the seismic
hazard for individual seismic sources to estimate the total seismic hazard (the propagation of
epistemic uncertainties in the ground motion model) should be changed to properly implement
the ground motion logic tree. The PSHA calculations for the BVPS should be re-run, including
the estimate of the rock site hazard results and the incorporation of the uncertainty in the local
site response to estimate the FIRS.
The methodology that is used in the P.IZZO seismic hazard software to combine the seismic
hazard for individual seismic source$ to estimate the total seismic hazard (the propagation of
epistemic uncertainties in the ground motion model) should be changed to properly implement
the ground motion logic tree. The PSHA calculations for the B\INS should be re-run, including
the estimate of the rock site hazard results and the incorporation of the uncertainty in the local
site response to estimate the FIRS.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting, HIZZO Associates, and
FENOC)
The method for combining seismic hazard curves from individual sources is revised such that
when combining hazard curves for one seismic source (consistent with CEUS-SSC logic tree
structure) each ground motion prediction equation (GMPE) is considered separately (consistent
with the EPRI GMM logic tree). Accordingly, the post-processing scripts that implement the
combination method are revised 1) to retain intermediate seismic hazard results (for each source
and for each GMPE), and 2) to combine the full set of seismic hazard curves to correctly derive
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the total mean and fractiles. Documentation of the revised combination method is provided

more detail below.

in

Enhancement of the method to propagate uncertainty in local site response is described in the
Disposition to F&,O 2-2.
The revised control-point hazard (reactor building tRB] foundation level) due to the above
revision in the hazard combination method, and incorporating enhancements to better propagate
uncertainty in site response to address F&O 2-2, er,hibits insignificant changes to the mean
hazard and the mean uniform hazard response spectra used to determine the FIRS, while the low
and high fractiles show small differences. Therefore, as discussed further below, the fragility
analyses of plant SSCs, which are based on the reported FIRS, are unaffected.
Note that RIZZO-HAZARD software that calculates the hazard for each branch of the PSHA
logic tree is fully verified and validated and produces correct results. The issue identified in this
F&O is related to post-processing scripts that combine outputs from RIZZO-HAZARD, and not
with the basic hazard computation.

Revision of Method for Hazard Combination

NZZO Calculation No. l2-4735-F-120, Revision 2, develops the seismic hazard for hard-rock
conditions. It descrihes the post-processing scripts that incorporate the GMPE correlation model,
and provides details of the methodology implemented to derive the hard rock total seismic
hazard curves as follows:

o
.
.

Section 5.2.3: Describes the GMPE corelation model used to combine
hazard curves from RLME and distributed seismicity sources.
Section 5.4: Describes the RIZZO-HAZARD hazard curve data files per
source zones (RLME and distributed seismicity sources), GMPE, and
magnitude-range weighting cases used in the recuffence relationship
(Cases A, B and E).
Section 5.9.5: Describes the combination of the hazard curves from
Section 5.4 to obtain total rock hazard curves. The scripts described in this
section perform the following steps:

Uploading the hazard curves per GMPE and the three magnitude-range
weighting cases used in the recurrence relationship for the distributed
seismicity sources, and only by GMPE in the case of RLME source zones
(files described in Section 5.4).
Combining hazard curves from source zones (Section 5.4) considering
correlations among the magnitude-range weighting in the recurrence
relationships and among GMPEs when two distributed seismicity sources
are combined, and the GMPE correlation model described in
Section 5.2.3 when an RLME and distributed seismicity source are
combined.
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RIZZO Calculation l2-47i5-F-120, Revision 2, and Calculation l2-4735-F-121, Revision 2,
document the resulting mean hazard and the hazard fractile curves for hard rock at the BVPS site
implementing the above revisions; and Section 4.3 ofr{B,S Consulting/RlZZo
Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4 (updated PSHA Report), summarizes the revised hard rock
hazard.

Revision of Method for Propagfllio. n of Uncertaintv in Local Site Response
The "...incorporation of the uncertainty in the local site response to estimate the FIRS." in the
Peer Review Suggested Resolution for Finding F&O 2-1 is addressed in the response to Finding
F&O 2-2.
Assessment of Effect of Revised GMRS and FIRS on FrasiliW Analyses

The FIRS reported in Section 6.4 of,4B,S ConsultinglklZZ0 Report 2734294-R-A03, Revision 4,
show minor differences as compared to the FIRS reported previously in ABS Consulting/Rlzz0
Report 2734294-R-003, Revision
However, the differences in the spectral shapes are
insignificant. Based on a comparison of the spectral shapes of the FIRS the impacts on the
fragilities reported in,,4B,S Consulting/klZZo Report 2734294-R-006, Revision 0, are also
insignificant. Therefore, the ground motion time histories, the building analysis, and the fragility
analysis remainunaffected. This is further discussed and justified inthe Section 5.5 of the
revised fragility analysis reports (ABS Consulting/RlZZo Report 2734294-R-006, Revision I,
and ABS ConsultinglRlzzO Report 27i4294-R-013, Revision 1).

I.
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F&O 2-2
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-2 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-F I (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-J 1 ).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
To estimate the seismic hazard at the top of the soil column (e.g., at the reactor building base
elevation) the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in the rock PSHA results and the site
amplification factors are not combined to estimate the total epistemic uncertainty in the soil
hazard.

This issue does not impact the estimate of the mean hazard.

BASIS EOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
To estimate the seismic hazard at the top of the soil column, the rock PSHA results are combined
with the prohabilistic characterization of the site amplification factors. The site amplification is
represented by the mean and standard deviation for the total uncertainty (combined aleatory and
epistemic uncertainty) and the assumption that the amplification factors are lognormally
distributed. Thus, the epistemic uncertainty in the rock site hazard is probabilistically combined
with the site amplification aleatory and epistemic uncertainty. As a result, the epistemic
uncertainty in the site amplification is not combined with the rock hazard uncertainty to estimate
the uncertainty in the soil hazard, leading to the uncertainty in the soil haeard being
underestimated.
Since the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in the site amplification are considered, the estimate
of the mean soil hazard should not be effected.

The approach that is used under-estimates the epistemic uncertainty in the soil hazard and is
therefore unconservative. As a result the uncertainty in the seismic risk (CDF and LERF) will be
underestimated.

As currently implemented the process for generating the input to the SPRA quantification (a
series of 100 hazard curves) also does not combine the rock site hazard and the site amplification
uncertainties.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
As part of the site response analysis, maintain the segregation of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainties and propagate these properly when combined with the rock hazard results to
estimate the seismic hazard and the top of the soil column.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and,HlfiLO Associates)
RIZZO Calculation 12-4735-F-l I7 is revised (Revision 2) to appropriately segregate the aleatory
and epistemic uncertainties in site response such that they can be properly propagated when
combining the site response with the rock hazard results to obtain control point (i.e., "soil")
hazard. RIZZO Caleulation l2-4735-F-l18, Revision 2 (Reactor Building Foundation),
Calculation I2-4735-F-123, Revision I (AUX, DGB, FDB, MSVCV, SFGB SRV, and
CB Foundation), and Calculation l2-4735-F-125, Revision I (Intalre Structure Foundation),
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illustrate that the revised treatment of the uncertainties in the site response analysis, along with
other changes to address F&O's, result in insignificant changes in mean horizontal control-point
hazard at the top of the soil column and corresponding UHRS used to develop FIRS, while the
low and high fractiles show small differences. As discussed further below, the fragility analyses
of plant SSCs, which are based on the reported FIRS, are unaffected.
Revised Treatment of Aleatorv and E

Uncertainty in Site Response Analysis

The logic tree of input parameters for site response analysis, shown on Figure 5-t (^Section 5.2 of
ABS Consulting/RlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4), has 20 branches accounting for
various combinations of input parameters reflecting epistemic uncertainties in the site response
analysis. The aleatory variability is represented by 30 combinations of randomized Vs profiles
(from hard rock to the control-point elevation at the top of the soil column), and coffesponding
randomized G/Gmax and damping curves. The end branches of the logic tree reflect epistemic
uncertainty in the various site response inputs and take into account guidance on characterizing
uncertainty provided in Sereening, Prioritization, and Implementation Details (SPID) for the
Resolution of Fukushima Near-Term Task Force Recommendation 2. J : Seismic (EPRI, 2013b).
The calculation results in the mean and standard deviation of the site amplification
functions (SAF) for each branch of the logic tree for each of I I hard-rock hazard levels.

In RIZZO Calculation 12-4735-F-117, Revision l, which is summarized in
ABS Cansulting/Rlzzo Report 2734294-R-00i, Revision 1, the approach described in EPRI
(2013b, Section B-6) was followed to develop probabilistic hazard curves. Site amplification
functions were determined for each combination of response frequency and hard-rock ground
motion amplitude weighted sums over the 20 site response models. This effectively transfers the
epistemic uncertainty in site response into aleatory uncertainty.
In RIZZO Calculation I2-4735-F-I 17, Revision 2, which is summarized in
ABS ConsultinglfuIZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4, and related RIZZO
Calculations I2-4735-F-122 R2 and l2-4735-F-124 R2, the site response results are surlmarized
to maintain the general characteristics of site amplification uncertainty related to epistemic
uncertainty in site response analysis inputs. Epistemic uncertainty in site response analysis
inputs that does not translate into significant epistemic uncertainty in SAFs is averaged;
i.e., transferted to aleatory uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty in site response analysis that leads
to relatively significant uncertainty in SAFs is retained and carried into the control-point (soil)
hazard calculation.
More specifically, the control-point (RB foundation level) hazard is obtained by the convolution
of hard-rock hazard with the SAF, as described in Section 6.1 of the r{BS Consulting/RlZZo
Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4. Although in principle this process is able to segregate and
propagate the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty in the site response, the previous analysis
(ABS Consulting/RlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision /) treats epistemic uncertainty as
aleatory variability, consistent with the SPID guidance (EPRI Technical Report #1025287,
2013b). However, we concur with this F&O that the propagation of epistemic uncertainty in site
response into the PSHA more accurately determines the control-point (soil) haeard fractiles. In
responsetotheF&O, RIZZOCalculationl2-4735-F-l17,Revision2, describesthemethodused
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to properly segregate and propagate the aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in the convolution
of the SAFs with the hard-rock hazard.
Because it is computationally prohibitive to incorporate the full set of epistemic simulations
(20 branches x 36 spectral frequencies x 11 HR hazard levels) into the hazard analysis, a
simplified approach is utilized. This approach examines the SAFs at each end branch of the site
response logic tree for all levels of input motions, and bins them into three groups of epistemic
branches based on which inputs dominate the epistemic uncertainty in site response and on the

similarity of the SAF. Section 5.10 of the ABS Consulting/HlZZo Report 2734294-R-003,
Revision 4, describes the grouping and develops representative SAFs for each group. The
respective group SAFs are used to convolve with the hard-rock hazard and propagate the
epistemic uncertainties in developing the control-point hazard.

Calculation I2-4735-F-117, Revision 2, describes the basis for the SAF grouping (three groups),
and presents Tables and Figures displaying the SAF for each group and at each of the seven
spectral frequencies. This calculation is also expanded to document additional details on the
derivation of the inputs used in the site response analysis. Much of this material was previously
Further,
included in Section 5.0 of lB^S ConsultinglRlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision
Calculation l2-4735-F-118, Revision 2, provides details about how the GMPE correlation model
and the epistemic uncertainty in SAF are incorporated in the process, as follows:

l.

r
I

.

Section 5.1 describes how the three groups of SAF are applied to the
hard-rock hazard curve for each branch of the logic tree to obtain a new
population of hazard curves at the RB foundation elevation.
Section 5.2 describes how the scripts from calculation F-120 (hard-rock
hazard curves) are modified to apply one of the three SAF groups and perform
the fulI combination of the hazard curves considering the CEUS-SSC and
EPRI GMM model logic trees. The modification to the script saves the hazard
curves at the RB foundation calculated with each of the three SAF groups.
Section 5.2 also describes how the three sets of hazard curves at the RB
foundation obtained from the three SAF groups are combined to obtain the
total RB foundation hazard curves.

Calculation I2-4735-F-143, Revision 2, describes how the control-point (soil)
hazard distribution for the reactor building foundation, which is determined by
appropriately segregating epistemic uncertainty and aleatory variability in site
response analysis and then propagating them properly when combining them
with rock hazard results, is used to provide the 100 hazard curves used as
input to SPRA quantification.

Note that, other than the guidance in the SPID, no other guidance is available on how site
response epistemic uncertainty should be assessed as part of deriving seismic hazard curves,
particularly hazard curve fractiles, while maintaining reasonable computational efforts. Given
that site response epistemic uncertainty essentially impacts each GMPE used in the hazard
computation, the grouping approach focuses on the critical site response epistemic uncertainty
while maintaining computational viability in developing accurate mean hazard curves at the
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elevations where FIRS are needed for fragility calculation, and hazard fractiles at the
RB foundation elevation to which the fragilities are referenced.
Assessment of Effect of Revised GMRS and FIR$ on Fraeility Analyses

The FIRS reported in Section 6.4 ofr4.B^S ConsultinglMZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4,
show minor differences as compared to the FIRS reported previously in r{B,S Consulting/NZZo
2734294-R-003, Revision I. However, the difflerences in the spectral shapes are insignificant.
Based on a comparison of the spectral shapes of the FIRS the impacts on the fragilities reported
inr4BS Consulting/ElZZo Report 2734294-R-0A6, Revision 0, are also insignificant. Therefore,
the ground motion time histories, the building analysis, and the fragility analysis remain
unaffected. This is further discussed and justified in the Section 5.5 of the revised fragility
analysis reports (ABS ConsultinglRlzzo Report 2734294-R-006, Revision /, for BVPS Unit 1
and lB,S ConsultinglRlZZo Repart 2734294-R-013, Revision l,.for BVPS Unit 2).
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F&O 2-3
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-3 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-F2.

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
Sensitivity studies and intermediate results have not been systematically carried out and reported
in the PSHA documentation. While some deaggregation results are reported (which can be
interpreted as intermediate and sensitivity calculations), a systematic demonstration of sensitivity
of the results to key parameters is not presented.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICAI\CE (Peer Review Team)
The PSHA report does not present a comprehensive assessment of the sensitivity of the seismic
hazardresults to the different elements of the analysisi e.8., seismic source model uncertainty,
ground motion model uncertainty, etc.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
Perform and present sensitivity calculations that demonstrate the sensitivity of the hazard results
to elements of the PSHA; ground motion attenuation models; estimates of site amplification;
alternative soil profiles, estimates of kappa, etc. The sensitivity of the hazard to different factors
in the PSHA could be demonstrated by adding "tornado plots" at different ground motion levels
to the various branches in the logic tree. These plots show which sources of epistemic
uncertainty are most important. It should include the source model uncertainty, ground motion
model uncertainty, and site response uncertainty. Currently, the total uncertainty is shown by the
hazard fractiles, but it is not broken down to provide understanding as to what is most important.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and RIZZO Associates)
The response to this F&O improves the documentation and presentation of some of the
intermediate hazard results and provides additional sensitivity calculations to provide insight into
what inputs more strongly contribute to the overall distribution of hazard results. It does not
change the hazard or the seismic demand on which the fragilities are based.

RIZZO Calculation F-L44 Revision / develops the total variance deaggregation for 100 Hz
surface hazard for all the logic tree branches and for difflerent ground motion levels represented
by mean annual frequency of exceedances (MAFE). The total hazard variance is deaggregated
in terms of the following PSHA elements:

r

Seismic source model uncertainty

-

Alternative source model approach

r#,l;-,ce

rates

Magnitude weighting case used to determine recurrence rates

,r ;,"H;"HTililHJif#fi#aver;
Site response uncertainty

Alternative SAF groupings
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The deaggregated variance is a measure of relative contribution of epistemic uncertainty in each
element to the total variance. These relative contributions are response frequency and annual
frequency of exceedance (AFE) dependent.

Additionally, RIZZO Calculation F-l17, Revision 2, develops median and standard deviations of
SAFs for the 20 epistemic branches of the site response inputs logic tree. The logic tree
represents the assessed uncertainty in geologic profile, seismic source spectra model, profile
damping, and site kappa. These intermediate results are documented in Section 5.8.8 of
ABS Consulting/RlzzO Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4 (the updated PSHA Report),
RIZZO Calculation F-|44, Revision /, shows that the dominant contributor to the total variance
is the epistemic uncertainty in the ground motion model; i.e., GMPEs. As the MAFE gets lower,
the epistemic uncertainty in maximum magnitude, the three magnitude-range cases used for
deriving recurrence rate, and the eight recurrence rate realizations become more significant.
Similarly, NZZO Calculation F-J 17, Revision 2, shows that the most significant factor
impacting the SAFs is the uncertainty in geologic profile definition.
The above sensitivity studies were performed for additional insight of the epistemic uncertainty
only, and do not affect or change any inputs to the PRA model.
Section 5.9 of ABS ConsultinglRlZZ0 Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4 documents the
contribution of different sources of uncertainties modeled in the PSHA. It describes the wide
range of sensitivrty calculations and also presents arr assessment of the variance contribution to
the hazard for all PSHA inputs (seismic source, ground motion, and site response). The variance
assessment is accomplished for a wide range of ground motion levels represented by the annual
frequencies of exceedance. Figure 5-37 displays the variance contribution for each PSHA input.
This is effectively similar to "tornado plots," and provides an understanding of which PSHA
inputs are more significant from an epistemic uncertainty perspective.
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F&O 2.,,6
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-26 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-II (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-I2).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)

A screening

of other seismic hazards was performed. There are a number of
technical questions associated with elements of the analysis for some of the other seismic
assessment

hazards.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICAI\ICE (Peer Review Team]
The NRC has identified two dams that are upstream of the BVPS that may pose a flood hazard.
In fact there are multiple dams upstream of the plant.
The PSHA report does not address the potential for seismically-initiated dam failure that could
impact the dams. A large seismic event in the region could potentially simultaneously cause
high ground motions at the BVPS and at the upstream dams leading to dam failure and damage
to the BVPS.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The potential seismically-initiated failure of upstream dams and their flooding consequence
should be addressed as part of the seismic screening analysis.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and HIZZO Associates)
Section 7.3.5 ("Seismically Induced Dam Failures") of has been added to.,{^B^S Consulting/NZZo
Report 2734294-R-00i, Revision 4, to include an assessment for the potential seismically
induced failure of upstream dams and their flooding consequences. The analysis reported in
BVPS-2 UFSAR (Appendix 2.4A) concludes that the failure of the upstream Conemaugh Dam,
which is the most critical with respect to flooding, raises the flood stage to EL 725.2 ft. This is
less than design basis flood level of EL 730.0 ft. Therefore, this seismic-related hazard is
screened out from funher analysis.
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F&O 2-27
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-27 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-II (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-I2).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
A screening assessment of other seismic hazards was performed. There are a number of
technical questions associated with elements of the analysis for some of the other seismic
hazards.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)

It is argued that the consequence of slope failure that is based on the minimum FOS slip

surfaces

is negligible because they do not intersect critical structures. However, analyses are not
presented of slip surfaces that would have safety consequences to plant structures in order to
show margins against these slope failures.

Impact of failure of slope in Cross Section 2-2 on the Intake Structure itself has not been clearly
assessed. It is stated on Page 410 3rd paragraph, "In the event of a failure in Section}-Z,the
material of the lower slope is expected to displace less than one half of a foot. The upper slope
in Section}-Z is expected to be retained by the retaining structure. These displacements are
relatively small and do not affect the function of the Intake Structure." It is not clear that this has
been clearly analyzed in the context that a HCLPF for displacements has been analyzed.

A generic procedure has been used to estimate the HCLPF for soil structures. It is not clear that
the generic procedure that includes (at least implicitly) estimates of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainty in soil properties, stability analyses, etc. is an appropriate basis to estimate the
HCLPF and serve as a basis for screening.
POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The analysis should evaluate potential slope failure modes that would impact critical structures
and components.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and RIZZO Associates)
Section 7.3.3 oflB,S ConsultinglRlZZo Report 2734294-R-A03, Revision 4 evaluates three
permanent slopes whose failure could affect safety-related functions, including:

.
.

.

Slope north of the

Unit

I (Figure 2.6-3 of BVPS-I

UFSAR).

Riverward slopes involving Service Water Piping (Figure 2.5,4-57 of BVPS-2
UFSAR).
Intake Channel Slopes (Figures 2.5.4-37 and

6l

of BVPS-2 UFSAR).

As reported in Section 7.3.3,the slope stability analyses for the above permanent slopes are
performed using Version 7.23 of the SLOPE/W Stability Analysis Program (Geo-Slope, 2007;
F*IZZO,2012b). The HCLPFs are obtained using site-specific geotechnical characteristics
obtained from the FSAR. As described below, the HCLPFs for slope failures are smaller than
0.5g. However, the slope failure is screened on the basis of the consequence to the affected
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SSCs. The consequences are assessed based on the expected post-failure displacements, which
are significantly smaller than the distance to the affected structures.
The slope north of Unit t has a HCLPF value of 0.5g PGA. It is noted, however, that this failure
mode does not affect the Turbine Building (TRBB) because the failure circle is expected to
daylight about 150 ft from the TRBB foundation. The HCLPF value of the analyzed failure
circle is taken to be a conservative lower bound affecting the TB. This is in excess of the
assumed HCLPF of the TB structure. Potential failure surfaces involvingthe TB footprintwould
be characterized by larger margins and are not controlling failure modes associated with slope
failure affecting the TB.
The minimum slope stability factor of safety for the Riverward Slope is 1.54. The corresponding
HCLPF value is 0.339 PGA. Inthe event of a slope stability failure, amaximum displacement of
I inch is predicted. Based on the acceleration required to cause 1 inch of displacement, the
HCLPF capacity associated with slope displacement is 0.389. This analysis also shows that the
critical slip surface outcrops approximately 150 ft from the lntake Structure. Therefore, possible
displacements due to the slope failure caused by an earthquake are not expected to affect the
structural integrity of the Intake Structure. Shallower failure surfaces extending to the Intake
Structure are expected to have larger factors of safety than the critical slip surface, and therefore
do not represent controlling failure modes for slope failure.
The factors of safety for the upper and lower slopes at the intake are calculated to be I .66 and
1.43., andthe corresponding HCLPF values for slope failure are 0.369 and 0.31g. [nthe eventof
slope failure, the upper slope is expected to be retained by the retaining structure. The
unrestrained displacements of the lower slope are less than one foot. Therefore, it will not affect
the function of the Intake Structure, which is more than 90 ft from the toe of the slope.
The analyses presented conclude that potential failure of the intake slopes and the resulting
displacement profiles do not affect the structural integrity of the structures or the function of the
intake channel.
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F&O 2-28
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation}-Z9 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-II (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-I2).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
A screening assessment of other seismic hazards was performed. There are a number of
technical questions associated with elements of the analysis for some of the other seismic

hazards.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICAI{CE (Peer Review Teem}
Text in the PSHA report at the bottom of Page 405 indicates a minimum HCLPF for Unit 2
bearing capacity of 0.459. The minimum value in Table 7-l for Unit 2 appears to be 0.509.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
Modifu the text to be consistent with the analysis results.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting andHIZiLO Associates)
Section 7.3.2 ofr{B^S Consulting/RlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4, has been revised to
be consistent with the minimum HCLPF presented in Table 7 -1. This is a documentation change
and does not affect PRA inputs.
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F&O 2-29
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-29 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-II (and other affected
Supporting Requirement SHA-I2).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)

A screening

assessment of other seismic hazards was performed. There are a number

of

technical questions associated with elements ofthe analysis for some of the other seismic
hazards.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
There is no indication that lateral spreading of the ground in the vicinity of the Intake Structure
or other critical structures has been assessed.

A generic procedure has been used to estimate the HCLPF for soil structures. It is not clear that
the generic procedure includes (at least implicitly) estimates of aleatory and epistemic
uncertainty in soil properties, stability analyses, etc. is an appropriate basis to estimate the
HCLPF and serve as a basis for screenirrg.
POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The analysis should evaluate the potential for liquefaction and lateral spreading that could impact
critical strucfures and components.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and RIZZO Associates)
As described in Section7.3.4 of.,,{B,S ConsultinglRlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4,the
foundations for all power block structures are supported on either in-situ competent soil in the
higher terrace or on engineered structural backfill. NUREG/CR-5741 concludes that the
liquefaction susceptibility of terrace soils from the Pleistocene period is 'very low'.
Additionally, the liquefaction potential is also overy low' when depth of the groundwater is
greaterthan about 50 ft 0\fUREG/CR-5741; NRC,2000). All of the powerblock structures
satisff both conditions, and are therefore not affected by liquefaction, and this failure mode is
screened out for the power block SSCs.
Section 7.3.4 presents the detailed liquefaction analysis of the yard areabetween the plant and
the intake. The reported liquefaction analysis is based on conservative design parameters in the
FSAR such as recorded SPT blow counts, the particle size distribution and fines content, and the
water table elevation. These are taken to be the 84th percentile values. The calculated HCLPFs
for liquefaction and its effects on affected SSCs (buried pipes) thus represent CDFMs.
Based on the calculated settlements due to liquefaction, and assuming an allowable seismicinduced settlement associated with the buried lines of 3 inches, the HCLPF value associated

with
:2.A),
seismic-induced settlement is 0.399. Allowing for a nominal ductility (Fp
the HCLPF

associated with structural integrity of the buried pipes is about 0.8g. This is significantly in
excess of the CDFM HCLPF values of equipment in the Intake Structure. Therefore, the
liquefaction failure mode affecting the plant SSCs is screened out. Additionally, due to the
generally flat topography lateral spreading is not an issue.
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F&O 2-30
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-30 was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-J3.

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
A foundational element of PSHA as ithas evolved overthe past 30 years is the development and
implementation of methods to identiff, evaluate, and model sources of epistemic (model and
parametric) uncertainty in the estimate of ground motion hazards. As such fairly rigorous
analyses are carried out (SSHAC studies) to quantitatively address model uncertainties.

At the same time there is within any analysis sources of uncertainty that are not directly modeled
and assumptions that are made for pragmatic or other reasons. There are also sources of model
uncertainty that are embedded in the context of current practice that are 'accepted' and typically
not subject to critical review. For instance, in the PSHA it is standard practice to assume that the
temporal occurrence of earthquakes is defined by a Poisson process. This assumption is well
accepted despite the fact that it violates certain fundamentally understanding of tectonic
processes (strain accumulation). A second practice is the fact that earthquake aftershocks are not
modeled in the PSHA, even though they may be significant events (depending on the size of the
main event).

In the spirit of the standard it seems appropriate that sources of model uncertainty that are
modeled as well as sources of uncertainty and associated assumptions as they relate to the sitespecific analysis should be identified/discussed and their influence on the results discussed.
As SPRA reviews and the use of the standard have evolved, it would ssem the former
interpretation is reasonable, but potentially incomplete. It is reasonable from the perspective that
documentation of the sources of model uncertainty and their contribution to the site-specific
hazard results is a valuable product that supports the peer review process and assessments in the
future as new information becomes available). Similarly, documenting assumptions provides
similar support for peer reviews and future updates. The notion that model uncertainties and
related assumptions that are not addressed in the PSHA is at a certain level an extreme
requirement that may not be readily met and may not be particularly supportive of the analysis
that is performed.
For puqposes of this review, the following approach is taken with regard to this supporting
requirement:

1.

2.

The documentation should present quantitative results and discussion the sources of
epistemic uncertainty that are modeled and their contribution to the total uncertainty in
the seismic hazard.
The documentation should discuss elements of the PSHA model where these may be
latent sources of model uncertainty that are not modeled and assumptions that are made
in performing the analysis.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
The documentation of the sources of model uncertainfy analysis and a description of the analysis
assumptions is not complete in the PSHA report in its current form such that a clear
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understanding of the contribution of individual sources of uncertainty to the estimate of hazard
are understood. Limited information on the contribution of seismic sources to the total mean
hazard is presented, but information on the contributors to the uncertainty is not provided.

With respect to addressing model uncertainties and associated assumptions there are some
examples that can be identified in the Beaver Valley (BV) PSHA. These are:

1.

2.

In the site response analysis the assumption is made that the lD equivalent-linear model
(SHAKE type) to estimate the site amplification and ground motion input to plant
structures is appropriate. In addition, an assumption is made that the variation in the rock
topography does not significantly influence the ground motion that is input to the plant.
This modeling approach and the potential model uncertainty that it represents relative to
the conditions at the BV site should be addressed.
In the estimate of vertical ground motions, an envelope of alternative V/FI ratio models
was used. This approach is conservative. It is implicitly assumed this approach is
reasonable and appropriate as a basis to provide input to the seismic fragility analysis.
This assumption and its potential implications is a topic that should be identified and
discussed in the context of addressing this requirement.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The resolution to this finding could involve:
1

.

2.

Documentation and discussion of the contribution of different sources of uncertainty that
are modeled inthe PSHA. The documentation of the contribution of different sources of
uncertainty can be shown by means of "tornado plots" that quantiff the sensitivity of the
hazard at different ground motion levels to the various branches in the logic tree. These
plots show which sources of epistemic uncertainty are most important. It should include
the sowce model uncertainff, ground motion model uncertainty, and site response
uncertainty. Currently, the total uncertainty is shown by the hazard fractiles, but it is not
broken down to provide understanding as to what is most important.

Identification and discussion of model assumptions that are made.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and RIZZ0 Associates)
This F&O relates to the documentation of the sensitivity analyses addressed in response to
F&O 2-3 and documentation of model assumptions. It does not affect the hazard definition or
the UHRS.
As stated in the Disposition of F&O 2-3, Section 5.9 ofl8,S Consulting/Rlzzo
Report 2734294-R-A03, Revtsion 4 documents the contribution to hazard of different sources of
uncertainties modeled in the PSHA. Additionally, Section 5.8.8 presents details of the sensitivity
of the site amplification factors to various inputs to the site response analysis such as geologic
profile, ground motion amplitude, seismic source spectra, profile damping assumptions, and site
kappa.

Section 5.9 concludes that the dominant contributor to the total hazard variance is the epistemic
uncertainty in GMPEs. As the MAFE gets lower, the epistemic uncertainty in maximum
magnitude, the three magnitude-range cases used for deriving recurrence rates and the eight
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recuffence rate realizations become more significant. Similarly, Section 5.8.8 concludes that the
most significant factor impacting the SAFs is the uncertainty in geologic profile definition.
The modeling assumptions for various elements of the PSHA are described in Section 2.0 for the
seismic source models and in Section 3.0 for the ground motion models and in the references
cited therein. The modeling assumptions for the site response analysis are described in
Section 5.0 and cited references.
Assumptions used are those associated with current standards of practice. Examples are as
follows:

r
.

Ergodic assumption as applied to the estimation of maximum earthquake magnitude for
distributed seismicrty sources and to ground motion prediction
Seismic source characterization model
The spatial distribution of seismicity is generally temporally stationary
The occurrence of independent earthquakes is a stationary Poisson process

r
r

The size distribution of earthquake magnitudes for distributed seismicity sources
follows an doubly truncated exponential distribution
Ground motion characterization

Variability in ground motion follows a lognormal distribution
Site response analysis
Use of equivalent-linear analysis and vertically propagating shear waves adequately
represents the important trends in site response for the levels of ground motion

considered

A site geotechnical model consisting of homogeneous, horizontal layers adequately
represents the site conditions

Conditions at the Beaver Valley sites are consistent with the standard practice use of the above
assumptions.
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F&O 2-31
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 2-31, was identified in the Probabilistic Seismic Hazards
Analysis High Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SHA-I l (and other affected
Supporting Requirements SHA-I2, SFR-D I ).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
A screening assessment of other seismic haeards was performed. There are a several technical
questions associated with elements of the analysis for some ofthe other seismic hazards.
BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
An analysis was performed to assess potential bearing capacity failures.
Calculation l2-4736-F-033 RI presents the methodology for calculating the bearing capacity;
however it does not discuss how the HCLPF is estimated. As such it is not clear if the HCLPF
estimates, which are the basis for screening bearing capacity failures are appropriate.
Discussions with the analyst involved in the analysis suggest that the median capacity for a
bearing failure may not be significantly higher than the estimated median capacity. If this is the
case, additional support for screening out this failure mode is required.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
Provide documentation of the methodology for estimating the bearing capacity HCLPF. If the
median seismic capacity is not significantly higher than the estimated HCLPF, then additional
basis for screening out this failure mode should be provided

PLAFIT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting alnrilHIZZO Associates)
ABS Consulting/Rlzz0 Report 2734294-R-0A3, Revision 4 includes revisions to enhance the
discussion of bearing capacity HCLPF values. It provides additional basis to screen out bearing
capacity failure. Based on available margins assuming linear behavior, the HCLPF is
sufficiently large to accommodate the possibility thato due to inherent nonlinearities, the median
capacity is not significantly larger than the HCLPF.
Section 7.3.2 of,{B,S ConsaltinglRlZZo Report 2734294-R-003, Revision 4 documents the
methodology for estimating the HCLPF associated with bearing capacity failure. The factors of
safety reported in the FSAR indicate relatively significant margins against bearing capacity
failure under SSE conditions. To account for potential uplift at higher ground motion levels, a
bounding analysis is performed. This analysis conservatively ignores that uplift reduces the
demand overturning moment. On the other hand, it accounts for the fact that uplift reduces the
effective bearing area and therefore increases the bearing pressure and reduces the effective
bearing capacity. Table 7-1 presents the resulting conservative bounds for the HCLPF values.
The minimum bounding HCLPF for the BVPS Unit 1 and Unit 2 structures is 0.539 and 0.5g,
respectively.
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It is noted that uplift of the foundation mat due to seismic ground motion significantly reduces
overturning moments and in turn the bearing pressure. These reductions in demand, along with

(l) the calculated bounding

HCLPFs in Table 7-1, and (2) the significant margins under SSE
conditions, are used as basis to screen out bearing capacity as the controlling failure mode for the
BVPS structures.
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F&O 4-6
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 4-6 was identified in the Seismic Fragility Analysis High
Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SFR-A2 (and other affected Supporting
Requirement SFR-F2).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
Excess conservatism and unrealistic assumptions were noted in a number of calculations
providing the fragility parameters for components identified as top contributors to CDF.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICAFICE (Peer Review Team)
(Sequential letters added by FENOC

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

BVl

for clarity in Plant Response or

Resolution section)

residual heat removal (RHR) pumps are evaluated in2734294-C-106 R0 BVPSI
Seismic Fragility for Vertical Pumps, Section 5.4. EW and NS seismic accelerations are
enveloped. 3% damping is used but response is dominated by the steel support frame.
CDFM capacity is scaled from a consen/ative design calculation. The design calculation
includes operational considerations and seismic nozzle loads, but it is not checked if these
loads are realistic for fragility evaluation purposes. No inelastic energy absorption factor
is used. Weld capacity is governed by base metal and this is not a realistic failure modes
per American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC).

BVl

Pressurizer power operated relief valve 2RCS-PCV455C is evaluated in
2734294-C-208 R0 BVPS2 Seismic Fragility for Motor _ Solenoid Operated Valves,
Section 5.2. A conservative lower bound natural frequency estimate is used in the
evaluation, and conservative generic capacrty is assigned. A value lower than the
calculated HCLPF capacity was used in the quantification.

BV1 Pressurizer relief valve 2RCS-RV551A is evaluated in calculation2734294-C-207
R0 BVPS2 Seismic Fragility for Pneumatic Operated Valves, Section5.27. A
conservative lower bound natural frequency estimate is used in the evaluation, and
conservative generic capacity is assigned. A value lower than the calculated HCLPF
capacity was used in the quantification.
BV2 battery charger 2BAT-CHG}-7 is evaluated in calculation2734294-C-216 R0
BVPS2 Seismic Fragility for Battery Chargers and Inverters, Section 5.2. Weight is
determined by Reference to generic implementation procedure (GIP) and 3 x weight of
sheet metal is used. However, this is for a control cabinet, not a battery charger. A
battery charger weight should be based on 45 lbs/ft3. The resulting weight by generic
method is 1,485 lbs, not 1,104 lbs as used in the calculation. A conservative 0.60 knock
down factor is used in the fragility calculation for anchorage capacity due to unknown
anchor type, but the anchor type was clearly identified during the peer review walkdown.
BV2 MCC-2-E06 is evaluatedin2734294-C-201 R0 BVPS2 Seismic Fragility for Motor
Control Centers, Section 5.5. Functional capacity of the MCC is based onratio of
generic equipment ruggedness spectra (GERS) to ISRS for 18 Hz response in the vertical
direction. The realistic failure mode of the MCC associated with vertical motion is not
described. The anchorage section of the calculation states that vertical frequency is at
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least 33 Hz but 1 8 IlZ is used for functional evaluation. A plug weld detail is assumed
for the base connection. Plug weld capacity is governed by base metal capacity, although

AISC no longer recognizes base metal as a realistic failure mode for filet welds.

0

g)

h)

i)
j)

The BVl Primary Plant demineralized water storage tank (DWST) is evaluated in
calculation 124736 F-I35. Although it is essentially axisymmetric, loads are increased
by 40 percent based on 100-40-40 considerations which are not applicable, thus
introducing excess conservatism. The failure mode of tank wall bending is not applicable
since the anchor chairs are encased in concrete.

BVl RHR heat exchangers

are evaluated in calculation 2734294-C-121 R0 BVPSI
Seismic Fragility for Tanks and Heat Exchangers, Section 5.9. The 19.8 Hx frequency
estimate is conservatively applied in all directions. The same input motion scape factor is
used in all directions. CDFM capacity is scaled from a conservative design calculation.
The design calculation includes operational considerations and seismic nozzle loads, but
it is not checked if these loads are realistic for fragility evaluation purposes. No inelastic
energy absorption factor is used.

2FWS-FCY479 is evaluated in calculation2734294-C-207 R0 BVPS2 Seismic Fragility
for Pneumatic Operated Valves, Section 5.13. Lack of meeting SQUG caveats is not
described clearly in the calculation. A lower bound frequency estimate is used in the
evaluation. A value lower than the calculated HCLPF capacity was used in the
quantification.
The functional/anchorage HCLPF capacity for the representative hattery charger,
BAT-CHGI-5, is conservatively assumed to be 0.1g. Since this is one of the risk
significant items ranked within top ten contributors to the seismic CDF, its fragility needs
to be refined to obtain a more realistic estimate of the seismic fragility.

For a group fans on isolators listed in Table 5.3-1 of 2734294-C-109 R0, the obtained
HCLPF capacity is calculated as2.29 g on Page 31 of 2734294-C-109 R0. When a
review of top contributors to seismic CDF, it is noticed that the fragility capacity for
Emergency Switchgear heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) fans is set to
the HCLPF capacity of 0.3g. Please explain the difference.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
The Standard requires that realistic fragilities are used for top contributors to CDF. More
realistic fragility analysis is required for these items.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and HIZZO Associates)

a)

In response to the F&O, a refined fragility was calculated for the BVI RHR pumps in
Revision 1 of BVPS-I calculation2734294-C-rc6. To this end, existing computer
analytical models of the pumps and support frame documented in design calculations
were reproduced in a new calculation l2-4735-F-141. This facilitated the elimination of
conservatisms from the design calculation scaling approach in 2734294-C-106,
Revision 0. Conservative assumptions removed by: (1) performing analysis in the NS
and EW directions with their respective seismic accelerations, rather than an enveloFe,
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(2) using specific motor weights for "A" and "8" pumps instead of an envelope,
(3) retaining plus or minus signs for nozzle loads instead of conservatively assuming
absolute maxima, (4) including dead weight of the support frame, (5) transferring
calculated pump foot reactions from "A" and "8" pump models to the support frame
model instead of envelops, (6) determining seismic responses of pump/frame based on
7Vo damping for welded steel structures and of piping nozzle loads based on 5olo damping
per ASCE 43-05 instead of conservative design damping, (7) using pinned connections at
the support frame to reinforced concrete pier anchorage locations instead of
conservatively assuming fixed connections, (8) applying the 100-40-40 rule for
combining seismic spatial components in the three orthogonal directions instead of an
absolute sum, (9) using the governing thermal condition instead of an envelope of
potential thermal conditions for RHR pump suction and discharge nozzle loads, and
(10) scaling seismic nozzle loads based on resonant frequencies of piping reported in
design evaluations. In Revision 0 of calculation 2734294-C-106, the governing failure
mode was of the ductile steel anchorage and an inelastic energy absorption factor of
greater than unity could have been warranted. However, Revision 1 of calculation of
calculation2734294-C-106 expanded the structural fragility section for the RHR pumps
to evaluation concrete-related failure modes of the anchorage calculated in accordance
with ACI 349-06. The governing structuraUanchorage failure mode of the pumps is
concrete breakout failure of the pump support frame to reinforced concrete piers
cast-in-place anchor bolts. An inelastic energy absorption factor was not used because
this failure mode is brittle; i.e., Fp:l. With respect to weld capacity, the capacity used in
Revision 0 of Calculation2734294-C-106 is in accordance with AIISI/AISC 360-10
Section J2.4 which states: "the design strength of welds shall be the lower value ofthe
base material and the weld metal strength." All of these details are addressed in the
Revision I of Calculation 2734294-C-106 and/or new Calculation 12-473 5-F- l4l ,
Revision 0.
b)

It should be noted that the peer review F&O report has a typographical error in the Basis
for Significance section of this F&O. The first word in the second paragraph is'oBVl,"
but the rest of the paragraph is about the Unit 2 pressurizer power operated relief valve
(PORV), 2RCS-PCV455C. The fragility for this valve was updated after the BV2 model
was locked. The fragility report summary table in Revision 1 of the fragility report

2734294-R-013 reflects the updated valve HCLPF of 0.549, which has been incorporated
into the PRA model (original HCLPF was 0.329). In addition, the Seismic PRA
Quantification Notebook now includes a group of sensitivities in Section 6 which address
the models sensitivity to refinement of fragilities. These new cases only look at seismic
components whose Fussell-Vesely importance (FVI) is greater than 0.03; anything less is
considered to not significantly change results even if the HCLPF values were improved.
Those SSCs that had a FVI >0.03 had sensitivities performed in which the HCLPF was
doubled, in order to bound the small changes in HCLPF values that would more
realistically be expected. This was done for both CDF' and LERF. In many cases, the
sensitivity showed a small change in CDF/LERF, indicating that improving the fragility
would have very little effect on the model. In the cases for which there is a noticeable
change, the fragilities of those SSCs are deemed to be already realistic-ither because
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they were refined following peer review, or the peer review team did not identiff any
lack of realism in the fragility calculations-and calculating a more robust fragility is not
seen as plausible. Therefore, the PRA team concludes that there are no possible
conservatisms in the fragility calculations that are driving the model results or masking
insights. The fragility for the PORV identified in this F&O was refined and also has a
low Fussell-Vesely (FV), signiffing that any additional refinement would not have a
significant impact on the CDF/LERF.

c)

The fragility for this valve (BV2 pressurizer relief valve 2RCS-RV551A) was updated
after the BV2 model was locked prior to peer review. The fragility report summary table
inRevision I of the fragility Report 2734294-R-013 reflectsthe updated valve HCLPF of
0.559 which has been incorporated into the PRA model (original HCLPF was 0.329). In
addition, the Seismic PRA Quantification Notebook now includes a group of sensitivities
in Section 6 which address the models sensitivity to refinement of fragilities. These new
cases only look at seismic components whose FVI is greaterthan 0.03; anythrng less is
considered to not significantly change results even if the HCLPF values were improved.
Those SSCs that had a FVI >0.03 had sensitivities performed in which the HCLPF was
doubled, in order to bound the small changes in HCLPF values that would more
realistically be expected. This was done for both CDF and LERF. In many cases, the
sensitivity showed a small change in CDF/LERF, indicating that improving the fragility
would have very little effect on the model. In the cases for which there is a noticeable
change, the fragilities of those SSCs are deemed to be already realistic-or because they
were refined following the peer review-and calculating a more robust fragility is not
seen as plausible. Therefore, the PRA team concludes that there iue no possible
conservatisms in the fragility calculations that are driving the model results or masking
insights. Since the peer review, the fragility for the pressurizer relief valve identified in
this F&O was refined, and also has a low FV, signifuing that any additional refinement
would not have a significant impact on the CDF/LERF.

d)

To resolve this F&O, the fragility for BV2 battery charger 2BAT-CHG2-7 was evaluated
with estimated weight of 1,485 lbs calculated based on 45 pounds per cubic foot for
battery chargers per the SQUG GIP and anchorage capacity based on plant-specific
walkdown observations by qualified personnel from ABS, RIZZO, and/or FENOC that
the anchors are shell-type Philips studs. Revision 1 of BVPS-2
Calculation 27 3 429 4 -C -21 6 documents the updated evaluation of 2BAT- CHG2-7 .

e)

Per EPRI TR-102180, minimum frequencies of free standing MCCs are inthe range of
3-10 Hz in the horizontal direction. The minimum horizontal frequency of 7 Hz was
appropriately used in this calculation as the lower bound estimate. While the vertical
frequency of MCCs were considered to be at 33Hz and above for evaluation of
anchorage, the minimum frequency considered in functional fragility analysis was limited
to I 5 Hz to account for potentially damaging local modes of the MCC and internal
components (e.g., breakers, contactors, transformers) with lower resonant frequencies.
For anchorage fragility calculation, these local modes will not result in significant anchor
loads and the evaluation is based on only the global resonant frequency which was judged
above 33 Hz. Details of the connection between the MCC and base channel were not
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available during preparation of Revision 0 of this fragility analysis and a worst case
scenario of plug weld anchorage was assumed for MCCs. Further walkdowns performed
by qualified personnel from ABS, RIZZO, an#or FENOC confirmed that MCCs are
connected to their base channel sills with 3/8" diameter bolts. Therefore, calculation of
HCLPF due to plug weld capacity is removed in Revision I of this calculation. In
Revision 0 of this calculation, the plug weld capacity considered base metal capacrty
consistent with requirements in AISC 360-10, which considers hase metal shear capacity
as a potential failure mode. In Revision 0 of this calculation, plug welds governed the
anchorage capacity of MCCs. Welded connections are considered briule connections per
EPRI NP-6041-SL and therefore an inelastic energy absorption factor of 1.0 was
assigned. Also, in Revision I of this calculationthe anchorage capacity is governed by
headed studs in concrete, which are also considered to have brittle failure mode and an
inelastic absorption capacrty of 1.0 is assigned. Revision 1 of the MCC fragility
Calculation2734294-C-201 includes the previously described expanded discussion and
the updated anchorage evaluation.

0

Revision 1 of calculation 2734294-C-121 was issued to calculate a refined fragility for
the BV I Primary Plant DWST. To this end, horizontal loads are no longer combined
withthe 100-40-40 ruIe in consideration ofthe essentially axisymmetric tank shape. The
BVt walkdown report 2734294-R-004 Revision I clearly shows the BVl Primary Plant
DWST anchor chairs are not encased in concrete and therefore the last part of the peer
review comment is not applicable.

s)

The Seismic PRA Quantification Notebook now includes a group of sensitivities in
Section 6 which address the models sensitivity to refinement of fragilities. These new
cases only look at seismic components whose FVI is greaterthan 0.03; anything less is
considered to not significantly change results even if the HCLPF values were improved.
Those SSCs that had a FVI >0.03 had sensitivities performed in which the HCLPF was
doubled, in order to bound the small changes in HCLPF values that would more
realistically be expected. This was done for both CDF and LERF. In many cases, the
sensitivify showed a small change in CDF/LERF, indicating that improving the fragility
would have very liule effect on the model. In the cases for which there is a noticeable
change, the fragilities of those SSCs are deemed to he already realistic--or because they
were refined following the peer review-and calculating a more robust fragility is not
seen as plausible. Therefore, the PRA team concludes that there are no possible
conservatisms in the fragility calculations that are driving the model results or masking
insights. The RHR HXs identified in this F&O has a low FV, signiffing that any
additional refinement would not have a significant impact on the CDF/LERF.

h)

The HCLPF for 2FWS-FCV479 was increased from 0.289 to 0.419 after locking the BV2
model. The summary table in Revision I of the BVPS-2 fragility Report 2734294-R-013
was updated to match the fragility reported in Revision 1 of Calculation 2734294-C-207 .
Also, the Seismic PRA Quantification Notebook now includes a group of sensitivities in
Section 6 which address the models sensitivity to refinement of fragilities. These new
cases only look at seismic components whose FVI is greater than 0.03; anything less is
considered to not significantly change results even if the HCLPF values were improved.
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Those SSCs that had a FVI >0.03 had sensitivities performed in which the HCLPF was
doubled, in order to bound the small changes in HCLPF values that would more
realistically be expected. This was done for both CDF and LERF. In many cases, the
sensitivity showed a small change in CDF/LERF, indicating that improving the fragility
would have very little effect on the model. In the cases for which there is a noticeable
change, the fragilities of those SSCs are deemedto be already realistic<r because they
were refined following the peer review-and calculating a more robust fragility is not
seen as plausible. Therefore, the PRA team concludes that there are no possible
conservatisms in the fragility calculations that are driving the model results or masking
insights. Since the peer review, the fragility for the Flow Control Valve identified in this
F&O was refined, and also has a low FV, signifying that any additional refinement would
not have a significant impact on the CDF/LERF.

I of Calculation

i)

2734294-C-116 was issued to calculate a refined fragility for
BAT-CHGI-5. To this end, an experience-based approach of 1.5 x Reference Spectrum
was used to establish a functional fragility. The anchorage fragility is in excess of the
functional fragility based on a review of the seismic characteristics of the component and
its anchorage and walkdown photographs and observations documented in the walkdown
report 2734294-R-004, Revision 1. The governing HCLPF based on the refined
calculation was 0.709.

i)

The correct and final HCLPF value is 2.299. The 0.309 value was originally submitted to
the PRA modeler for its initial risk quantification using conservative assumptions. This
fan subsequently showed as a top contributor and a more representative fragility of 2.299
was calculated. The 0.309 HCLPF value was incorrect$ left in Revision 0 of the
Fragility Report (2734294-R-006). This value has been corrected in Revision 1.

Revision
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F&O 4-13
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 4-13 was identified in the Seismic Fragility Analysis High
Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SFR-A2 (and other affected Supporting
Requirements SFR-F4, SPR-E6).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
The LERF model appears to be conservative with regard to the structural failures modeled in
Top EventZLZ that are mapped directly to CDF and LERF.

Building structures are important to LERF. Fragilities should be realistic.
BASIS FOR SIGNIFICAI{CE (Peer Review Team}
Structural failures in top event ZLZ are important contributors to LERF. However, it is not clear
from the documentation how these failures cause core damage and containment failure. This is
especially true for the MS Cable Vault structure (where it is not clear how core damage is
guaranteed) and the containment (where the dominant failure mode is an internal wall, not a
functional failure of containment).
The failure mode of buildings needs to be realistic. There is no explanation of how a failure of a
single internal wall leads to gross failure of the Reactor/Containment Building
Report 2734294-C-133, Revision 0, states the lowest HCLPF of the Reactor/Containment
Building walls is 0.619. This is an internal wall (690-INT-W2). This HCLPF is assigned as the
gross faihxe mode of the Reactor/Containment Building.
There is a discrepancy in structural damping. Calc. 2734294-C-133 Fragility Analysis RCBX
Section 7.2 Damping Factor states seismic demand is based onTo/o structural damping. But
Report 2734294-R-006 Section 7 .2.4 Modeling of Structural Parameters states the structural
damping of 4Vo is assumed based on the expected damage level. In the typical building response
analysis, the 4Yo damping is used to be consistent with the CDFM approach. However, when the
building structural responses obtained from the CDFM building analysis are used with the
separation of variables approach, it is stated that the converted building responses are equivalent
to response analysis results corresponding to 7o/o structural damping. For example, on Pag e 54
of 2734294-C-128 R0 BVPSl Fragility Analysis AXLB, it is stated that the seismic demand is
based on 7Yo structural damping. The basis for this when the 40/o structural damping is actually
used for the CDFM approach is not described.
Forces and moments for selected major shear walls and columns are provided in Tables A.I-l
and A.I-2 of 2734294-R-005, Part A. Then, these appear to be converted to median values for
use with separation of variables and presented in Section 5.2 of Calc. 2734294-C-128 R0. It is
not clear how this conversion was conducted. Please provide the process for how the
CDFM-calculated demands were converted to the corresponding median demands.
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A review of building fragility calculations shows that the variabilities associated with the
following fragility parameters were not included:

.
.
.

Horizontal Direction Peak Response
Vertical Component Response
Time History

No fragilities are calculated for floor diaphragms.
In shear wall fragilities, axial compression forces are neglected.
Forces and moments for selected structural components are provided as follows:

.
r
.
.

o
.
.
|

2734294-R-005, Revision 1, Part A, Attachment A.I for Auxiliary Building
2734294-R-005, Revision 1, Part B, Attachment B.I for Reactor Building
2734294-R-005, Revision

Building

l,

Part C, Attachment C.I for Diesel Generating

2734294-R-005, Revision 1, Part D, Attachment D.I for Fuel and
Decontamination Buildings
2734294-R-005, Revision

l,

Part E, Attachment E.I for Service Building

2734294-R-005, Revision 1, Part F, Attachment F.I for Main Steam Valve and
Cable Vault Building
2134294-R-005, Revision 1, Part G, Attachment G.I for Intake Structure
2734294-R-005, Revision 1, Part H, Attachment H.I for Safeguards Building

All

these include twisting moments in the sunmary tables. It is not described how the twisting
moments are considered as part of building fragility evaluations.

Section 6.3 in 2734294-R-005, Revision

l,

Part H states the following:

"This approach conservatively assumes that all accelerations are co-directional
and ignores the effects due to mode shapes. This conservative bias could be as
high as about 50 percent in individual structural components, but it is considered
acceptable because the fragilities of the structural components, such as reinforced
concrete walls, are generally high and; therefore, will not contribute to the CDF
(fragilities of other components will control). I f subsequent calculations
determine otherwise, the specific structural components will be re-evaluated to
obtain more accurate estimates of forces and moments. We anticipate that this
will be accomplished by integrating stresses from the SASSI analysis."
This statement acknowledges conservatisms embedded in the seismic demands for Safeguards
Building and justifies them based on the assumption that the corresponding building fragilities
do notplay amajorrole inthe plant risk such as CDF. However, areview of top 10 contributors
to LERF reveals that Safeguards Building is one of the three buildings that are ranked within the
first top three contributors to LERF, along with main steam cable vault (MSCV) and Reactor
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Containment Buildings. Therefore, the building fragilities for these three buildings need to be
refined by eliminating the aforementioned conservatisms.

While the documents mentioned in this finding are from BV1, this observation also extends to
BV2.

POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
Review the dominant contributors to LERF to assure they are assessed as realistically as
possible. Document the assumptions that are used to map the structural failures to CDF and
LERF.
Provide basis that the lowest fragility of a component of a building represents the gross failure
fragility of the building.
Correct the discrepancy in the description of structural damping.

PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and RIZZO Associates)
In Revision 0 structural fragility calculations which were reviewed by the peer review team, a
fragility was calculated for the limit state of structural deformation causing failure of equipment
anchorage using ASCE 43-05 inelastic energy absorption factors for Limit State C. The failure
of equipment supported within these structures will lead to core damage. The capacity
calculated for structural deformation causing failure of equipment anchorage was also
conservatively taken as representative for collapse. Collapse of the CIS or adjacent buildings
such as the MS Cable Vault structure can be assumed to guarantee containment failure.
Revision 2 of structural fragility calculations include a calculation of the capacity for the limit
state of incipient collapse using ASCE 43-05 inelastic energy absorption factors for Limit State
A. Revision 2 of structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through {-135 and C-228
through -235 include expanded discussion of limit states and a calculation of collapse capacity.
In Revision 0 of the reactor building structural fragility calculation which was reviewed by the
peer review team, a fragility was calculated for the limit state of structural deformation causing
failure of equipment anchorage using ASCE 43-05 inelastic energy absoqption factors for Limit
State C. The failure of equipment supported within the reactor building will lead to core
damage. The capacity calculated for structural deformation causing failure of equipment
anchorage was also conservatively taken as representative for collapse. Collapse of the CIS can
be assumed to guarantee containment failure. Revision 2 of the reactor building structural
fragility calculation includes a calculation of capacity for the limit state of incipient collapse
using ASCE 43-05 inelastic energy absorption factors for Limit State A. To address this F&O,
discussion was added stating that the critical structural members for which fragilities are
calculated are major walls and columns for whish failure poses a potential gross loss of structural
stability that could lead to collapse of the structure. Yielding of minor walls is not a concern
since loads in these walls will be redistributed to the major shear walls. Internal wall
690-INT-W2 is categorized as a major shear wall. Failure of internal wall 690-INT-W2
according to the limit state of structural deformation causing failure of equipment anchorage
leads to core damage. Failure of internal wall 690-INT-W2 according to the limit state of
incipient collapse leads to large early release. Revision 2 of the reactor building structural
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fragility Calculations 2734294-C-133 (Unit l) and 2734294-C-233 (Unit 2) include expanded
discussion of failure modes, limit states and a calculation of collapse capacity.
As pointed out by the peer review team, 404 structural damping based on Response Level I was
used to obtain the seismic structural response documented in Revision I of the Building Seismic
Analysis reports 2734294-R-005 (Unit l) and 2734294-R-012 (Unit 2) which is appropriate for
development of ISRS for use in CDFM equipment HCLPF calculations. However, for
evaluating forces and moments in structural members using the separation of variables method, a
higher level of structural damping is permissible per ASCE 43-05. To address the finding,
structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-135 and C-228 through C-235 were
revised as follows. For fragility evaluation of the limit state of collapse used for LERF
quantification, Response Level 3 structural damping of l0% was used for evaluating seismicinduced forces and moments in structures by elastic analysis as permiued by ASCE 43-05. For
fragility evaluation of the limit state of structural deformation causing failure of equipment
anchorage used for CDF quantification, structural damping was limited to Response Level 2 of
7olo since the structure will be at a less degraded condition at the limit state which will cause
incipient failure of wall mounted anchorage. The higher damping levels and associated
variabilities were incorporated in to the fragility analysis via the Damping Factor, one of the
Separation of Variables Structural Response Factors. This change results in a32o/o higher
seismic capacity for the limit state of structural deformation causing faih,ue of equipment
anchorage and a 58% higher seismic capacity for the limit state of collapse. Revision 2 of
structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-135 andC-228 through C-235 include
the above updates.
In response to this finding, structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-l35 and
C-228 through C-235 following the separation of variables methodology were revised to convert
CDFM level demands defined at the 84th percentile NEP to median demand using the following
approach. The seismic demand used in the structural fragility calculations reviewed by the peer
review team was developed with 1 time history and BE soil properties in accordance with
ASCE 4-98, which resulted in an approximately 84th percentile NEP structural response
appropriate for CDFM evaluations. In order to achieve realistic structural fragilities, the
84ft percentile NEP seismic forces and moments in the walls and columns were reduced by a
median demand conservatism ratio factor based on EPRI Report 1019200 in the revised
calculations. The median demand conservatism ratio fastor was calculated using a seismic
demand logarithmic standard deviation based on probabilistic SSI studies in literature. Structural
fragility calculations following the separation of variables methodology were revised to reduce
seismic forces and moments in the walls and columns by the median demand conservatism ratio
factor to obtain a median response. As a result, structural fragilities increased by approximately
18%. Revision 2 of structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-135 and C-228
through C-235 include the above updates.

A detailed breakdown of the logarithmic standard deviations associated to each of the
aforementioned factors is presented in the Revision 2 of the fragility calculations for each of the
structures evaluated in the BVPS. It is noted that these calculations assume that variabilities
associated with the Horizontal Direction Peak Response, the Vertical Component Response and
Time History simulation do not contribute significantly to the log standard deviations in the
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seismic demand. Inresponse to F&O 4-13, this assumption is re-examined as follows. The
variability associated with the horizontal direction peak response accounts for the fact that the
PGA in any one horizontal direction may exceed the geo-mean PGA used to base the fragilities.
Although the SRSS method is used in calculating the total seismic shear in a wall, much of this
shear is determined by the input motion parallel to the orientation of the wall. Therefore, the
corresponding log standard deviation is taken to be 0.12 consistent with the recommendations in
EPRI TR-l03959. Because the vertical FIRS is site specific, the variability associated with the
basic variable o'vertical component response" is typically represented by Fr in the range of 0.22
to 0.28 and Bu less than about 0.2 (EPzu 103959). However, the effect of the vertical load on the
wall shear capacity is relatively small (see also response to F&O 4-13). Therefore, the
associated pr in seismic margin is relatively small (on the order of 0.01). The time histories used
in the analysis closely match the target FIRS at 5% damping. The peaks and valleys are less than
plus or minus 10% above or below the target FIRS at range of frequencies of Z.SHzto 8Hz, near
the fundamental frequency of the building; i.e., 4Hz. Thus, it is judgedthat atime history
simulation factor is 1.0 and an uncertainty of 0.05 is used consistent with EPRI TR 103959.
Also, Recent EPRI workshops have reconrmended that if only one time history is used in
obtaining the 84tr percentile response a random variability of 0.15 should be assigned to reflect
effects of random phasing of the Fourier components on the resulting peak response. Revision I
of the fragility analysis reports 2734294-R-006 (Unit l) and 2734294-R-013 (Unit 2) include the
discussion of these fragility analysis factors and the updated structural fragility parameters.

Floor diaphragm fragilities were considered to not govern over the in-plane shear and moment
capacities of vertical structural members. The primary purpose of floor diaphragms part of the
lateral force resisting system is to transfer lateral forces in a given floor into the vertical members
of the lateral force resisting system. Typical floor slab thickness of BVPS buildings is 2 ft and
longer spans are supported by beams composite with the slabs. Given the typical thickness and
configurations of the floor diaphragms, it is judged their fragilities do not govern over in-plane
shear or flexure fragilities of shear walls near the base resisting lateral forces accumulated from
the stories above. Revision 1 of the fragility analysis reports 2734294-R-006 (Unit l) and
2734294-R-013 (Unit 2) include the justification for the omission of floor diaphragm fragility
evaluation.
In response to this finding, a representative structural fragility calculation was revised to
demonstrate the effect of the axial compressive forces on shear wall shear capacity. The effect
was found to be insignificant and therefore it was concluded the assumption to omit the effect
from calculations remains valid. The other structural fragility calculations were revised to
reference the representative calculation for the basis for omission of urial compressive load
effect on shear wall shear capacity. Revision? of structural fragility
Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-135 and C-228 through C-235 include the above
described updates.
To address this F&O, Calculation 12-4735-F-148, Revision 0 was preparedto elaborate and
demonstrate how twisting moments reported in the Building Seismic Analysis
Reports 2734294-R-005 (Unit l) and 2734294-R-012 (Unit 2) affect building seismic fragilities
documented in structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-I35 and C-228
through C-235. The calculation clarifies that the reported twisting moments are the resultant of
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the distribution of out-of-plane shear forces on the elements that comprise the section cuts. Also,
the calculation estimates the out-of-plane shear strength factor for both with and without the
effects of the twisting moment for a representative BVPS structure. The strength factors are
compared to the reported strength factors from the structural fragility calculation which are based
on in-plane shear. Including the effects of the resultant twisting moments, the calculation
demonstrates that the maximum out-of-plane shear is well within the shear capacity of the wall,
and confirms that out-of-plane shear does not govern the wall fragility.
The justification for the approach to obtain forces and moments used as inputs to structural
fragility ealculations was clarified and augmented. The approach implemented to obtain the
response quantities on the structural members uses the muimum absolute accelerations resulting
from the SSI analyses in an equipment static analysis of the fixed-base structure. The equivalent
static analysis is performed using the program SAP2000. The equivalent static analysis
conservatively assumes that all response accelerations are co-directional and ignores the effects
due to mode shapes. However, this is justified on the basis that the dominant mode shape is

typically characterized by monotonically increasing shear displacements with height. The
conservative bias could be as high as 50 percent for some structural components such as columns
and other elements which may be influenced by local modes. The approach is further judged to
be acceptable on the following basis. Fragility refinements were performed which increased the
HCLPFs of the CDF related failure mode (i.e., building deformationcausing equipment failure)
by a factor ranging from 1.3 to 1.8. For LERF, a refined fragility was calculated (i.e., building
collapse) which increases the HCLPF used in quantification by a factor ranging from 2.2to2.9.
Considering these increase factors, the fragilities of structural components such as reinforced
concrete shear walls are high and therefore are not expected to be significant contributors to CDF
or LERF. The above described basis is documented in Revision 2 of structural fragility
Calculations 2734294-C-128 through C-135 and C-228 through C-235 and Revision 2 of
Building Seismic Analysis reports 2734294-R-005 (Unit 1) and 2734294-R-012 (Unit 2).
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F&O 4-16
PRA Peer Review Fact & Observation 4-16 was identified in the Seismic Fragility Analysis High
Level Requirement, Supporting Requirement SFR-A2 (and other affected Supporting
Requirement SFR-F4).

DETAILS (Peer Review Team)
Containment building analysis for

BVI

and BV2 is not realistic.

BASIS FOR SIGNIFICANCE (Peer Review Team)
On Page I 8 of 2734294-R-005, Part B, the second paragraph states that the steel liner is
anchored to the concrete inside surface at sufEciently close intervals so that the overall
deformation of the liner is essentially the same that of the concrete wall; thus, performing as
additional reinforcement. Then, on Page 28 of 2734294-R-005, Part B, the third paragraph
further states that the steel lining on the internal face of the reinforced walls of the RCS was
modeled by defining a concrete equivalent thickness; such that the moment of inertia per unit
width results is equal to 0.5 the moment of inertia of concrete (cracked stiffness) plus the
moment of inertia from the transformed steel lining area. The mass and weight densities are
modified accordingly, to match the actual values for steel plus concrete.

As stated above, the steel liner is not explicitly treated in the analysis model and converted to the
equivalent concrete thickness. Then, 2734294-R-005, Revision 1 Part B, Attachment B.I
presents resulting section forces and moments for a section cut located at EL. 690 as follows,
which is slightly less than the boffom of the steel liner elevation of EL 690 ft- l l inches.

It is important to note that the obtained forces and moments in Tables B.I-l and B.I-2 are
consistent with the requirements of the CDFM approach. Thus, they need to be adjusted to be
median-centered values when the separation of variables approach is used for building fragility
evaluations. However, when Section 5.2 of 2734294-C-133 R0 is reviewed, it is found thatthe
values from Tables B.I-1 and B.I-2 arc directly copied and used in the fragility evaluation.
POSSIBLE RESOLUTION (Peer Review Team)
Based on these findings and observations, the following should be addressed:

Explain why the CDFM-related section forces and moments from Tables B.I-1 and B.I-2 of
2734294-R-005, Part B are directly used for the separation of variables fragility evaluation in
Section 5.2 of 2734294-C-133 R0.
Explain why the twisting bending moments from Tables B.I-1 and B.I-2 of 2734294-R-005,
Part B are completely ignored in Section 5.2 of 2734294-C-133 R0.

It appears that the obtained section cut forces presented in Tables B.I-l and B.I-2 of
2734294-R-005, Part B are forthe combined section of the concrete andthe steel liner. This

approach may be reasonable when the overall section capacity of the combined section is
evaluated assuming the perfect composite action at the interface between the liner and the
concrete section. However, this approach does not consider another potential mode associated
with the liner itself such as rupturing due to excessive strain. This failure mode should be
separately evaluated.
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PLANT RESPONSE OR RESOLUTION (ABS Consulting and HIZ.?,O Associates)
With respect to CDFM forces and moments, in response to this finding, reactor building
structural fragility Calculations 2734294-C-133 (Unit 1) and 2734294-C-233 (Unit 2) were
revised to convert CDFM level demands defined at the 84th percentile NEP to median demand
using the following approach.
The seismic demand used in the structural fragility calculations reviewed by the peer review
team was developed with one time history and BE soil properties in accordance with ASCE 4-98,
which resulted in an approximately 84th percentile NEP strucfural response appropriate for
CDFM evaluations. In order to achieve realistic structural fragilities, the 84th percentile NEP
seismic forces and moments in the walls and columns were reduced by a median demand
conservatism ratio factor based on EPRI Report 1019200 in the revised calculations.
The median demand conservatism ratio factor was calculated using a seismic demand
logarithmic standard deviation based on probabilistic SSI studies in literature. Structural
fragility calculations following the separation of variables methodology were revised to reduce
seismic forces and moments in the walls and columns by the median demand conservatism ratio
factor to obtain a median response. As a result, structural fragilities increased by approximately
r8%.
Related to twisting moments, to address this F&O, Calculation 12-4735-F-148, Revision 0 was
prepared to elaborate and demonstrate how twisting moments reported in the reactor building
fragility calculations affect building seismic fragilitie s.
The calculation clarifies that the reported twisting moments are the resultant of the distribution of
out-of-plane shear forces on the elements that comprise the section cuts. Also, the calculation
estimates the out-of-plane shear strength factor for both with and without the effects of the
twisting moment for a representative BVPS structure. The strength factors are compared to the
reported strength factors from the structural fragility calculation which are based on in-plane
shear. Including the effects of the resultant twisting moments, the calculation demonstrates that
the maximum out-of-plane shear is well within the shear capacity of the wall, and eonfirms that
out-of-plane shear does not govern the wall fragility.
Pertaining to the combined concrete and steel liner section, as pointed out by the peer reviewers,
the steel liner is not explicitly treated in the analysis model and converted to the equivalent
concrete thickness. This approach adequately captures the dynamic response of the steel liner /
concrete shield.
For cylindrical shell structures such as the containment building, local shear or bending failures
will not govern the capacity under seismic loading. Instead, global failure will govem where the
whole cross section is engaged in shear or flexure eliciting a composite response. Thus, local
failure of the steel liner is precluded under seismic loading.

Revision 1 of the fragility analysis reports (2734294-R-006 12734294-013) include the rationale
for not evaluating rupture fragility of the containment steel liner.
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